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Abstract
The pulp and paper industry stands to beneﬁt immensely from the development of
automated process control technologies that provide real-time feedback about the
quality of in-process product. Current methods are destructive and labor-intensive
wet-chemical assays, which cannot be implemented in an on-line setting. Rapid
on-line alternatives to these methods hold great promise for improving efﬁciency
and reducing costs, as well as providing the opportunity to make product quality
guarantees based on data collected from in-process samples.
This thesis presents the progress made on the development of two such automated methods. The ﬁrst, principal method couples Raman spectroscopy with
chemometric analysis to model and predict value-critical properties of pulp products, with a focus on strength properties. The second method implements machine
vision in the detection of contaminants in in-process pulp, the presence of which
have a deleterious effect on product strength - and therefore value. In both cases,
we have taken these techniques from academic proofs-of-concept to industrial trials, one in a pilot plant, and the other in a pulp mill. This is a signiﬁcant milestone
in any academic-industrial collaboration.
The ﬁrst two chapters provide overviews of the nature of pulp and the current state of analytics in the industry, followed by a theoretical discussion of the
methods used in this project. Following this are three chapters documenting the
progress made towards the development of the Raman probe system, and a chapter
presenting machine vision system, used to detect pulp contaminants. Finally, there
is a discussion of some of the ongoing challenges, as well as future steps that will
be undertaken to bring these technologies to full-scale on-line implementation in a
working pulp mill.
iii

Lay Summary
The pulp and paper industry is very interested in developing automated quality
control technologies, so that they can save time and money during their manufacturing process. This thesis presents progress towards the development of two such
technologies. The ﬁrst uses Raman spectroscopy and chemometrics to predict important properties of pulp products, with the goal of making traditional measurements - which are lengthy and destructive - unnecessary. The second uses machine
vision to ﬁnd contaminants in pulp products. In both cases, we have taken these
techniques from academic proofs-of-concept to trials in an industrial setting, a very
important step along the path to implementing these techniques in a working pulp
mill.
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List of Acronyms
ATR-FTIR

Attenuated Total Reﬂectance-Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy,

a widely used suite of spectroscopic techniques commonly bundled into a
single instrument. The ATR portion of the instrument uses a crystal with a
high refractive index to send an infrared evanescent wave into a sample. The
reﬂected light is then collected into the FTIR portion of the instrument, where
the data is converted from the frequency to the time domain, and is collected
with a very high sensitivity. [4]
CCD

Charge-Coupled Device, a type of high-sensitivity photodetector that consists of an array of metal-oxide-semiconductor pixels, and that allows accumulated photoelectric charge to be shifted between pixels to an external ampliﬁer. A more specialized, sensitive, and expensive alternative to a CMOS
sensor.

CDF

Cumulative Distribution Function, a mathematical expression representing
the probability that a given function will have a value less than or equal to an
arbitrary evaluation point. The CDF for images is commonly used in machine
vision applications.

CLAHE

Contrast-Limited Adaptive Histogram Equalization, an algorithm to en-

hance image contrast that calculates histograms for various image regions
(tiles), and linearizes the histograms’ cumulative distribution functions. The
contrast-limited algorithm caps the histograms at an arbitrary value (the clip
limit), so as to avoid amplifying pixel noise in homogeneous regions.
CMOS

Complementary Metal-Oxide-Semiconductorsensor, a type photodetector
xviii

that consists of an array of metal-oxide-semiconductor pixels, each with an
integrated ampliﬁer unit. A cheaper and less sensitive alternative to a CCD.
Dichroic Beamsplitter, an optical band-rejection ﬁlter that uses a dichroic op-

DBS

tical coating to split light of a certain frequency range away from its incident
beam path.
Discrete Wavelet Transform, a method of multivariate analysis that decom-

DWT

poses a signal into a set orthogonal wavelets. Some wavelets (highest and
lowest frequencies) are discarded, and the signal is reconstructed from the
remaining wavelets.
Gaussian Process Regression, a nonparametric probabilistic statistical tech-

GPR

nique used to build a classiﬁcation model for complex sets of variables,
where correlations may not be readily apparent. It does not require a linear relationship between variables. Also called kriging.
Holographic Notch Filter, an optical component that uses a holographically

HNF

etched surface to stop a very narrow range of frequencies.
IDL

Interactive Data Language, a programming language developed for data analysis, used in conjunction with image processing software.

MCUVE

Monte Carlo-Uninformative Variable Elimination, an algorithm to build

a possibility template for use with TOGA. The template is determined by
calculating hundreds of PLS models with randomized target vectors. [5]
NBSK

Northern Bleached Softwood Kraft, a standard type of pulp produced from
boreal softwood (i.e. coniferous) trees, used to reinforce writing paper and
manufacture kraft and tissue paper. [6]

NIRS

Near-Infrared Spectroscopy, a spectroscopic technique using light in the nearinfrared region, typically between 700 and 2500 nm. Its main advantage over
conventional (mid-range) infrared spectroscopy is its penetration depth; NIR
is commonly used in medicine.

xix

Principal Component Analysis, a multivariate statistical technique used to

PCA

rank orthonormal components of a transformed data set by their contribution
to the overall variance.
PLS

Partial Least-Squares Regression, a multivariate statistical technique used to
build a classiﬁcation model for complex sets of variables, where correlations
may not be readily apparent. It necessitates a linear relationship between
variables.

RMSEC

Root-Mean-Square Error of Calibration, a measure of the uncertainty of

a classiﬁcation model’s training results; as such, the lowest possible value
is preferred. [7] Differs from the RMSEP in that it considers the training (or
calibration) data only.
RMSEP

Root-Mean-Square Error of Prediction, a measure of the uncertainty of a

classiﬁcation model’s predictions; as such, the lowest possible value is preferred. [7] In this way it the converse of the more commonly used Coefﬁcient
of Determination (R2 ). Differs from the RMSEC in that it considers the validation data only.
SBI

Shive Branch Index, a quantiﬁcation of the shape of a shive, as proposed by
Corscadden et al. [8]

SERS

Surface-Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy, a Raman technique that employs
surface adsorption to enhance the Raman effect of a sample by up to ten
orders of magnitude, although the exact mechanism is still debated in the
literature.

TOGA

Template-Oriented Genetic Algorithm, a type of evolutionary multivariate
processing technique that uses a ﬁxed set of predictor variables to guide its
iterative calculations, in order to minimize their variance. [5]
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Glossary
As with any industry, the pulp and paper industry has its own specialized lexicon
that may not be readily understandable by outsiders. This glossary collates and
deﬁnes some of this industry jargon that is relevant to this thesis.
For acronyms, see the previous section.

Product-Related Terminology
Dissolving Pulp
High-quality pulp destined for use in synthetic or reconstituted ﬁber
products, such as rayon and acetate ﬁlm base (used after nitrocellulose and
before contemporary polyester ﬁlm base). The pulp is typically derivatized
by acetylation or xanthation. [9] The viscosity of the derivatized pulp solutions is a critical processing parameter that underlies the quality of the ﬁnal
product.
Northern Bleached Softwood Kraft (NBSK)
Northern Bleached Softwood Kraft (NBSK) is Canada’s premier pulp
export product, known for its ﬁber uniformity, thickness, and length. It is
typically marketed as a reinforcing pulp. Canadian NBSK consists mainly of
Pinus contorta var. latifolia and Picea glauca, with minor amounts of Tsuga
heterophylla, Pseudotsuga menziesii var. glauca, Thuja plicata, and Larix
laricina. [6]
Eurasian NBSK consists mainly of Pinus sylvestris, with smaller amounts
of Pinus sibirica, Picea abies, Picea obovata, Larix gmelinii, and Larix

xxi

sibirica. Because of the large percentage of Larix-derived ﬁbers, it is considered to be of inferior quality.
In the southern hemisphere, introduced Pinus radiata plantations produce NBSK pulp. It is also called Radiata Pine Softwood Kraft (RPSK).
Reinforcing Pulp
Softwood pulp, typically NBSK, destined for use as a reinforcement
agent in newsprint, cardstock, and tissue. High tensile strength is valuable
for these applications.

Industry-Standard Measurements
Basis Weight / Grammage
Standard measure of product weight per unit area.
Reported in g/m2 (grams per square meter; GSM).
Standards: TAPPI T 410; ISO 536.
Brightness (B)
Standard measure of a product’s reﬂectivity.
Reported as percentage of blue (457 nm) light that is reﬂected.
Standards: TAPPI T 452, T 525; ISO 2470-2.
Note: the standards listed above are substantially different from one
another. The ISO scale can exceed 100 due to the use of ﬂuorescent whitening
agents during pulp bleaching.
Burst Strength
Standard measure of a product’s resistance to pressure.
Reported in kPa (kilopascals).
Standards: TAPPI T 403, T 807; ISO 2758.
Degree of Polymerization (DP)

xxii

Standard measure of the length of cellulose chains.
Reported as a scalar, i.e. the number of individual monosaccharides
comprising the average cellulose chain.
Freeness or Canadian Standard Freeness (CSF)
Standard measure of a product’s resistance to water ﬂow (technically,
hydrodynamic speciﬁc volume).
Reported in mL (milliliters).
Standards: TAPPI T 227; ISO 5267/2.
Kappa Number
Standard measure of the degree of de-ligniﬁcation of pulp, related to
pulp hardness or “bleachability”.
Reported as a scalar between 1 and 100. Calculated as: κ = % lignin content/0.15%.
Standards: TAPPI T 236, ISO 302.
L*, a*, and b*
Standard measures of a product’s color or shade, using the CIE color
space.
L*: black-to-white scale (luminance; L* ∈ [0, 100])
a*: green-to-red scale (negative to positive)
b*: blue-to-yellow scale (negative to positive)
Standards: TAPPI T 1216
Opacity
Standard measure of a product’s light absorption.
Reported as percentage of white light absorbed, measured in terms of
diffuse reﬂectance.
Standards: TAPPI T 425, TAPPI T 519, ISO 2471

xxiii

Porosity (Air Resistance)
Standard measure of the air ﬂow through a product, at a given pressure
differential.
Reported in Gurley − seconds, deﬁned as the time required for 100 cm3
of air to pass through one square inch of product with a pressure difference
of 0.176 PSI
Standards: TAPPI T 460, ISO 5636/5
R18
A measure of the amount of insoluble material in dissolving pulp samples.
Measured by dissolving pulp solutions in 18% NaOH solution.
Reported as a mass percentage (%m/m)
Reﬁning Energy
The energy at which a pulp batch is reﬁned. Unreﬁned pulps are typically reported as having a reﬁning energy of 0, rather than being categorized
separately from reﬁned pulps.
Pulp is often reﬁned to achieve a particular freeness (CSF) value.
Reported in kW h(kilowatt − hours).
Often also reported as the Speciﬁc Reﬁning Energy (SRE), deﬁned as
the reﬁning energy applied per ton of pulp ( kWT h ).
Stiffness
Standard measure of a product’s resistance to being torn.
Reported in MN m/kg. Calculated as: S =

max(dF/dl)(l/w)
,
Basis Weight (g/m2 )

where F is

force, l is sample length, and w is sample width.
Standards: TAPPI T 489; ISO 2491.
Stretch
Standard measure of a product’s elongation at point of rupture.
xxiv

Reported as a percent.
Standards: TAPPI T 494.
Tear Index
Standard measure of a product’s resistance to being bent.
Reported in mN m2 /g. Calculated as: TI =

Tear Resistance (mN)
.
Basis Weight (g/m2 )

Standards: TAPPI T 414; ISO 1974.
Tensile Breaking Length
Standard measure of a product’s resistance to stretching.
Reported in km (kilometers), representing the minimum length of a sample at which it would break under its own weight, if held vertically. Calculated as: BL =

Tensile Strength (N)
.
Sample width (m)∗Basis Weight (g/m2 )∗9.807m/s2

Measured with a force probe, with its prongs initially placed a ﬁxed
distance from one another (thus different from Zero-Span Breaking Length).
Standards: TAPPI T 494.
TEA

(Tensile Energy Absorption)
Standard measure of the work required to break a product.
TEA

is the integral of the tensile force-stretch percent curve.

Reported in J/kg. Calculated as: TEA =

Energy Applied (J/m2 )
.
Basis Weight (g/m2 )

Viscosity
Standard measure of the average Degree of Polymerization (DP) of the
cellulose ﬁbers of sulﬁte pulps.
Reported in cm3 /g (cubic centimeters per gram).
Measured with a capillary viscometer.
Standards: TAPPI T 230, ISO 5351-1.
Note: with respect to sulﬁte pulps, the industrial deﬁnition of “viscosity” is equivalent to the academic deﬁnition of intrinsic viscosity; this deﬁnition will be used herein without distinction. Kraft pulps are characterized
using kinematic viscosity, measured in cP.
xxv

Yellowness
Standard measure of a product’s reﬂection of yellow light.
Reported as a scalar normalized between 0 and 100.
Standards: TAPPI T 1216, ASTM E313
Zero-Span Breaking Length
Standard measure of a product’s resistance to rupture.
Reported in km (kilometers), representing the minimum length of a sample at which it would break under its own weight, if held vertically.
Measured with a force probe, with its prongs initially placed 0 mm from
one another (thus different from Tensile Breaking Length).
Often measured and reported for both wet and dry samples.
Standards: TAPPI T 231; ISO 15361.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1

Industry 4.0

The year 1750 is the baseline against which the effects of modern technological
progress are compared: it deﬁnes the beginning of industrialized society. Since
that time, we have radically transformed the way we produce goods, which has
had far-ranging ramiﬁcations on our daily lives. This has happened in a number of
waves.
In the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, the Industrial Revolution
was the ﬁrst such wave. It was primarily predicated on the exploitation of coal,
steel, and rubber, bolstered by the widespread adoption of hardy and high-yield
American food crops in Eurasia.
The second wave of industrial development occurred in the late eighteenth century. This wave, at the time called the “American system”, introduced the mass
production of replaceable parts along an assembly line - a concept that is second
nature in the present day. This drastically improved both productivity and product
quality by more effectively dividing labor between workers.
In the mid-twentieth century, the development of assembly line automation
has further revolutionized production. Putting routine manufacturing under the
control of computers allows for far more precise and rapid assembly; automated
machinery usually outperforms its human counterparts, and has allowed for further
miniaturization of components.
1

We are fast approaching a fourth wave of industrial development, which has
been termed “Industry 4.0” or “smart manufacturing”. This involves the application of the Internet of Things concept to the production line, so that the control
systems generate continuous in-process product quality information, and can autoadjust manufacture parameters to correct any deviations. In some ways this is nothing but a modiﬁcation of the third-wave automation revolution; the control systems
are made able to communicate with one another directly, instead of relying on human input for process control. However, this has rather profound implications, and
presents a host of new challenges.
Immediately, one might think that “Industry 4.0” would eliminate the need
for any human involvement. This is not quite true, as industrial labor will shift
from operating control systems to coding, monitoring, and maintaining operational
systems. But this stage is still in the future; for now, we are still in the design and
testing phase of these “smart” systems.

1.2

“Smart Manufacturing” in the Pulp and Paper
Industry

There is great interest in the pulp and paper industry for pursuing the development
automated diagnostic and control technologies. Aside from savings due to reduced
labor costs, such technologies would provide a number of beneﬁts speciﬁc to this
industry. The manufacture process, discussed below, is highly energy-intensive;
the ability to receive immediate feedback about the process provides room for realtime optimization, which has the potential to reduce energy consumption (and consequently, cost).
The pulping process is also greatly affected by natural variations in the feedstock, often in ways that cannot be easily accounted for. Monitoring resource
streams generally requires meticulous record-keeping and expert assessment of
feedstock quality. Although reliable, such methods are very labor-intensive, and
cannot provide concrete predictions of downstream product quality effects. Algorithmic assessment of resource streams, coupled with multivariate prediction
models, could do so.
Likewise, on-line product quality monitoring is currently inhibited by the na2

ture of the standard analytical techniques employed by the industry. These usually
involve removal of a sample of in-process pulp from the production line, which
is then subjected to time-intensive and destructive testing. Oftentimes, the wetchemical analytical tests require the samples be reﬁned in a pilot plant, generally
located offsite from the mill and requiring yet more energy. Introducing “smart”
methods entails the development of alternatives to such traditional testing techniques that provide rapid and reliable feedback and do not require the removal of
pulp from the production line. Common approaches include imaging and spectroscopy; however, advanced data processing is required to translate this raw data
into useful information. [10, 11]
With data predicting the properties of reﬁned pulps, a manufacturer can make
quality guarantees about their unreﬁned product when they sell it without having
to engage in wet-chemical testing and small-scale reﬁning, thus greatly reducing
their energy, time, and labor demands. This work presents several steps along the
path to automating this process.

1.2.1

Scope of the Project

The main goal of this project is to develop a methodology that applies Raman spectroscopy and chemometrics to model important characterizations of in-process pulp
samples, with an emphasis on predicting strength properties. We have made signiﬁcant progress towards this end; we have developed a Raman probe system and
a suite of multivariate analysis techniques that allow us to accurately predict these
properties, effectively bringing this methodology from an academic laboratory setting to a working industrial pilot plant. This transition of technology is signiﬁcant,
as the gulf between academia and industry is often quite wide; this is generally
due to the high opportunity costs associated with untested technology, as well as a
general lack of communication between the two disciplines. Successfully bridging
this gap pushes the technology forward to the point where industrial players take
note and re-assess the opportunity costs, greatly increasing the chances that it will
ﬁnd its way into full-scale implementation.
The next chapter will introduce process control in general terms, and then provide a theoretical background to the methods described herein. This is followed by
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discussions of the various research stages (Chapters 3, 4, and 5), moving from a
benchtop proof-of-concept Raman probe to a full-scale demonstration of hardware
and software implementation in a pilot plant setting. Future work, to be conducted
during a three-year postdoctoral fellowship,1 will be outlined in Chapter 7, highlighting the remaining steps towards mill integration. Chapter 6 discusses a different application of process control to the pulp industry: using machine vision to
identify contaminants in in-process unbleached pulp.
As the focus of this thesis is on analyzing in-process pulp products, a basic
discussion of cellulosic materials and their production is warranted before delving
into the methods that are employed in their analysis.

1.3

Chemical and Physical Attributes: Pulp as a
Biomaterial
Cellulose, the fundamental component of pulp, is
a naturally occurring organic polymer consisting of
long chains of D-glucose molecules, strung together
by β -1,4-glycosidic bonds (see Fig., 1.1). Cellulose
ﬁbers are the primary structural component in the
cell walls of all green plants. These ﬁbers are com-

Figure 1.1: The basic struc- posed of many individual cellulose chains bundled
together by inter-chain hydrogen bonding; smaller
ture of cellulose.
bundled side chains, termed ﬁbrils, are also common. Cellulose in ﬁbers takes one of two forms, crystalline or amorphous, the
former of which is fundamental to the material’s strength. Cellulose ﬁbers may
reach several millimeters in length, and are bundled together into networks, which
form the fundamental component of pulp. [9, 12–15]
However, like all natural products, cellulose ﬁbers are almost never chemically
pure. Fibers isolated from woody plant material contain lignin and hemicellulose,
in addition to cellulose. These inclusions, which can each make up to one quarter of
the overall mass of the ﬁber, serve important evolutionary purposes for the plants,
but can affect the human uses of ﬁbers. [13, 14]
1 Mitacs

Accelerate award #IT13700, in continued partnership with Canfor Pulp LP
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1.3.1

Hemicellulose

The primary chemical difference between cellulose and hemicellulose is that the
latter may contain monosaccharides besides glucose, which are sometimes acidiﬁed. Hemicellulose is polymeric and found in green plant cell walls, though because of its heterogeneous (and often branched) structure, it is often physically
weaker and more susceptible to chemical alteration than is cellulose. Two of the
most common hemicelluloses are O-acetylgalactoglucomannan and glucuronoxylan, typically comprising 20-30% of the material in softwood and hardwood ﬁbers,
respectively. [13, 15] These are commonly referred to by the shorthands mannan and xylan, and are substantially shorter than pure cellulose chains (80-120
monosaccharide units long, compared with ∼1,500). [13]
Hemicellulose is typically hydrogen-bonded to cellulose in ﬁbers. When located at the surface of ﬁbers, it can promote inter-ﬁber bonding, which to some
extent reinforces the structural integrity of the cellulosic material; the mechanism
will be discussed later (see Ch. 1.5.1). However, hemicellulose in higher concentrations stiffens the cellulose ﬁbers to the extent that it weakens the strength of pulp
products. [9, 13, 15, 16]

1.3.2

Lignin

Lignin is a vastly complex category of cross-linked phenolic biopolymers that are
closely associated with cellulose. Chemically, its hydrophobicity helps cells resist
water inﬁltration, and physically, it structurally reinforces cells by binding with
cellulose microﬁbrils. Photooxidation of lignin is responsible for the age-related
yellowing effect in some paper products. [13, 14, 17, 18] Since this is an undesirable outcome for most applications, lignin removal is of utmost importance to, and
in fact forms the backbone of, the pulping process.

1.4

Industrial and Commercial Attributes: Pulp as a
Commodity

We have devised many uses for cellulose ﬁbers, the most basic being textiles and
paper. The earliest of these were created by mechanically extracting and processing
ﬁbers from wild plants. This is, of course, a labor-intensive process, and thus was
5

considered to be highly artisanal. Early paper was made from ﬁbers derived from
easy-to-obtain sources, including bark, hemp, ﬂax, and cotton rags. In the 19th
century, inventors in Canada and Germany simultaneously developed machines
for mechanically extracting cellulose ﬁbers from wood.2 These, combined with
chemical bleaching processes, produced the ﬁrst modern paper, what we today
recognize as newsprint. Today, pulp is either classiﬁed as paper-grade, to be used in
paper, cardboard, and other such products, or as dissolving-grade, to be derivatized
and reconstituted as other materials, such as rayon or cellulose acetate ﬁlm.

1.4.1

Trees to Bales: The Pulping Process

There are a number of different pathways to manufacturing paper-grade pulp. Besides mechanically-produced newsprint, most paper-grade pulp today is produced
chemically, through either the sulﬁte process or the kraft process. This pulp can
be sourced from either hardwood or softwood, i.e. broadleaf or coniferous trees.
Many combinations of these can be made. [9, 19]
As previously noted, the main intent of the pulping process is the extraction
of cellulose ﬁbers from wood, and subsequent deligniﬁcation. The sulﬁte process
does so under acidic conditions, at high temperatures and long timescales. The
kraft (or sulfate) process, on the other hand, operates under alkali conditions (but
also at high temperatures and long timescales). These reactions, converting raw
wood chips into cellulose pulp, then solubilizing and removing lignin, are referred
to as digestion.

3

Other pulping methods, such as the organosolv process, have

been proposed, typically in an attempt to reduce the environmental impact of the
process by using sulfur-free chemicals during digestion. [9, 20, 21]
Comparing the two main processes, sulﬁte pulps are easier to bleach and reﬁne,
while kraft pulps are stronger and better resist aging. The kraft process dominates
the paper-grade pulp market today, although the sulﬁte process is still used in the
production of dissolving-grade pulps. [20] Neither process completely deligniﬁes
the pulp; bleaching, typically with chlorine dioxide, often follows digestion and
2 Charles

Fenerty and Friedrich Gottlob Keller, respectively. Both inventions were made in the
late 1830s.
3 In this context, digestion is not an enzymatic degradation, but a chemical one. It takes its name
from the pressurized reaction vessel (a digester) in which the process occurs.
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washing in an attempt to remove any residual traces of lignin. Pulp destined for
products such as cardboard or bag material, where white color is not required, do
not undergo bleaching.
Canada - especially B.C. - is best known for Northern Bleached Softwood Kraft
(NBSK). The abundance of slow-growing conifers in the province’s interior provide
a huge supply of pulp, whose ﬁbers are exceptionally long, uniform, and strong.
[6] At market, it is typically sold unreﬁned to paper manufacturers, who reﬁne it
and use it to reinforce their products.

1.5

Properties of Cellulose Fibers

The important market value-determining parameters of pulp products are determined by a wide range of interrelated factors. These include ﬁber morphology,
pulp chemistry, and process conditions, but also more disparate factors such as
source species, local climate, and oil prices. Attempting to incorporate such an
extended range of information presents a classic “Big Data” challenge - ﬁnding
hidden trends and patterns in vast datasets - perhaps to be solved at some point in
the future. Currently, however, it is more economical to focus on factors that are
easier to account for.

1.5.1

Chemical Properties

Chemically speaking, pure cellulose is rather monotonous - nothing but chains of
glucose. Of interest is the Degree of Polymerization (DP): the polymeric length
of the cellulose chains. A pulp’s DP is heavily dependent on process parameters;
usually, the reﬁning process degrades the cellulose chains (thus lowering their DP).
[22] DP determines the viscosity of pulp solutions, which is an important parameter
for dissolving-grade pulps, directly affecting their market value. [23] As such, DP is
frequently assessed, albeit indirectly, by wet-chemical viscometry. DP, along with
the degree of cellulose crystallinity, are also correlated with strength properties,
though the mathematical nature of these relationships is difﬁcult to assess. [12, 24]
More interesting is the content and structure of hemicellulose, lignin, and socalled extractives (a catch-all term for residual organic products from the raw materials that have escaped digestion). All of these affect the inter-ﬁber hydrogen7

bonding networks, which in turn has a downstream effect on pulp’s mechanical
and strength properties. Of particular interest to the pulp industry is the carboxylation of hemicellulose, particularly xylans, during the kraft pulping process.4 In
NBSK

pulp, the most common xylan is arabino-4-O-methylglucoronoxylan; one

of its component monosaccharides is 4-O-methyl-α -D-glucoronic acid. During
the kraft process, this acid unit is partially decomposed to form hexenuronic acid.
[9, 13] The bleaching process reduces the concentration of carboxyl groups in a
pulp due to further deligniﬁcation and removal of hemicellulose from the pulp;
the magnitude of the reduction depends on the bleaching agent used. As well as
being indicative of strength properties (xylan concentration is correlated with tensile strength, via increased inter-ﬁber bonding), the presence of carboxyls on the
surface of ﬁbers increases their hydrophilicity, thereby affecting moisture uptake
and retention. [9, 12, 16, 25] Thus, probing the surface carboxyl content of a pulp
sample may serve to predict important properties.
The chemistry of pulp samples also determines their various attendant optical
properties, including brightness, whiteness, and opacity. These properties are most
directly affected by residual lignin content, and are most relevant for bleached
pulps.

1.5.2

Morphological Properties

Even if cellulose itself is chemically simple, cellulose ﬁbers have a number of important morphological properties that affect the ﬁnal commercial value of pulps.
These include ﬁber length, ﬁber wall thickness (coarseness), ﬁber/ﬁbril shape parameters (curl, kink, angle), and the degree of ﬁbrilation. Of course, the morphology is predicated on the chemistry, but it remains much simpler and more intuitive
to, for example, study ﬁber length without attempting to use DP to predict it. The
latter presents another “Big Data” challenge. Nonetheless, these ﬁber morphology
properties can be easily correlated with mechanical and strength properties, such
as tensile or tear strength. In fact, ﬁbril morphology is known to be a key factor
in determining strength. [6, 9, 12, 25] Though ﬁber morphology is affected by the
pulping process, it is fundamentally determined by plant genetics.
4 Carboxylation is also a result of oxidative processes affecting cellulose and lignin in the presence
of certain additives. Some extractives may also contain carboxyl groups.
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1.5.3

Characterizations of Pulp

Characterizing pulp draws upon chemical, morphological, and process information, and the various analyses involved are typically time-consuming wet-chemical
assays. Several important characterizations relevant to this work are outlined in
the Glossary, though it is by no means a comprehensive list. These are mostly
mechanical or optical characterizations, though some are chemical. These characterizations are typically made on unreﬁned pulp, but can also be made on reﬁned
pulp. The reﬁning process has a direct effect on most of these characterizations,
since it alters the surface chemistry and morphology of ﬁbers: it shortens the ﬁbers
and increases ﬁbrilation. [2, 22]
The Page Equation relates several important morphological properties to tensile
strength:
9
1
1
=
+
T
8Z B

(1.1)

where T is the tensile index (ratio of tensile strength to basis weight), Z is the zerospan tensile index, and B is the bonding index. The latter two terms represent the
contributions of ﬁber and bond strength to the overall tensile strength T . B can be
expressed as follows, taking the units N m/kg:
B≡

bλ P
bλ R
RBA =
12Aρ
12C

(1.2)

The left-hand term is the conventional deﬁnition of B, and the right-hand term
is the simpliﬁed form proposed by Anson et al. These expressions contain the
following variables, representing morphological properties of ﬁbers: [26]
• b is the area-normalized shear strength of inter-ﬁber bonds (mN/m2 )
• λ is the mean ﬁber length (mm)
• P is the mean 2-D perimeter length of ﬁbers (mm)
• RBA is the relative bonded surface area of ﬁbers (%)
• A is the mean cross-sectional area of ﬁbers (mm2 )
• ρ is the ﬁber density (g/cm3 )
9

• R is the contact ratio, the fractional surface area of ﬁbers that is available to
bond with adjacent ﬁbers (%)
• C is the Clarke coarseness: the mass per unit area of ﬁbers (g/mm)
b and RBA are challenging to measure; RBA is estimated by measuring light
scattering or nitrogen absorption of handsheets, while b is estimated by linearizing
Eq. 1.1 once all the other parameters have been determined. As proposed by Anson
et al, the ratio of R to C provides an easier-to-measure estimate of the bonding area;
the values are obtained through image analysis of the ﬁbers in handsheets. [26]
The Page equation fundamentally assumes that a sample has low ﬁber kink and
curl, i.e. straight ﬁbers, as part of its dependance on ﬁber length (λ ). This is not
the case under process conditions, and can only be ensured by careful preparation
of handsheets, thus limiting the equation’s applicability to in-process pulp.
Furthermore, for reasons previously discussed, it can be deduced that the ﬁber
properties involved in Eqs. 1.1 and 1.2 are predicated on ﬁber chemistry, which can
be characterized by other means, though the precise nature of the relationship is
difﬁcult to assess. These chemical characterizations, including DP, cellulose/hemicellulose ratio, functional group analysis, and trace inorganic analysis, are often
the most difﬁcult and expensive values to obtain due to the complex wet-chemical
analysis methods that are required. For example, determining the relative carboxyl
content of ﬁbers involves titrations, which are very time-consuming and not especially sensitive to surface carboxyl group concentration - which is, of course, of
the most interest to the industry, as surface carboxyls have the most inﬂeunce on
mechanical properties, especially strength. [9, 25] Needless to say, very few, if any,
of these characterizations can be performed in an on-line or at-line setting.
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Chapter 2

Process Control: Theory and
Methods
Process control, as a concept, was introduced in the twentieth century alongside
the automation of assembly lines. It can be easily understood in terms of cooking
- after all, preparing food is conceptually identical to an industrial production line,
reforming raw ingredients into a ﬁnal consumable product.
We can deﬁne a process trajectory as, for instance, how ﬂour evolves through
time to become a cake. This trajectory evolves in a multi-dimensional space, which
accounts for every variable that affects the process: temperatures, ingredient quantities, whisking force and time, baking temperature and time, etc. Consequently,
there exist process boundaries; points of no return beyond which the process will
fail, and the chef will be left with a blackened lump.
Naturally, monitoring the evolution of dozens of variables through time is a
monumental task. Instead one must apply attrition: the key variables must be
determined, methods must be developed to monitor these, and strategies must be
devised to correct the trajectory if it starts to deviate. The ratio of yolk to white
within an egg may have a downstream affect on the consistency of the cake; but, to
ensure the correct ratios are met, it is much more useful to monitor the color and
consistency of the batter while it is being prepared than it is to perform a volumetric
analysis of the eggs. Such determinations - trajectory resolution (developing a
recipe), dimensional reduction (determining which factors are most important to
11

monitor), sensor analysis (assessing taste, color, consistency, etc.), and corrective
action - are the essence of process analysis and control. [27]
In an industrial setting, there are a number of strategies in place to monitor and
enforce process boundaries. Some process controls, such as temperature and time
control, are simple to automate. However, many controls that are designed to monitor complex parameters are, as previously mentioned, time- and labor-intensive,
and require the removal of product from the line for analysis. Automating these
controls involves replacing the off-line analyses with machine-readable sensors,
usually involving imaging or spectroscopy. The raw sensor output must then be
interpreted using multivariate analysis and chemometrics. [2, 10, 11, 28, 29] This
data can then be compared to historical data and to process boundaries, and corrective actions can be undertaken to ensure optimal process (and product) quality.
Fully automating this cycle is the end goal of “smart manufacturing” research.
Sensor-based controls have several advantages, even in off-line applications:
higher throughput, non-destructive analysis, higher sensitivity, and multimodality, for instance. Of those, multimodality is perhaps the most interesting; what to
humans would appear to be discrete data can be fused together to produce an ensemble characterization of a sample. Oftentimes this involves combining multiple
types of spectroscopy, each yielding a speciﬁc set of information, into a single hyperspectral map. This can then be analyzed with chemometrics for covariance that
would otherwise remain undetected. [11, 29]
The following sections will outline the basic theory of the sensor methodologies used in this work, as well as the multivariate analysis methods needed to interpret the data generated by the sensors.

2.1

Machine Vision

One of the most basic ways to implement “smart manufacturing” is to equip control
systems with machine vision. Wide-ﬁeld thermal imaging is a good example of
this; instead of monitoring dozens of temperature sensors, a single video feed from
a mid-infrared camera is all that is necessary. Frames are analyzed for pixel regions
exceeding some threshold value, which has been calibrated to match a threshold
temperature, and if hot regions are detected, the system can trigger an alarm, or
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deploy ﬁre suppression measures, as may be warranted.
Such time-intensity image analysis is relatively straightforward. Image classiﬁcation, on the other hand, presents more of a challenge. Instead of looking for
simple time-resolved trends, classiﬁcation algorithms must pattern-match shapes.
An application of image classiﬁcation to the pulp industry is discussed in detail
in Ch. 6; this application uses images Near-Infrared (NIR) imaging, which provides information that is not available by simple visual inspection (or conventional
visible-light imaging). Because of this, and because of the relative simplicity of
the instrumentation, machine vision is increasingly applied across many industries.
[11, 27]

2.1.1

Image Enhancement: Histogram Equalization

Highly inhomogeneous images can be difﬁcult to analyze, especially if features
of interest are divided between lighter and darker areas; Figure 2.1 illustrates this.
The left-hand column shows how an image with an underexposed foreground (A)
can be contrast-enhanced (B, C) using histogram equalization.
If we consider an 8-bit grayscale image a with n pixels, ranging in intensity
from 0 to 255, 1 we can calculate the normalized histogram of a as:
ha (i) =

ni
i ∈ [0, 255]
n

(2.1)

The Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) (or cumulative normalized histogram) for a, representing the probability that pixel k has an intensity between 0
and i, can then be written as:
i

pa (i) =

∑ ha (k)

(2.2)

k=0

The idea behind histogram equalization is to ﬂatten ha , so that the values of
the corresponding histogram hb for the contrast-enhanced image b are uniformly
distributed. This is accomplished by deﬁning a monotonic transformation function
1 In

general, the bit depth can be denoted D; in such cases, 0 ≤ n ≤ 2D − 1
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Figure 2.1: An example of Histogram Equalization and CLAHE.
T , such that pb = T (pa ). T is determined empirically by minimizing the following
expression for each value of i:
|pb (T (i)) − pa (i)|
Thus, T linearizes of pa , so that pb (i) ≈

1
255 .

(2.3)

Since pa is discrete, this will

always be an approximation. Returning to the example in Fig 2.1, we can see
the results of histogram equalization in the middle row. Note how the equalized
histogram (E) is far more dispersed than the raw histogram (D), and that the CDF
(H) is partially linear, mostly in the middle region. Comparing the images A and
B, it is apparent that although the foreground is more visible with higher contrast,
the background has lost some contrast.
Adaptive histogram equalization calculates localized transformation functions
over tiles of predetermined size, instead of one for the overall image. This has the
advantage of improving local contrast enhancement, but with the drawback that its
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application to homogeneous tiles will result in the ampliﬁcation of noise. [30]
To avoid this pitfall, the Contrast-Limited Adaptive Histogram Equalization
(CLAHE) algorithm has been developed. CLAHE applies a maximum slope to T in
each tile, so that the contrast cannot be enhanced beyond a certain value. This
is done by deﬁning a threshold for each histogram ha ; any bins in ha above the
threshold will be truncated, and the truncated pixels will be “redistributed” equally
to the other bins. When pa is calculated, its slope is limited, which limits the local
transformation function as well. Thus, the limiting applies mostly to homogeneous
tiles. [31]
The bottom row in Fig. 2.1 shows the results of CLAHE applied to the image
in A. Compared with simple histogram equalization, CLAHE more smoothly distributes the histogram (F), and the CDF is more even (J). The enhanced image (C)
shows better contrast in the foreground and background, though there are some
edge effects visible as darkening along the top right. Typically, CLAHE addresses
this by applying a bilinear interpolation between the edges of tiles. [31]

2.1.2

Image Analysis

One way of extracting information from images is to partition it into regions, a
step often called segmentation. One common way of doing this is the watershed
algorithm, which takes its name from the hydrographical feature dividing drainage
basins. The fundamental principle of the algorithm is to treat a grayscale image
as a topological map, where dark regions are considered valleys and light regions
peaks. The watershed algorithm “ﬁlls” regions in the topography, starting from
the scale level (s). In essence, the bottom s percent of pixels are collapsed into
one region, and the ﬁlling proceeds from there. s is a user-input parameter, and
the speciﬁc pixel intensity it corresponds to is calculated based on the image’s CDF
(see Eq. 2.2). [32]
The watershed algorithm typically produces a large number of highly similar
segments. Therefore, it is usually followed by a merge algorithm to reduce the
number of segments. This is a dimensional reduction step, which as previously
mentioned is a key step in process control (see also Ch. 2.3). Merge algorithms
examine the spatial and spectral features of adjacent segments, and joins them if
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they are within a threshold λ . One approach to thresholding is to calculate the
merge cost (t) for each pair of adjacent segments i and j:

ti, j =

Ai A j
Ai +A j

× µi − µ j

2

length(∂i, j )

(2.4)

where A is the segment area, µ is the mean pixel value in a segment, and length(∂ )
is the length of two segments’ shared boundary. For a predeﬁned λ , the adjacent
segments are merged if ti, j ≤ λ . [33] The merge algorithm proceeds from the most
similar adjacent segments to the most dissimilar, up to the merge level; this is
analogous to the scale level, and is again based on the CDF.

2.1.3

Image Classiﬁcation

Once segmented, an image’s features can be easily studied and classiﬁed. The most
basic form of classiﬁcation is rules-based, which compares the attributes of image
segments to a preset list of of thresholds and makes determinations accordingly.
In doing so, the rules assign a class score to each segment, based on its attributes.
The attributes for all segments are compiled into a CDF. Binary rules assign a class
score of either 0 or 1 when comparing the segment attribute to the appropriate
threshold. Linear or quadratic rules apply a tolerance window to the CDF for classiﬁcation, and then weighted depending on their distance from the threshold. The
rule set must be determined empirically, or can be based on a reference library and
determined algorithmically. Unsupervised classiﬁcation algorithms - requiring no
a priori knowledge of the features to be classiﬁed - have been developed, though
these are beyond the scope of this work.
In a process setting, feature data generated using these machine vision algorithms can be compared with historical trends to provide valuable process trajectory information. Multiple imaging modes and spectral bands can be exploited
simultaneously to provide a wealth of data - entirely non-invasively. Ultimately,
the amount of information that can be ascertained from examining images is limited, and other techniques must be used to render a more complete characterization
of a process trajectory.
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2.2

Vibrational Spectroscopy

To reprise a previous example, the standard analytical methods for determining
carboxyl content in pulp samples are not useful for automated process control.
Spectroscopic methods, however, can be just as sensitive to chemistry as can titrations. With spectroscopic instrumentation becoming more and more common (and
notably, cheaper), research is being undertaken to deploy such methods in industrial applications. [10, 29]

2.2.1

General Theory

Fundamentally, vibrational spectroscopy studies how light interacts with matter on
a molecular level; changes in the light after the interaction, indicating a transfer of
energy from light to chemical bonds, provides valuable information about molecular structure. This energy transfer occurs in the form of vibrational excitation of
the bonds, and the nature of the excitation is speciﬁc to each type of bond.
To elaborate upon this, we must ﬁrst consider the simplest case: a diatomic
molecule. We can imagine various ways in which this molecule can be noticeably altered, without actually changing its components. Translating the molecule
through three-dimensional space does not alter it in any perceptible way; nor does
rotating it about its linear axis. From a ﬁxed observation point, rotation about the
other two axes will alter the molecule, though this takes very little energy to accomplish. Oscillation along the molecule’s linear axis, as if the bond were a spring,
also alters the molecule; this vibration is what is of interest.
We can infer that there is some energy that must be applied to the system in order to induce oscillation, which depends on the masses of the two atoms. To extend
the spring analogy to introduce the harmonic oscillator, we can invoke Hooke’s law,
balance forces, and solve the resulting differential equation to obtain the frequency
of oscillation:

d2 r
F = −kr = ma ⇒ −kr = m 2
dr
s
1
k
⇒ν =
2π µ
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(2.5)

where µ is the reduced mass

m1 m2
m1 +m2 ,

which accounts for the difference in masses

between the atoms. We can also express the potential energy of the system as
follows:

VHO = −

Z

Fdr ⇒

Z

kr dr

1
⇒ V = k(r − r0 )2
2

(2.6)

where r is the bond length, r0 at equilibrium, and k is a characteristic constant of
the bond. Using this, the Schrödinger equation for our diatomic molecule can be
solved as follows:
s
1
k
1
EHO = hν (n + ) = h̄
(n + )
2
µ
2

(2.7)

where ν is the previously-described oscillation frequency, in terms of k and µ , and
n = 0, 1, 2, . . ., the vibrational quantum number.2 It is clear from this that the energy
levels of the harmonic oscillator are quantized (based on n), and that there is a
minimum energy level - the zero-point energy. It is worth nothing that the potential
energy in Eq. 2.6 is a classical approximation of the chemical bond, which will
of course dissociate if the interatomic distance becomes too great. Accounting for
this real-world behavior introduces the anharmonic (or Morse) oscillator. Figure
2.2 illustrates both.
For the harmonic oscillator (green curve, left), the potential energy well around
r0 is parabolic, and the energy levels are evenly spaced, per Eq. 2.7. The transition between each energy level is equal too; they are spaced by a factor of hν .
Red arrows indicate vibrational transitions; the harmonic oscillator model permits
∆n = ±1;. However, as previously noted, this model does not account for the real
behavior of chemical bonds, nor observed data of higher-order transitions. To do
2 Although

convention dictates that the vibrational quantum number be represented by the Latin
letter v, in this work it will be represented with n so as to avoid confusion with the Greek letter ν .
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Figure 2.2: Harmonic (left) and anharmonic (Morse) (right) oscillators. Arrow thickness indicates the relative probability of each transition.
so, Eq. 2.6 must be recast as the Morse potential:
VM = D0 (1 − e−a(r−r0 ) )2

(2.8)

where D0 is the well depth (equal to the sum of the bond dissociation energy ED and
the zero-point energy E0 ), and a is analogous to k in the classical representation;
p
it can be shown that a = k0 /2D0 . The blue curve (right) in Fig. 2.2 illustrates
the anharmonic oscillator. Re-solving the Schrödinger equation using the Morse
potential introduces an additional term to Eq. 2.7, as shown below:
1
1
EAO = hν (n + ) − qhν (n + )2
2
2

(2.9)

where q is an anharmonicity constant, again speciﬁc to each vibrational mode.
Thus, the energy levels become more closely spaced as n increases, which accounts
for experimental observations indicating smaller energy differences between higherorder vibrational states. The red arrows indicate transitions where ∆n = 1, 2, 3. As
denoted by the arrow thickness, a fundamental transition (∆n = 1) is the most probable, and overtone transitions become successively less probable as the change in
n increases. [4]
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2.2.2

Mid-Infrared and Near-Infrared Spectroscopy

Light in the near- and mid-infrared range oscillates at a frequency near that of most
molecular vibrational modes. If the resonant vibrational mode causes a change in
the molecule’s dipole moment, thereby creating its own oscillating electric ﬁeld,
the light is absorbed and the molecule undergoes a vibrational transition. This
forms the fundamental principle of both mid-infrared and Near-Infrared Spectroscopy (NIRS). The presence of chemical bonds in a sample can be inferred by
recording which wavelength ranges from a broad emitter source get absorbed by
the sample and which do not. Mid-Infrared (IR) spectroscopy probes fundamental
modes (∆n = 1), while NIRS probes vibrational overtones (∆n > 1) or combination modes, where radiation is absorbed by two coupled vibrational modes rather
than just one. [4] The instrumentation required by mid-IR spectroscopy is typically much more complex than that for NIRS; this is because most molecules have
some IR-active fundamental bands, so pains must be taken to isolate the analyte
signal contributions from those of the matrix. With NIRS this is less of a concern,
since fewer molecules have accessible overtones and combination bands; thus NIRS
instrumentation is much simpler, and sample preparation can be minimal.
A good deal of research has been published in the last decades on the applications of mid-IR and NIR spectroscopy to wood, pulp, and paper. These applications
often involve characterizations of pulp or wood chemistry, and in several cases,
NIR

spectra have been used to model various pulp properties or to predict origin

species. [10, 15, 18, 21, 22, 34–48]
Attenuated Total Reﬂectance-Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (ATR-FTIR)
and other mid-IR techniques have been applied to characterize wood and pulp samples, especially where surface coatings or surface analysis are of interest, but the
instrumentation limits its applicability. [14, 35, 37, 40, 47, 48] Speciﬁcally, the
sample handling required for mid-infrared measurements is very challenging in a
process environment. Pulp suspensions in water are difﬁcult to probe because of
water’s intense absorbance; solid samples are easily probed using an ATR crystal,
but these are most suitable for surface characterization. [15]
With the development of chemometric methods to be discussed later, researchers
have investigated methods using NIRS to predict the properties of pulp samples.
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NIRS

offers some advantages over mid-IR spectroscopy, though has some draw-

backs as well. Most biomaterials have low absorptivities in the NIR region, which
allows NIRS to easily probe into the bulk material of samples. [49, 50] Furthermore, the instrumentation required is much simpler than that for mid-IR techniques,
though Fourier Transform NIRS has found use. [18, 43] As such, minimal sample
preparation is required for NIRS, which is distinctly advantageous for process control settings.
However, since NIRS probes broad vibrational combinations and overtones,
rather than fundamental bands as in mid-IR, it lacks the same chemical speciﬁcity
that mid-IR provides. This can be overcome to a degree with the application of
chemometrics (as discussed below). Researchers have used NIRS alongside methods including Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and Partial Least-Squares Regression (PLS) to build predictive models for important pulp properties. An early
example was published by Antti et al, who modelled a variety of softwood pulp
properties. [34] A number of groups have published studies doing similar work
with Eucalyptus kraft pulps, predicting for example pulp yield, strength properties,
viscosity, and lignin content. [21, 38, 42, 43, 51] Hauksson et al did the same
for Norway spruce (Picea abies), as did Tavassoli et al for Canadian Northern
Bleached Softwood Kraft (NBSK) samples. [36, 46]
These infrared techniques suffer from one major drawback, when applied in
industrial settings: their sensitivity to water. This is especially important for midIR

techniques, but also for NIRS. Moisture content in in-process samples can

vary widely, which easily overwhelms other chemical and morphological variance.
This, in turn, limits the predictive ability of infrared techniques, unless moisture
can be controlled and accounted for. [34]

2.2.3

Raman Spectroscopy

In applications where variable humidity or temperature make infrared techniques
impractical, Raman spectroscopy is a promising alternative. Like mid-IR spectroscopy, it is chemically speciﬁc, and like NIRS, its instrumentation is fairly simple
and easily adaptable. It is also largely insensitive to water, an important advantage
for process applications.
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Figure 2.3: Jabłoński diagram illustrating IR, NIRS, and Raman spectroscopies.
Raman spectroscopy relies upon the Raman effect, whereby light occasionally undergoes an inelastic scattering process when interacting with matter. The
vast majority of light-scattering events are elastic (also called Rayleigh scattering),
whereby there is no energy transfer between the photon and the molecule. In some
cases, though, the incident photon excites the molecule to virtual energy state; relaxation from such a state shifts the wavelength of scattered photon (relative to
the incident photon). In most cases, the ground-state molecule gains energy and
relaxes to an excited vibrational state; the scattered photon will be redshifted in
this case. This is referred to as Stokes scattering. Anti-Stokes scattering occurs
when the incident photon interacts with an excited molecule, which relaxes to the
ground state, losing energy in the scattering process; these photons are blueshifted.
In accordance with Boltzmann statistics, which predicts that most molecules occupy the ground energy state under ambient conditions, Anti-Stokes scattering is
much less likely than Stokes scattering. This inelastic scattering effect depends on
oscillations in the molecule’s polarizability tensor; thus, Raman spectroscopy is
chemically speciﬁc, as different functional groups will create different wavelength
shifts in inelastically scattered photons. [4]
Figure 2.3 illustrates transitions exploited by Raman spectroscopy (red/orange
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Figure 2.4: A basic Raman spectrometer.
arrows,), along with mid-IR (green arrow) and NIR spectroscopies (blue arrow). The
latter two are simple absorptions of the incident radiation, promoting the molecule
to an excited vibrational state (while remaining in the same electronic state S0 ).
The Raman lines show both Stokes (left) and Anti-Stokes (right) scattering. As
previously mentioned, the latter is less probable. In both cases, the excitation wavelength is the same, indicated by the red arrow. The black arrows indicate an elastic
(Rayleigh) scattering process, where no transfer of energy occurs.
A basic Raman probe is illustrated in Figure 2.4. Monochromatic light from
a laser (red) passes directly through a Dichroic Beamsplitter (DBS) and is focused
into the sample. Backscattered light follows the same path to the DBS; Ramanshifted light (purple) is diverted into a spectrograph and dispersed across a ChargeCoupled Device (CCD) sensor. There are numerous modiﬁcations and extensions
that can be made to this design that improve collection efﬁciency, boost signal-tonoise, or mitigate sample ﬂuorescence; for instance, adding laser line ﬁlters and
spatial ﬁlters decrease the amount of incident laser light entering the spectrograph,
thereby increasing Signal to Noise ratio (SNR). The region in Fig. 2.4 between
the DBS and condenser lens can also be modularized as a probe head, allowing
the laser and spectrograph to be remotely located and coupled to the probe via
ﬁber optic cables. The spectrograph usually records wavelength-shifted light in the
200 − 2000 cm−1 range, relative to the incident laser wavelength.
Raman spectroscopy’s two main disadvantages are its relative signal weak23

ness and its sensitivity to ﬂuorescence interference. A probe like the one in Fig.
2.4 records spontaneous Raman scattering events, which are orders of magnitude
less probable than elastic scattering events, themselves much less probable than
simple absorption. Numerous enhancement methods have been developed, such
as Surface-Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy (SERS), but these require either extensive sample modiﬁcation or much more complex instrumentation. For this reason,
spontaneous Raman spectroscopy is preferred for study in process environments.
Interference from sample autoﬂuorescence is a serious challenge facing all Raman techniques; ﬂuorescence can easily overwhelm any Raman signal, and its
spectral proﬁle is typically broad, which impedes its suppression. Longer wavelengths (λ ) can reduce the intensity of sample autoﬂuorescence, at the cost of decreased Raman intensity as well, since the scattering cross-section is proportional
to λ −4 . Typically, the falloff in ﬂuorescence intensity is more pronounced; longer
wavelengths also reduce the chance of sample damage, so Raman spectroscopy is
often conducted using red to NIR lasers (638 nm or 785 nm). [52, 53]
Raman spectroscopy provides complementary information to mid-IR spectroscopy;
a comparison of the techniques is outlined in Table 2.1. As mentioned previously,
IR absorption requires oscillation in the molecule’s dipole moment, which interacts

with the incident radiation. Raman scattering, meanwhile, requires a change in the
molecule’s polarizability tensor. Vibrational modes typically cause one or the other
of those effects. As O – H stretching modes involve large oscillations in dipole moment but not in polarizability, Raman spectroscopy is largely insensitive to water,
which is highly IR-active. [4, 54] This is quite useful for pulp samples.
Because of this, and its instrumental simplicity and chemical speciﬁcity, Raman spectroscopy is generally well-suited to probing cellulosic materials. Cellulose, hemicellulose, lignin, and other components have a variety of Raman-active
modes; [55] Raman spectroscopy is likely sensitive to cellulose crystallinity, and
may also be sensitive to the Degree of Polymerization (DP), which as previously
mentioned underlie many important mechanical and physical properties. There
have been a number of studies using Raman spectroscopy to predict such properties.
Several groups have used Raman spectroscopy to probe cellulose structure, distinguishing amorphous and crystalline regions, and types of crystallinity [56–60],
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Table 2.1: Comparison of spectroscopic techniques.

Mid-IR

NIR

Raman

Change in
dipole moment

Change in
dipole moment

Transient change
in polarizability

Fundamental
modes

Overtones and
combination modes

Fundamental
modes

Chemical Speciﬁcity

High

Low

High

Signal Strength

High

High

Low

Sharp peaks

Broad bands

Sharp peaks

Water

Water

Fluorescence

Nernst rod

Quartz lamp

Laser

Thermal
(HgCdTe etc.)

Photodetector
or camera

CCD

Absorption

Absorption

Backscattering

Sample Preparation

Moderate

None

None

On-line Applicable?

Difﬁcult

Yes

Yes

Spectroscopic Technique
Principle
Probes

Signal Type
Primary Interference
Illumination Source
Detector Type
Collection Mode

and
spectrograph

as well as examining lignin content. [18, 61, 62] Agarwal et al also used FTRaman spectroscopy to monitor and characterize the bleaching process of spruce
pulp. [63] The use of Raman spectroscopy to model and predict end-product properties of pulp samples has been relatively limited. [1, 2, 28, 64, 65] In most cases,
FT-Raman spectroscopy has been used, since it improves SNR without requiring
extra sample preparation. [37]
As with the NIRS-based predictions, these works used chemometrics to construct these models. The methods most relevant to the present work will be outlined
in the next section.

2.3

Chemometrics and Multivariate Analysis

Data collection is frivolous without the tools to interpret it. A typical Raman spectrum consists of over 1,000 variables: each a binned stack of pixels read out from
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the CCD. These variables cannot be assumed to be independent for a number of
reasons: the sensor’s limited resolution, Raman peaks’ intrinsic linewidth, complex chemical environments leading to overlapping Raman and autoﬂuorescence
bands, etc. Extracting information beyond peak assignments from such a highly
covariant dataset requires some more advanced processing techniques.
Chemometrics are designed to do just this. As a discipline, it consists of a suite
of multivariate analysis techniques to classify, model, and predict information from
complex and multivariate datasets - typically spectral. They have proven invaluable
to contemporary practical science, and are ripe for application to industrial process
control. [66, 67]

2.3.1

Discrete Wavelet Transform

One of the fundamental principles of chemometrics is the elimination of uncorrelated variance; that is to say, variance in the data that is unrelated to the target or
goal. Another is dimensional reduction: cutting down the amount of information
that must be processed. Often these go hand in hand, and needless to say, great
care must be taken not to reject important information. And given that the important information is usually hidden, this can be an especially challenging step.
[66, 68]
Identifying and rejecting uninteresting information requires either a priori knowledge about the signal, or that a set of assumptions be made. In practical terms, it
is generally safer to make assumptions about the nature of data based on wellestablished knowledge, since these can be easily generalized.
For instance, it can be assumed that a Raman spectrum contains no features
ﬁner than a certain value, regardless of what material the spectrum was collected
from. This is because of the inherent linewidth of Raman peaks, which is due primarily to inhomogeneous broadening caused by variations in sample morphology.
Thus, any and all data ﬁner than that linewidth should be safely rejectable, as it
is probably nothing more than readout noise from the CCD. Likewise, extremely
broad features in a Raman spectrum can almost certainly be attributed to sample
autoﬂuorescence and not Raman scattering, given the physical nature of those processes.
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Figure 2.5: A basic illustration of the Discrete Wavelet Transform algorithm,
decomposing a source spectrum (left) into background (right, top),
noise (right, bottom), and signal (right, center) components.
Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) is a signal processing technique that can be
used to easily make those rejections, without loss of core data. The DWT algorithm
is graphically outlined in Figure 2.5. The ﬁgure on the left is a representative Raman spectrum of a pulp sample, after normalization. The DWT algorithm dilates
and translates a model wavelet ψ (t) across the spectral range, so that it approximates the shape original spectrum: [5, 28]

ψ j,k = ψ

t

−
k
2j

(2.10)

where j is the decomposition step and k is the position in the spectrum. The choice
of model wavelet depends on the nature of the signal; typically one chooses a
wavelet that resembles or approximates any features of interest in the signal. [69]
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The modiﬁed wavelet is then convolved with the spectrum, decomposing it per
following expression, with j initially equal to 1:
f (t) = ∑ a j′ ,k ϕ j′ ,k (t) + ∑ d j,k ψ
k

k

t

−
k
2j

(2.11)

where j′ = j + 1 and ϕ (t) is the projected spectrum. This generates two sets of
wavelet coefﬁcients: the detail coefﬁcients d j,k , containing the ﬁne noise around
the same frequency as the model wavelet, and the approximation coefﬁcients a j′ ,k ,
containing the remainder of the spectral information after the detail has been removed. This process is re-applied to the approximation coefﬁcients a preset number of times (termed scale), with ascending model wavelet dilation. When the
desired scale s is reached, the result is one set of approximation coefﬁcients representing the signal background, and s sets of detail coefﬁcients. [5]
Typically the ﬁrst one or two sets of detail coefﬁcients d1,k , d2,k are discarded,
as they contain ﬁne noise but no useful information; an example can be seen on
the bottom right of Fig. 2.5. Likewise, the approximation coefﬁcients as,k are
discarded due to lack of useful information; this is illustrated on the top right of
Fig. 2.5. [5, 28, 70]
The algorithm can then recombine the remaining detail coefﬁcients to reconstruct the ﬁltered signal (Fig. 2.5, center right). It can also simply output the
remaining detail coefﬁcients; this is advantageous due to the reductive nature of
the decomposition in Eq. 2.11. Each time it is applied, it essentially cuts the length
of the data in half, as the ﬁlter downsamples the data by a factor of two (represented by 2− j in Eq. 2.10). Rejecting the ﬁrst two sets of detail coefﬁcients thus
represents a signiﬁcant decrease in the data’s dimensionality. [5]
DWT

holds a few advantages over other ﬁltering methods. Using smoothing

ﬁlters such as the Savitzky-Golay or moving average ﬁlters causes an unacceptable
amount of signal loss, as they operate indiscriminately, and there is no preservation of the removed information. The Fourier Transform (FT) is another commonly
applied denoising technique, but unlike DWT it does not preserve any positional information. Thus, it can be challenging to determine whether the frequencies being
removed contain useful information, which may be expressed through localization
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along the spectrum (eg. sharp peaks). [69]
With a substantially reduced dataset of wavelets, free from most uncorrelated
variance, it becomes much easier to accurately model the parameters that the spectral dataset will hopefully predict.

2.3.2

Partial Least-Squares Regression

Partial Least-Squares Regression analysis, also termed “Projection to Latent Structures”, is one of the primary chemometric methods used herein. The algorithm was
initially developed for basic statistical analysis. In its simplest form, it is termed
Principal Component Analysis (PCA), and it serves to classify a single data block
by uncovering hidden variance. PCA has been elaborated upon and adapted for use
in chemistry, engineering, social science, and other ﬁelds. When analyzing more
than one data block at once, the algorithm is referred to as PLS. [66, 71] PLS is
used to build regression models based on hidden covariance between several data
blocks; in this work, between spectral data and target properties.
Generally speaking, a linear regression takes the familiar form of y = ax + b.
When dealing with matrices rather than scalars, this can be generalized as follows:
Y = Xb + ε

(2.12)

X is an (m × n) data matrix, and Y is an (m × 1) target vector, consisting of
known, measured values associated with each row of X.3 b then represents an (n ×
1) vector of regression coefﬁcients, analogous to a in the linear model, weighting
each of the n variables according to its covariance with Y. ε is the error term.
The PLS algorithm projects X onto an A-dimensional orthogonal basis set,
whose components are linearly uncorrelated. These are denoted scores. X-scores
(T) are estimated by weighting linear combinations of the original variables; the
weights matrix is expressed as W. This can be represented as follows:
X = TW| = TP| + E

Y = UQ| + F

(2.13)

should be noted that the target Y could in fact be sized (m × p) containing p target properties,
but in this work, only one is evaluated at a time.
3 It
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Figure 2.6: Schematic of the Partial Least-Squares Regression algorithm,
shown in Eqs. 2.13 and 2.14.

The scores T,U are estimates of the latent structures within the original data,
X and Y respectively. Likewise, the loadings P,Q are reduced representations of
the original data, such that the error terms E,F are minimal. The X-score vectors
ta,m are predictors of Y, and the X-loading vectors pa,n are the eigenvectors of the
covariance matrix X| X. Likewise, the weight vectors wa,n are the eigenvectors
of the combined covariance matrix X| Y × Y| X. [66, 71] The scores are always
orthogonal to the loadings, but whereas the weights are orthonormal and the scores
are orthogonal, the loadings are not orthogonal (or orthonormal). The regression
itself can be expressed as: [7, 71, 72]
b = WU|

Y = Xb + ε
|

−1

Y = X × W(P W)

⇒
|

×Q +ε

(2.14)

Figure 2.6 shows a schematic diagram of the PLS regression, as represented
in the previous equations. The X and Y data blocks are decomposed into scores
and loadings, as per Eq. 2.13; these are then used to calculate b, which is used to
predict Y values for new data X’, as per Eq. 2.14. The red box around the X data
indicates the limited extent of the PCA algorithm in comparison to PLS.
Determining the Y-weights, represented as W(P| W)−1 , is mathematically challenging due to the matrix inversion of the loadings-weights product. For this rea30
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Figure 2.7: Randomized target vector plots for PLS models built with Raman
spectra of dissolving pulps. Left: Overﬁt model; A = 10. Right: Wellﬁt model; A = 4. These results are discussed in Ch. 5).
son, algorithms typically estimate the regression coefﬁcients with the following expressions involving singular value decomposition of the covariance matrix: [7, 72]
b ≈ (SQ) Q| where:
S = X| Y and Q = dominant right eigenvector of S| S

(2.15)

The algorithm is repeated A times, accounting for A latent structures in the data;
these are called components, or latent variables. This is represented by the number
of columns in the score matrix T and the number of rows in the loading matrix P.
The general assumption underlying the PLS algorithm is that A should be small, that
is to say, that there are few latent variables that account for the covariance between
X and Y. [71] Determining A is a very important step, as it represents a tradeoff between model under- and over-ﬁtting. Underﬁt models do not incorporate
enough information to accurately predict covariance between X and Y: they are
highly biased. Overﬁt models incorporate too much information, to an extent that
it cannot interpret new data: they incorporate too much variance.
Figure 2.7 is a simple illustration of overﬁtting. The PLS models were calculated using 10 (left) and 4 (right) components, and the plots were produced by
randomizing the target vector Y and calculating statistics about these randomized
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models. The x-axis shows the correlation coefﬁcient between randomized and original target vectors. Red points show the cumulative R2Y values for each randomized model, representing the explained variance in Y; the red horizontal line at
y = 0.35 indicates a ﬁtness threshold. The cumulative R2Y value for a given number of components A can be calculated as:
R2Y = 1 −

∑A (Y − ȳ)2
′
∑A (Y − ȳ)2

(2.16)

where ȳ is the mean value value of Y, and A′ is the total number of components,
usually 20. In Fig. 2.7, A is 10 (left) or 4 (right).
Blue points in Fig. 2.7 show the cumulative Q2 values, representing the predictive ability of the model determined through cross-validation; the blue horizontal
line at y = 0.05 is also a ﬁtness threshold. The cumulative Q2 value for a given
number of components A can be calculated as:
A

Q2 = 1 − ∏

∑A (Y − Ypred )2
∑A−1 (Y − ȳ)2

!
(2.17)

where Ypred are the model predictions for Y.
In a well-ﬁt model (Fig. 2.7, right), the R2Y and Q2 values should be much
lower in the randomized models than in the original models, as the randomization
step should minimize the covariance between X and Y. Thus, R2Y and Q2 values
that do not change (or that increase) after randomization indicate that the PLS model
is incorporating too much uncorrelated variance.
Kalivas and Palmer describe a method for algorithmically optimizing the selection of A. They proposed the following parameter: [73]

C1 = 

b̂A − b̂
b̂

max

− b̂


min

+

RMSECA − RMSECmin 
RMSECmax − RMSECmin

(2.18)

min

where b̂ is the vector two-norm of the regression coefﬁcient vector b, and A is the
selected number of components with which the model is constructed. Thus, a list
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of C1 values are calculated for each value of A and the minimum result is selected,
determining the optimal number of components to use. Both Kalivas’ algorithm as
well as the statistical method described previously (see Fig. 2.7) require a number
of models be built, with A values typically ranging from 1 to 20.
With an appropriate number of components, a PLS model can be constructed
with conﬁdence. Typically, models are trained with a subset of the input data,
with the remainder being left out for model validation. There are a number of
cross-validation strategies to partition the dataset into training and validation sets,
such as leave-one-out cross-validation and Monte Carlo cross-validation. [5, 71,
74, 75] To avoid selection bias, cross-validation steps can be repeated until each
data object has been excluded at least once. This provides statistics, such as the
aforementioned Q2 , that can give insight into the model’s quality.
Another important measure of model quality is Root Mean-Square Error (RMSE),
which represents the average accuracy of the model. It can be calculated as:
r
RMSE =

∑ (Ypred − Y)2
n

(2.19)

where n is the number of predicted objects, and Y and Ypred are as previously described. The distinction between Root-Mean-Square Error of Calibration (RMSEC)
and Root-Mean-Square Error of Prediction (RMSEP) depends on whether the values
of Y are drawn from the calibration or validation sets, respectively.
The best way to assess the predictive ability of a cross-validated PLS model
is to feed it new data, for which the target value is unknown or withheld. This
simulates the real-world application of the model. Of course, a PLS model in an
process control setting is fed with data nearly constantly; ensuring the long-term
stability of such a model requires some upkeep. The model should periodically be
revalidated with new and historic data to ensure its continued accuracy.
Thus, even though implementing automated process control systems as part of
a transition to “smart manufacturing” will obviate the man-hours currently spent on
quality control procedures, these new systems will create new opportunities, and
the reduction in process down-time will free up resources that can be reinvested in
research and development to further optimize the production process.
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Chapter 3

Modelling Dissolving Pulp
Viscosity
As a laboratory-scale proof-of-concept to demonstrate the application of Raman
spectroscopy and multivariate analysis as a process control method in the pulp
industry, we built a set of calibration models predicting the viscosity of a set of dissolving pulp samples provided by Domsjö Fabriker AB (Örnsköldsvik, Sweden), a
sulﬁte mill.

3.1

Introduction

Viscosity is an ideal parameter to model, as it is a key quality measure of highvalue dissolving pulp. It depends on the molecular weight of the pulp’s component cellulosic ﬁbers, and on the strength of inter-ﬁber interactions within the
pulp. These in turn depend on the Degree of Polymerization (DP) and hemicellulose fraction, respectively. Since the presence of lignin within the pulp seriously
affects inter-ﬁber bonding and thus viscosity, dissolving pulps are bleached to remove any residual lignin before they are derivatized. Mills producing dissolving
pulps monitor the viscosity of their in-process product using wet-chemical analytical procedures. Standard practice involves dissolving the in-process pulp in 0.5 M
cupriethylenediamine, and measuring the solution’s viscosity with a capillary viscometer. [12, 23, 24]
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Needless to say, this is an expensive and labor-intensive analysis method. Its
long timescale prohibits it from being implemented in an on-line quality control
setting. Raman spectroscopy, however, is sensitive to chemical characteristics of
pulp, including hemicellulose content and cellulose end-group concentrations, the
latter of which is related to DP. Since these are determining factors for dissolving
pulp viscosity, it stands to reason that calibration models trained with spectroscopic
data could be used to accurately predict the viscosity of pulp samples.
A previous student in our group conducted a preliminary set of measurements
and modelling with some of our dissolving pulp sample set as part of her M.Sc.
thesis. [1] Since her graduation, Domsjö sent us more samples, along with their
attendant viscosity data. We combined these datasets to construct the models discussed herein.

3.2

Materials and Methods

We collected Raman spectra of the dissolving pulp samples using a ﬁve-axis translation/rotation/tilt mount for a backscattering Raman spectrometer that coupled it
with a chamber designed to hold dried dissolving pulp samples (called brightness
pads; see Ch. 4 for more information about these and the chamber). [1] The sample
set consists of 236 bleached and dried dissolving pulp sheets, with viscosity values
measured by Domsjö’s on-site laboratory. They also measured the R18 values for
each sample.
The sample mount uses a motor and pulley system to rotate the samples, and
the spectrometer’s laser is focused off-center relative to this rotation; this allows the
spectrometer to probe a spatially-averaged area, in effect tracing a circle around the
sample. Such spatial averaging minimizes the effect of sample inhomogeneity on
data quality. This design works only with dried pulp sheets, which are representative of the ﬁnal product at the end of the production line in a mill; these pulp sheets
are routinely tested for quality assurance purposes in a mill’s on-site laboratory.
Details of the probe mount design can be found in Alison Bain’s M.Sc. thesis. [1]
The spectrometer we use is a backscattering free-space Raman probe manufactured by Wasatch Photonics (Model WP785L; Durham, NC, USA). The selfcontained unit has an incorporated 785 nm laser, with a maximum power of 100 mW
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and a focal length of 32 mm. Its readout ranges between 270 and 2000 cm−1 , with
a resolution of 10 cm−1 (50 µ m slit width). We performed ﬁve replicate measurements on each sample, each with an integration time of 500 ms, to further minimize
the effect of spatial inhomogeneity and selection bias.

3.2.1

Data Treatment
Refer to Appendix A.1.

Dimensional reduction is always a critical step in any type of multivariate calibration process, as outlined in Ch. 2.3. We take several steps in order to reduce the
dimensionality of the Raman dataset. The ﬁrst and simplest is to produce a secondary dataset by averaging the replicate data, generating a single representative
Raman spectrum per pulp sheet.
We next decompose these representative spectra into multi-resolution coefﬁcient space using Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT). [46, 75] We use the symlet-5
(sym5) wavelet to decompose the spectra with a scale of 7, and reject the highestand lowest-frequency wavelets to eliminate noise and the broad ﬂuorescence background from the data, respectively. The resulting set of wavelet coefﬁcients is
approximately one quarter the size of the original spectra dataset - in this case,
reducing the dataset from over 1,000 points to several hundred.
We also explored the application of feature selection to this reduced dataset, using Template-Oriented Genetic Algorithm (TOGA). [5] TOGA uses a 100-generation
genetic algorithm to search for highly covariant features within a dataset, using an
initial probability template based on that same dataset. The probability template
is calculated using Monte Carlo-Uninformative Variable Elimination (MCUVE),
which builds 400 Partial Least-Squares Regression (PLS) models with Monte Carlorandomized target vectors and compiles the coefﬁcient vectors, to determine which
variables are most likely to be selected by the genetic algorithm.
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This likelihood is measured by a ﬁtness parameter s:
s j,k =

mean(b j,k )
std(b j,k )

(3.1)

where b are the PLS coefﬁcient vectors, and j, k are wavelet and position indices, as
deﬁned in Eq. 2.10. For each j, k, the mean and standard deviation are measured
across the 400 randomized PLS models, and the 150 largest values of s (“highly
stable” features) are weighted and passed on as the probability template p.
The genetic algorithm within TOGA itself works by minimizing this ﬁtness
function, which in this case is the Root-Mean-Square Error of Prediction (RMSEP)
of PLS models built with 50 combinations of variables, called chromosomes, each
composed of 15 features (see Eq. 2.19). When input into the TOGA algorithm, the
probability template p directs the genetic algorithm to initially use certain “highly
stable” features as determined by MCUVE in Eq. 3.1, rather than purely random
ones. After the minimization is completed, the chromosomes are permuted into a
new generation; some are directly transferred (elite children, i.e. those with the
best ﬁtness values), some are mixed with other features (crossover children), and
some are mutated (or in other words, randomly re-selected). With the new generation of features, the optimization process is repeated. This process iterates up to
100 times, or until some arbitrary convergence factor is reached.
Ultimately, the TOGA algorithm selects the 10 features that represent the most
highly-correlated areas of the input data with the target, in this case viscosity. The
algorithm iterates ten times with randomized probability templates, and the results
are collated; the features are then ranked by the number of times they are selected
between iterations, which illustrates the most important ones.
With the reduced datasets described above, we explored two separate PLS algorithms for modelling viscosity: SIM and DCV. [72, 76] In both cases, we randomly
select 30% of the data for leave-out validation, and construct models using the remaining 70%. Our SIM algorithm, adapted from de Jong, [72] constructs 1,000
independent models and averages their results. Our DCV algorithm uses a double
cross-validation method, as outlined by Li et al. [76]
One of the most important steps in any PLS process is selecting an appropriate
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Figure 3.1: Factor optimization charts for DWT-treated (left) and TOGA
feature-selected (right) data. The minimum value for C1 represents the
optimal number of components, 5 and 3 respectively.
number of components. For this we used the C1 parameter as calculated in Eq.
2.18. [73] Figure 3.1 shows representative optimization charts for the different
treatment approaches. On the y-axis is the C1 parameter, and on the x-axis is the
norm of the PLS coefﬁcient matrix b̂ . Each blue diamond represents a PLS
model constructed using an iterated number of components (A); the data point
with the minimum C1 value represents a model built with the optimal number of
components. For DWT-treated data, the optimal number of components was A = 5,
and for TOGA-treated data it was A = 3. This lower value is to be expected, as TOGA
reduces the dimensionality of input dataset.

3.3

Results: The Laboratory Proof-of-Concept

Figure 3.2 shows the complete spectral dataset (650 individual spectra), after routine averaging and normalization (above), and as reconstructions from the DWT
wavelets (below). Excluding the two highest levels of detail coefﬁcients is an effective - though not easily observable - denoising step, while excluding the approximation level totally removes the large ﬂuorescent background present in the untreated data, visible as the pronounced diagonal slant. As is evident from the upper
band of spectra, there is considerable variation in this ﬂuorescence background; its
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Figure 3.2: 650 Raman spectra of dissolving pulp samples used to build PLS
models. Above: Normalized spectra. Below: Spectra reconstructed
from DWT coefﬁcients, ﬁltered by removing the highest two detail levels
and the approximation level.
exclusion from the data removes a major source of uncorrelated variance, creating
a downstream improvement on the quality of the PLS models.
The three main feature-containing regions in the spectra can be assigned as
follows. The low-wavenumber peaks (200 − 450 cm−1 ) are generally due to skeletal bending modes in the cellulose chains. Variance in this region could indicate
hemicellulose, and is also linked to amorphous cellulose. [1, 55, 59] The prominent peaks around 1000 − 1150 cm−1 arise from C – C and C – O stretching modes,
which are prevalent in cellulose chains. The peaks around 1200 − 1450 cm−1
are related to various skeletal stretching modes, including C – O – H and C – C – H
bending. [55]
Glucose monomers polymerize to form cellulose chains through condensation, whereby two C – OH groups are united into a C – O – C glycosidic linkage.
Thus, with increasing chain length (DP, and thence viscosity), the prevalence of
C – OH bending modes should decrease, with a corresponding increase in C – O
and C – O – C modes; these changes should be observed spectrally. [1, 55] In her
M.Sc. thesis, Alison Bain correlated various peak heights of dissolving pulp Raman spectra with the samples’ viscosity. Though she met with some success, it is
ultimately more appropriate to uncover such complex correlations algorithmically;
by looking at the whole spectrum instead of just certain peaks, we avoid introduc39

Figure 3.3: Left: Prediction plot of a PLS model built with the SIM algorithm
showing 477 training points (red) and 204 validation points (green).
Right: A similar model, built instead with averaged spectra, showing
159 training points (red) and 68 validation points (green). Blue diamonds in both plots indicate the predictions for a specially reserved test
set of 5 spectra whose viscosities are unknown. All axes in cm3 /g.
ing human bias (what we think should be important, but that may not necessarily
be) into our analysis. [1]
When building the PLS models, we used a variety of data representations, in
addition to the two aforementioned PLS algorithms. These included wavelet coefﬁcients, coefﬁcient-based spectral reconstructions, feature-selected wavelet coefﬁcients, and feature-selected spectra. An example of one such model can be seen in
Fig. 3.3, built using the SIM algorithm. The prediction plots show the results of
the PLS regression ﬁtting covariance between a matrix of ﬁltered DWT coefﬁcients
and a vector of known and measured viscosities provided by Domsjö for with each
of the 681 pulp samples. The left-hand plot shows a model built with no spectral
averaging, while the right-hand plot shows a model built after spectral averaging.
Red points on the plots show the predicted viscosity vs. the measured viscosity
of the training set, a randomly-selected 70% subset of the data input. Green points
show the same for the left-out independent validation set, the remaining 30% of
the data input. The blue line is a least-squares line of best ﬁt, added for cosmetic
purposes, to show general deviation from the ideal y = x (black) line. The blue dia40

monds in each plot represent the predictions for a set of 5 samples whose attendant
viscosity data were withheld by Domsjö, as a truly independent veriﬁcation of our
models. They are plotted along the y = x axis (for want of a proper “measured”
value), and are shown with error bars indicating the Root-Mean-Square Error of
Calibration (RMSEC).1 In both cases, there is clear alignment along the ideal line,
indicating that the models performed reasonably well.
Table 3.1 shows the results of models built using the various data represenations, both with and without replicate measurement averaging. The models in Fig.
3.3 are represented on the second and sixth lines of the Spectral Reconstructions
section in the table. In general, the DCV results perform somewhat better than SIM.
Using an optimized number of factors, determined with the C1 parameter as in Eq.
2.18, yielded slightly poorer results in terms of Root Mean-Square Error (RMSE),
but exhibited much less evidence of overﬁtting.
We ultimately found that TOGA provided little in the way of improved model
performance, while greatly increasing computational expense; in essence, computational overkill. RMSE values for TOGA models were were slightly higher from
those for DWT models, and the TOGA-SIM models built with 13 factors failed outright as they generated near-singular covariance matrices. Even with code parallelization, the TOGA algorithm in its entirety takes several hours to execute. Thus
we decided that applying TOGA to this dataset was not ultimately necessary. Were
the dataset much larger (in terms of number of samples), it could be worthwhile to
revisit TOGA.
The RMSE values in general indicate good predictive ability across the various
model types, similar to the measurement reproducibility in Domsjö’s on-site laboratory. Though these ﬁgures are instructive insofar as model building goes, it is
more useful to look at how the models perform with unknown samples if one is to
gauge their performance. Looking at the predictions generated by the models listed
in Tab. 3.1, we determined that those built with spectral reconstructions yielded the
most reasonable results.

1 RMSEC was chosen for the error bars instead of RMSEP, since that best represents the model
error along the x-axis, i.e. the measured values, which are unknown in this case.
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Table 3.1: PLS model results for viscosity, built with dissolving pulp data.
Method

Algorithm

Components

RMSEC

RMSEP

Rel. Error

Normalized Spectra
Full
Dataset

SIM
DCV

Replicates
Averaged

SIM
DCV

C1 = 9

21.0

26.2

4.9 %

13

11.4

23.1

4.9 %

C1 = 7

19.9

24.5

4.8 %

13

20.1

24.5

4.8 %

C1 = 6

27.5

31.6

6.0 %

13

6.9

25.1

4.7 %

C1 = 6

19.5

25.5

4.8 %

13

21.3

25.5

4.8 %

Spectral Reconstructions
Full
Dataset

SIM
DCV

Replicates
Averaged

SIM
DCV

C1 = 5

29.4

30.9

5.8 %

13

18.6

29.8

5.6 %

C1 = 5

20.6

27.8

5.3 %

13

19.8

25.6

4.8 %

C1 = 6

26.0

31.2

5.9 %

13

10.7

27.2

5.1 %

C1 = 6

20.1

25.7

4.9 %

13

19.0

24.0

4.5 %

DWT

Full
Dataset

SIM
DCV

Replicates
Averaged

SIM
DCV

Coefﬁcients

C1 = 5

29.9

31.5

5.9%

13

18.4

30.6

5.8 %

C1 = 5

19.9

25.3

4.8 %

13

19.6

25.3

4.8 %

C1 = 5

29.3

33.1

6.2 %

13

10.8

31.0

5.8 %

C1 = 5

19.2

24.7

4.7 %

13

19.0

24.7

4.7 %

Continued . . .
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Method

Algorithm

Components
TOGA

Full
Dataset

SIM
DCV

Replicates
Averaged

SIM
DCV

Full
Dataset

DCV

Replicates
Averaged

SIM
DCV

RMSEP

Rel. Error

29.1

5.5 %

Reconstructions

C1 = 5

27.4

13

Model failed.

C1 = 5

22.6

29.6

5.6 %

13

22.4

29.6

5.6 %

C1 = 5

32.5

33.1

6.2 %

13

Model failed.

C1 = 3

20.9

27.2

5.1 %

13

24.3

27.2

5.1 %

32.4

6.1 %

TOGA

SIM

RMSEC

Coefﬁcients

C1 = 5

32.0

13

Model failed.

C1 = 3

23.7

31.0

5.8 %

13

23.8

31.0

5.8 %

C1 = 5

26.2

27.9

5.3 %

13

Model failed.

C1 = 3

23.8

31.3

5.9 %

13

24.3

31.4

5.9 %

Even though the models built with normalized spectra (without DWT treatment)
had lower RMSE values, the predictions they produced were unreasonably low given
the normal range of viscosity values. We also determined that the models built
with the C1 -optimized components performed much better, as they were much less
overﬁt.
Table 3.2 summarizes the predicted viscosities for the reserved samples, calculated with the various types of spectral reconstruction-based models, and the
average RMSEP values for each. The Measured Viscosity column lists the values
provided to us by Domsjö, with their lab-measurement reproducibility. The All
and Avg. models are those illustrated in Fig. 3.3. For the prediction columns, the
error listed is RMSEC. The right-most column shows the values predicted with the
DCV algorithm; the rest show the results of various SIM algorithms. We found that
the DCV algorithm produced poorer predictions, so we focused on developing our
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Table 3.2: Viscosity predictions for reserved samples from Domsjö Fabriker
AB. All values in cm3 /g.
Sample
Name
A - D1747
B - D1744
C - D1727
D - D1721
E - D1637
Error:

Measured
Viscosity
505
540
516
573
447
25

All
498.8
484.7
504.6
587.7
459.1
20.1

Predicted Viscosity (SIM)
Avg. Random Split 1
507.6
508.2
511.6
477.0
476.8
487.5
493.7
494.0
495.8
594.1
594.8
575.3
435.9
436.4
438.4
13.2
13.2
10.8

Split 2
508.2
472.3
501.0
589.3
443.5
12.2

Pred.
(DCV)
527.4
504.7
508.3
553.2
461.5
29.7

application of the SIM algorithm.
To try to minimize the potential overﬁtting, we calculated 50 re-randomized
PLS-SIM

models (each with a unique validation set) based on the averaged spectral

data, and averaged the results. If the results from these re-randomizations were
highly dissimilar, despite having narrow RMSEC error bars, it would indicate that
the models are unreliable. However, near-identical results would also be problematic, indicating that the models are overﬁt. The standard deviations of the predictions for the reserved samples were in the 0.38-0.45 range, indicating that the
models likely performed well. Averaged predictions from the re-randomizations
are listed in Tab. 3.2 under the Random column.
To further validate our results, we split the dataset into two independent halves
of equal size. Once again, the predictions for the reserved samples were compared
for discrepancy; these are listed in Tab. 3.2 under the Split 1 and 2 columns. Agreement between these results, i.e. predictions that fall within each others’ margins of
error, would indicate that the models are robust. This is, in fact, what we observed.

3.4

Discussion

One thing that becomes immediately apparent upon examining Fig. 3.3 is the concentration of samples with viscosities between 500 and 560 cm3 /g. This has the
effect of skewing the models in favor of samples within that range, at the expense
of samples outside that range; in other words, the models would have difﬁculty predicting the viscosities for outlying samples, which would be all the more important
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Figure 3.4: Left: Distribution plot for PLS-predicted viscosities, showing
measured (red) and predicted (blue) values. Right: Error plot for the
same model, ordered by value.
given the goal of implementing these models in a process monitoring environment.
This effect is demonstrated in Fig. 3.4. The left-hand ﬁgure is a recasting
of the averaged model in Fig. 3.3 (right). It is instructive in that it shows the
distribution of viscosity values, measured and predicted, clearly illustrating the
concentration of samples in the 500-560 cm3 /g range, and the relative paucity
of “extreme” samples. The right-hand ﬁgure shows the relative error for each of
these predictions, and how the predictions for the “extreme” samples are much
less accurate; in some cases, the relative error is several times higher than that for
“normal” samples. The blue line is a quadratic best-ﬁt line, added to cosmetically
indicate the trend.
The best remedy for this issue would be to collect more samples with outlying
viscosities. However, here we are subject to some practical limitations. We cannot ask a mill to purposefully produce product they would consider to be “bad”;
seeing as how this purpose-made pulp would not be marketable, it would incur
unacceptable ﬁnancial losses on their part. So, we have no choice but to accept
the samples they provide. We can, however, request that they limit the number of
500-560 cm3 /g samples they send in order to provide a more even distribution of
viscosity values.
Another issue lies in the RMSE itself. As previously noted, they are comparable
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to the mill’s reported reproducibility. But, since all the training data necessarily
incorporates this variance, this gets folded into our PLS models. The result is that
it is not possible for our models to predict viscosity more accurately than the mill
can measure it. However, the Error row in Tab. 3.2 seems to contradict this. This
indicates some degree of self-consistency in our models, calling into question their
reliability when dealing with new data. Again, the best remedy for this problem is
to process more samples.

3.5

Conclusion

Overall, our laboratory proof-of-concept for predicting the viscosity of dissolving
pulps based on their Raman spectra was successful, yielding results whose margins
of error were comparable to those produced by the mill’s on-site laboratory.
Ultimately, the PLS algorithm works best when the number of rows in the X matrix exceeds the number of columns. Even after dimensional reduction cuts down
the number of columns, the sample set of 236 is quite limited in number, especially
considering the volume at which the mill operates. At some point, acquiring new
samples becomes a logistical challenge, due to the disconnect between the mill and
the laboratory environment. Therefore, our next steps would be to begin integrating our hardware with the mill’s production environment, to facilitate collection
and processing of samples, and to progress towards the goal of full integration
with the process line.
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Chapter 4

Incorporating Raman
Spectroscopy into an On-Line
Analysis Module: A Laboratory
Model
Like most mill towns, Örnsköldsvik, in northern Sweden, was dominated by a single company, in this case Mo och Domsjö (MoDo) AB. And also like many milltown monopolies, this company was broken up for economic reasons after over a
century of operations. One of the results of this breakup was the transformation
of one of their mill sites into something of an industrial research and development campus, involving the still-operating sulﬁte pulp mill, various spin-offs and
start-ups, and local universities. These include Domsjö Fabriker AB, our source
of dissolving pulp samples, and PulpEye AB, which develops automated testing
equipment for use in mills. A Raman probe would be a logical addition to such
equipment.

4.1

Introduction

A persistent challenge posed by moving moving technology and expertise from
academia into industry is the need to package things in an accessible manner.
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Making such a transfer within an established infrastructure, if at all possible, will
greatly facilitate the process. We recognized PulpEye’s on-line pulp analysis unit
as a perfect example of such “established infrastructure,” insofar as it is already
designed to be deployed in a mill (and in fact can be found in dozens of mills
worldwide). The PulpEye unit can be plumbed into the product line, sampling
pulp solutions at a given interval, and can also analyze manually-introduced sample solutions.
Furthermore, the unit presents an easy spot for the integration of a Raman
probe. It has a modular design, and its components and capabilities are added
per the needs of the customer. Their brightness-measuring module, speciﬁcally,
is an ideal location for a Raman probe thanks both to its design and to the actual
measurement process it employs.
In essence, the brightness module
takes in an aqueous pulp suspension
and dries it with compressed air, forming a circular pad approximately 2 mm
thick. The brightness measurement is
made on the top of this pad; if there is
any moisture left in the pad, the measurement of the pad’s reﬂectivity - and
thus its brightness - cannot be considered reliable.

Likewise, pads made

in the module should be superﬁcially
Figure 4.1: A brightness chamber

uniform, so as to ensure repeatability.
The transparent plastic sleeve (visible

in Fig. 4.1, though covered in condensation) allows users to observe this entire
process. Introducing a Raman probe to this module would require basic modiﬁcation of the plastic sleeve, as well as the design of a mounting platform that couples
the probe with the chamber; this will be detailed in the next section.
The general goal of integrating Raman measurement with a PulpEye analysis module is illustrated in Figure 4.2. PulpEye units generate large quantities of
data, which are then fed into a database to be analyzed in real time by a software
suite incorporating chemometrics and process analysis (ExtractEye; Extract Infor48
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Figure 4.2: Schematic showing the integration of Raman measurements with
a PulpEye analysis module.
mation AB, Norrköping, Sweden). In the words of PulpEye’s C.E.O., PulpEye
and ExtractEye together calculate (i.e. model and predict) many important ﬁber
properties in an automated setting. Given the similarity between this process and
modelling properties based on spectral data, setting up a parallel Raman analysis
system would be straightforward.

4.2

A Benchtop Brightness-Raman Chamber: Design
and Development

Lacking uninterrupted access to a full PulpEye unit in our laboratory, we built a
fully functional benchtop version of the brightness chamber (though without the
brightness-measuring camera), and designed a Raman probe system around it. We
tested this design by drawing upon our library of pulp samples to make brightness
pads for Raman measurement.
We continued to use the backscattering free-space Raman probe with integrated
objective optics, manufactured by Wasatch Photonics (WP785L), mentioned in Ch.
3.2. To recall, its incorporated 785 nm laser has a maximum power of 100 mW,
and its readout ranges from 270 to 2000 cm−1 with a resolution of 10 cm−1 through
its 50 µ m entrance slit. The laser’s spot size is approximately 250 µ m in diameter,
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Figure 4.3: Left: CAD rendering of the Raman probe mount for the brightness module. Right: The probe mount, as constructed.
providing a sampling area approximately 675 µ m in diameter (including diffuse
scattering).
One of the challenges facing the construction of an appropriate mounting platform for the spectrometer was the requirement that it ﬁt inside a PulpEye cabinet.
The spectrometer itself is 12.7 cm long, and taking into account its working distance, the unit requires 16 cm of clearance. Because the spectrometer’s objective is
off-center, we designed the mounting platform to couple it to the brightness chamber at an angle. To facilitate alignment of the probe, we mounted it on a 5-axis
translation/rotation/tilt stage. We designed the platform to be strong enough to
hold the combined weight of the spectrometer and stage - several kilograms - with
a single point of attachment at the brightness chamber’s steel drain.
Figure 4.3 illustrates the design of the mounting platform and its attachment to
the brightness chamber. The left-hand image is a rendering, showing the mounting
angle and side plate for dry pad examination. The right-hand image shows the
platform assembled on the benchtop, with the brightness chamber holding a dry
dissolving pulp pad.
Whereas previously we had been probing the surface of dissolving pulp samples with our spectrometer, in this instance it was more practical to probe to the
side of the brightness pads, though as can be seen in Fig 4.3 (left), we also designed a side plate for probing the surface of dried brightness pads. This would
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Figure 4.4: Drawing of the modiﬁed brightness chamber.
provide us with a basis of comparison between our previous methodology (see Ch.
3.2) and the new system. We also reasoned that the sides of brightness pads may
be less subject to the morphological alterations that occur when the surface of the
dried pulp sheets is formed; these processes typically involve heavy mechanical
compression. Thus, the sides might provide a “purer” look at the bulk morphology
of the ﬁbers. A rendering of the modiﬁed sleeve is shown in Figure 4.4.
As organic polymers often have strong and highly characteristic Raman spectra, we modiﬁed the transparent plastic sleeve to incorporate a sapphire (α -Al2 O3 )
window. Sapphire is preferred over glass due to its hardness and exceptional resistance to scratching, as well as its very broad optical transparency. Sapphire has a
number of Raman peaks in the 200 − 800 cm−1 range, some of which overlap with
peaks in pulp spectra (recall the latter from Fig. 3.2). [55, 77] Focusing the laser
spot within the sample so that it is out of focus when passing through the sapphire
window, as in Fig. 4.4, minimizes the sapphire signal intensity (though cannot
entirely eliminate it). Furthermore, since the sapphire signal should be constant
regardless of the sample, it should be easily rejected by chemometric techniques.
Incorporating this window into the brightness chamber presented a number of
challenges. The ﬁrst and most important was maintaining the chamber’s watertightness; since the chamber is designed to handle aqueous suspensions of pulp,
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any leakage would severely limit the repeatability and reliability of measurements,
not to mention cause catastrophic damage to sensitive electronics should it come
into contact with the spectrometer. The best way to maximize watertightness is to
minimize the number of possible escape points, as well as their area.
With this in mind, we designed the modiﬁcation as shown in Fig. 4.4. At
the end of a wider channel, we bored a 1 mm diameter hole through the end of
the plastic sleeve for the laser to pass through. We then slid the sapphire window
into the channel (Fig. 4.4, blue), and sealed it in place with an O-ring and a brass
locking ring; thus, the laser could pass relatively uninterrupted to the sample, while
the small aperture and the O-ring minimize water leakage. Another challenge with
the design was the 1 mm aperture itself; speciﬁcally, that suspended pulp ﬁbers
could become stuck inside it, or worse, between the plastic sleeve and the window
(visible as white space in Fig 4.4). Fortunately, this did not become an issue in
practice, due to the module’s mode of operation (detailed in the next section).
Of further concern was the position of the aperture relative to the pad-forming
screen - that is, where the pulp samples would rest. In a normal brightness chamber,
this screen sits well below the lip of the steel base, thus rendering the sample invisible to the Raman probe. We built an insert that elevated the position of the screen
ﬂush with the window, but this changed the hydrodynamics inside the chamber,
requiring minor adjustment of the mode of operation.
With our modiﬁed brightness chamber and the remaining components lent us
by PulpEye, we built a functional benchtop version of the full brightness module,
shown in Figure 4.5. The module uses several pneumatically-controlled switches
and a vacuum pump to introduce air, water, and pressure to the chamber during
the course of operations. We added a funnel to the upper part of the module for
sample introduction. We used a Teﬂon ring inserted into the chamber to align
the spectrometer through the aperture; Teﬂon (polytetraﬂuoroethylene), like most
polymers, has a very distinctive Raman spectrum with several well-deﬁned peaks
ranging from 200 to 1400 cm−1 , covering much of the same range as pulp spectra.
[78] Therefore, it makes an ideal standard for aligning Raman spectrometers, as
well as for comparing the calibrations of multiple spectrometers (see Ch. 7.3).
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Figure 4.5: Our Raman-equipped model brightness module - the “mini-pulp
factory”.

4.3

Materials and Methods

After constructing the benchtop brightness module and mounting the Raman probe
as in Fig. 4.5, we performed several tests to optimize the instrumentation using 236
dry dissolving pulp brightness pads, analyzed previously (see Ch. 3.2). We also
analyzed 43 never-dried Northern Bleached Softwood Kraft (NBSK) pulp samples,
reﬁned to various energies, provided by Canfor. We built prediction models built
from these samples to assess the modiﬁed module’s performance with both pulp
types, using the results discussed in Ch. 3 as a baseline for comparison.

4.3.1

Pad Formation and Analysis

We rehydrate 15 g portions of the dissolving pulp sheets overnight, before dispersing them in 1 L of water. This requires 10 minutes of vigorous stirring. The NBSK
samples require no rehydration as they are originally clumps of wet pulp, but are
similarly dispersed to form a smooth aqueous suspension. We then pour 300 mL of
the dispersed sample into the brightness chamber, and vacuum-aspirate the solution
through a screen until it forms a sludge. We then apply a compressed air ﬂow over
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60 seconds, while maintaining vacuum, to dry the sludge into a brightness pad.1
At this point, we collect a Raman spectrum with an integration time of 500 ms, and
proceed to redisperse the pulp within in the chamber. We repeat the pad formation
and Raman collection cycle three times for each of three 50 mL dispersed samples
per pulp sheet, collecting 9 spectra in total per sheet.

4.3.2

Data Treatment
Refer to Appendix A.1.

Treatment of the spectral data proceeded in a similar fashion to what was outlined in Ch. 3.2, but without applying TOGA. As before, we applied Discrete
Wavelet Transform (DWT) to the spectra with the sym5 wavelet with a scale of 7,
rejecting the highest- and lowest-frequency wavelets. Using Partial Least-Squares
Regression (PLS), we modelled viscosity for the dissolving pulps, and for the NBSK
pulps we modelled tensile breaking length, burst index, and tear index. We also
conducted a comparison of PLS models built using MATLAB and ExtractEye.

4.3.3

Gaussian Process Regression

In addition to building models based on PLS regressions, we investigated the use
of Gaussian Process Regression (GPR) for model building as well. Recalling the
basic form of a regression from Eq. 2.12 (Y = Xb + ε ), we can consider that
the error term ε is normally distributed with mean 0 and variance σ 2 , such that

ε ∼ N (0, σ 2 ). PLS is a deterministic method, as it numerically estimates b and ε
from the data X, Y (refer to Ch. 2.3.2).
GPR, on the other hand, is a probabilistic method that estimates a set of n random latent variables F = f (xi ), as well as a set of n basis functions H = h(xi| ),
for each of the n observations in X. Thus, the GPR regression takes the following
general form:
Y = Hb + F(X)

1 Normal brightness

(4.1)

operations require much longer drying periods, on the order of 5-10 minutes.
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The basis functions H are explicitly chosen at the outset; we used a linear basis,
such that H = [1, X]. Like ε , the latent variables F(X) are normally distributed with
mean 0, but their variance is represented by a covariance matrix K(X, X|θ ), such
that F ∼ N (0, K(X, X|θ )). The elements of K represent the covariance between
each unique pair of observations in X. θ is a set of hyperparameters that deﬁne
the kernel functions used to construct K. We used a squared exponential kernel
function for our covariance matrix:
k(xi , x j |θ ) =

σ 2f



1 (xi − x j )| (xi − x j )
exp −
2
σl2

(4.2)

where σ f is the signal’s standard deviation, and σl is the length scale (number of
variables). Since both these parameters must be greater than 0, we can express
the hyperparameters for this kernel function as θ = [log σ f , log σl ]. From the basic
regression expression, a set of target variables Y can be modeled with the following
probability distribution:
P(Y|F, X) ∼ N (Y|Hb + F, σ 2 In )

(4.3)

where σ 2 is the noise variance and In is the identity matrix of size (n × n). At
this stage it is useful to deﬁne the following parameter α , representing the total
variance of the latent variables F:

α ≡ K(X, X|θ ) + σ 2 In

(4.4)

Building a GPR model requires knowledge of b and σ 2 , as well as a kernel function for the construction of K, which itself is dependent on θ . These parameters
can be estimated based on the training data. The GPR algorithm ﬁrst maximizes a
log-likelihood function for P(Y|X), dependent on b(θ , σ 2 ), using initial estimates
for θ and σ 2 . It then re-maximizes the log-likelihood function using the new estimates for b, and ﬁnds new estimates for θ and σ 2 .
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The log-likelihood expression is: [68]

1
log P(Y|X, b, θ , σ 2 ) = − (Y − Hb)| α −1 (Y − Hb)
2
n
1
− log |α | − log 2π
2
2

(4.5)

With b, σ 2 , and θ estimated, the latent variables F in expression in Eq. 4.3 are
well-deﬁned. The GPR algorithm uses the entire training dataset, unlike the training
subset used with the PLS algorithm. [68] Recalling Eq. 4.3, the expected values for
a new set of data xa are calculated as: [79]
E(ya |Y, X, xa ) = h(xa| )b + K(xa| , X)α −1 (Y − Hb)

(4.6)

The terms of this expression can be described as follows. h(xa| )b represents the
new dataset xa transformed onto the basis deﬁned by H, and weighted according to
the coefﬁcients b. K(xa| , X) represents the covariance between the new data and the
training data X. Finally, α −1 (Y − Hb) represents the training model. The values
of E(ya ) are the mean values of P(ya ): [68, 79]

P(ya |y, X, xa ) ∼ N ya |E(ya ), σa2 + K(xa , xa ) − K(xa , X)α −1 K(X, xa )

(4.7)

Thus, the GPR model predicts a speciﬁc expected value and a probability distribution for each new data object, which can make outlier detection much easier.
Given its non-linearity, the GPR model essentially models the training data with a
spline, which can improve local prediction accuracy. In theory this should mitigate
some of the issues described in Ch. 3.4, where PLS models had difﬁculty predicting
outlying (but valid) samples. [68]
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Arbitrary

Figure 4.6: 705 Raman spectra of dissolving pulp pads, produced with the
brightness module. Above: Normalized spectra. Below: Spectra reconstructed from DWT coefﬁcients, ﬁltered by removing the highest two
detail levels and the approximation level.

4.4

Results: The Mini-Pulp Factory

Figure 4.6 shows 705 dissolving pulp Raman spectra from the “pad factory” (Fig.
4.5), typical of those produced with this setup. Comparing with the previouslyrecorded spectra of the same pulps, shown in Fig. 3.2, several things are apparent.
The most obvious is that the new spectra are substantially noisier pre-DWT, but that
the broad background is less prevalent. The noise can be accounted for by the more
complex nature of the probe’s optical path; collecting a backscattered spectrum
from a newly-formed brightness pad through the sapphire window shown in Fig.
4.4 involves far more sources of variance than does simply probing the surface of
a dried sheet. Applying DWT does minimize some of this variance, as can be seen
in the lower band of spectra in Fig. 4.6.
The difference in background signal is likely due to differences in sample morphology between the sides of the brightness pads compared with the tops of the
dried pulp sheets. Since the pulp sheets probed in Fig. 3.2 were dried and compressed, their surface density was much higher than for the newly-formed brightness pads in Fig. 4.6. This would increase the reﬂectivity of the samples, as well as
the concentration of ﬂuorescent contaminants, thus creating a more intense broad
background signal.
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PCA Plot of Pulp Suspension Spectra
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Figure 4.7: PCA plot of 132 Raman spectra of NBSK samples, averaged and
sorted by suspension. Green: ﬁrst suspension. Red: second suspension
(ﬁrst redispersion). Blue: third suspension (second redispersion).
There are also a number of sharp peaks that appear in Fig. 4.6 that do not in
Fig. 3.2. These are mostly due to the out-of-focus sapphire window; sapphire’s
most prominent peaks are at 376, 414, and 641 cm−1 , all three of which are clearly
visible in Fig. 4.6. [77] Note however that the peaks around 800 − 850 cm−1
are not from sapphire, but rather are likely due to H – C – C and H – C – O bending
modes about C-6 (falling outside the ring structure). [55]
We applied Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to the DWT-treated Raman
spectra collected from the NBSK samples to determine whether or not repeated
resuspension and reformation of the brightness pads had any effects on data quality;
Figure 4.7 shows the results. Recall that PCA uncovers variance in a data block,
along the lines of Eq. 2.13 and the red box in Fig. 2.6, without incorporating
any target information. The scores (or principal components) represent orthogonal
contributions to the overall variance, and are ranked by the percent of the overall
variance they account for. If the repeated resuspensions had a substantial effect
on the Raman spectra, one would expect a plot of the ﬁrst and second principal
components to show distinct clusters of data, illustrating that effect. In Fig. 4.7,
the data forms something of a continuum along the ﬁrst principal component (the x-
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Table 4.1: PLS and GPR model results from brightness pad data.
Target
Parameter

Units

Samples

RMSEC

RMSEP

Rel. Error

Viscosity
(PLS)

cm3 /g

236 Diss.

18.6

32.0

6.0 %

Tensile
Breaking Length

km

43 NBSK

1.34

1.90

27 %

Burst Index

kPa m2 /g

43 NBSK

1.05

1.61

29 %

Tear Index

mN m2 /g

43 NBSK

2.70

4.10

23 %

Viscosity
(GPR)

cm3 /g

236 Diss.

18.3

40.1

7.7 %

axis). Considering the indistinct nature of the separation, though, we can conclude
that the repeated resuspension of the pulp samples does not have a substantial effect
on the data.
We built our PLS models along the same lines as outlined in the previous chapter
(Ch. 3.3), using a randomly-selected 70% subset of the spectral data to train the
models with the SIM algorithm, and the remaining 30% of data to validate them.
As previously mentioned, we selected a linear basis function for our GPR model,
as well as a squared exponential kernel function for calculating covariances (see
Eq. 4.2). For assessing the performance of the models, we used 5-fold crossvalidation, which split the data into 5 subsets, reserved one set, and re-trained the
model using the remaining four sets.
Table 4.1 summarizes the results of the modelling of the wet NBSK samples,
and the initial 236 dissolving pulp samples. The top four rows are the results of
PLS

models, and the bottom row of GPR. It is immediately apparent that the PLS-

based predictions of strength properties (tensile breaking length, burst index, tear
index) are not outstanding due to their high Root Mean-Square Error (RMSE) values, relative to the measurements’ lab reproducibilities. This can be explained by
the highly limited number of NBSK samples: 43. Of those 43, 28 were reﬁned
samples that had corresponding unreﬁned samples; in those cases, the reﬁned samples can still be considered independent of the unreﬁned samples. PCA plots of
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the dataset showed no signiﬁcant grouping, either by reﬁning point or by sample,
demonstrating that the differences between samples reﬁned to different energies
was on the same scale as differences between samples themselves.
The PLS viscosity results are slightly worse with the brightness pad data than
our standard of comparison (see Tab. 3.1, Fig. 3.3), with an increase in relative
error from 5 to 6%. This is most likely a factor of the more complex optical path,
as previously discussed, and of the lack of replicate averaging in the new models.
We investigated the usefulness of averaging across each of the three resuspensions,
as well as across each of the three individual batches (see Ch 4.3.1); both were
found to have a marginal effect on model quality.

4.4.1
GPR

Comparing PLS and GPR

was entirely unable to produce models for the NBSK samples, for the same

reason that the PLS models performed poorly: the data matrix X was rank-deﬁcient
with only 43 rows, and the GPR algorithm could not determine the full set of basis
coefﬁcients in H (see Eq. 4.1). For viscosity, GPR produced a model that performed
better than PLS in terms of Root-Mean-Square Error of Calibration (RMSEC), but
worse with respect to Root-Mean-Square Error of Prediction (RMSEP). This indicates that the GPR model is somewhat overﬁt.
Figure 4.8 shows prediction (top row) and distribution (bottom row) plots for
the viscosity models. Subplot A shows the training (red) and validation (green)
data for the PLS model. Subplot B shows the training data (red) for the GPR model,
as well as the predictions from the 5-fold cross-validation (green). Both plots show
predicted viscosity on the x-axis, and measured on the y-axis; this inversion is a
convention used in ExtractEye (to be discussed in the next section), and is used
here for consistency.

2

Subplot C shows the distribution of predictions (blue) and

true values (red) for the PLS model, and Subplot D shows the same for the GPR
model.
For the GPR plots (right column), the predictions are in fact the expected values
(per Eq. 4.6), and the distribution plot (D) shows the upper and lower limits of pre2 The rationale is as follows: because the errors in the measured values are not accounted for
in the model, while the errors of the predicted values are well-deﬁned by the model, the measured
values constitute the traditional “unknown” and should therefore be placed on the y-axis.
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Figure 4.8: Models of dissolving pulp viscosity. Top Row: Prediction plots.
Bottom Row: Distribution plots. Left Col.: PLS model, with 12 components. Right Col.: GPR model, with 5-fold cross-validation. Values
in cm3 /g.
diction as the gray area. The plots show that for GPR, the range of expected values
is narrower than for PLS (as evidenced by the lower RMSEC in Tab. 4.1). However,
the 5-fold cross-validation in the prediction plot (B) shows a wide distribution of
values. In fact, the GPR prediction plot is very typical of an overﬁt model.
To avoid such overﬁtting with PLS models, we select an appropriate number
of components to use, but this is not possible with GPR because of the algorithm’s
probabilistic nature. Choosing a constant basis function (H = 1) radically underﬁts the model, while a quadratic basis function (H = [1, X, X2 ]) radically overﬁts it.
Thus, a linear basis (H = [1, X]) is the only viable option, despite its moderate over-
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Figure 4.9: Prediction plots for dissolving pulp viscosity, from Matlab (left)
and ExtractEye (right). Values in cm3 /g.
ﬁtting as shown in Fig. 4.8 (B). Given these challenges (and our limited dataset),
we therefore decided to continue using PLS as our primary modelling algorithm.

4.4.2

Comparing Matlab and ExtractEye

To further the integration of our Raman probe with the PulpEye system, we had to
address software integration as well as hardware integration. This involved building PLS models with the aforementioned ExtractEye chemometrics software, and
comparing them to our Matlab-built models. Figure 4.9 shows such a comparison:
models predicting viscosity built with the same DWT-treated data (reconstructions)
in each program; the Matlab model shown is similar, but not identical, to the one in
Fig. 4.8. In both plots, training set data are red. Validation data are green (Matlab)
or blue (ExtractEye).
Though the clustering of points appears superﬁcially quite similar, there are
a few notable differences. First is the number of components used for each; the
Matlab model uses 12, while the ExtractEye model uses 6. This is a signiﬁcant
difference, considering how Matlab models built with fewer components perform
worse (see Tab. 3.1). The ExtractEye model has an RMSEP value of 23.8 cm3 /g
(4.5%), while the Matlab model’s RMSEP is substantially higher, at 41.0 cm3 /g
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Figure 4.10: First two loadings (p1 , p2 ) and weights (w1 , w2 ) of dissovling
pulp viscosity models from Matlab (red) and ExtractEye (blue).
(7.7%). This is contrary to what might be expected, based on prior data, indicating that ExtractEye performs some intermediate steps to build the models that our
Matlab algorithm does not.
To investigate this, it is instructive to look at the PLS loadings and weights. We
can see from the ﬁrst and second X loading and weight vectors, plotted in Figure
4.10, that there are some differences between the models. The blue lines are the
loadings from the ExtractEye model, and the red from the Matlab model.
Recalling Eq. 2.16, we can calculate a similar value R2 X using the x sum of
squares, that represents each component A’s explained variance in X. For the ﬁrst
component (A = 1, top row), the R2 X values are 0.998 for Matlab and 0.952 for
ExtractEye. Clearly, p1 and w1 contain primarily spectral data, and the differences
between the red and blue lines (Matlab and ExtractEye, respectively) is likely due
to the differences in DWT algorithm. The DWT algorithm we use in Matlab performs
baseline pinching, while ExtractEye’s DWT algorithm does not. However, these
differences are minor; both p1 and w1 are plotted with the same y-scale.
The second component (A = 2, bottom row) is more telling. The R2 X values
for this component are 0.084 for Matlab and 0.016 for ExtractEye. This is reﬂected
in the difference between p2 and w2 ; note that w2 is plotted with a y range between
±3, whereas p2 (like p1 and w1 ) is plotted with y between −0.2 and 0.25. There
is negligible difference in magnitudes between P and W in the ExtractEye model,
but there is a substantial difference with the Matlab model. The magnitude of w2
is much higher than p2 , while for w1 it is slightly less than p1 .
This difference is likely due in part to the mean-centering step that Extract-
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Eye applies to the X data when building PLS models. Though this would be relatively straightforward to implement in the Matlab code, we decided to shift to
using ExtractEye as our primary modelling software, both for its improved model
performance, as well as its ease of use and its tight-knit integration with PulpEye
systems.

4.5

Discussion

During routine data collection with the “pad factory”, we encountered some unforeseen challenges. For one, the quality of the newly formed brightness pads had
more of an effect on spectral data than we expected. This mostly had to do with
the density of ﬁbers around the laser; if they were loosely packed, this would have
a very deleterious effect on the spectral Signal to Noise ratio (SNR). Since the pad
formation steps (vacuum, water, valves, etc.) were controlled manually, and given
our limited supply of compressed air, this was a somewhat frequent occurrence.
The best way to counteract this was to use more standard operating conditions for
pad formation, i.e. 5-10 minutes of drying air. Resuspending and reforming the
pad was also an effective way to ﬁx any pad formation issues.
Routine brightness chamber operations are entirely automated, so pad formation is much more uniform; however, this also limits our ability to directly assess
their quality. The best way to ensure uniform quality would be to continue to repeatedly resuspend and reform the brightness pad, collecting spectra each time.
Spectra of these resuspensions could then be compared using PCA to detect outliers, and averaged accordingly, to produce a single representative spectrum for
that sample.
We also continued to struggle with predicting outlying viscosities, as can be
seen in Fig. 4.8. Figure 4.11 shows a histogram of the samples used to produced these models; the clustering around 500-570 cm3 /g is evident. We investigated how well our models would perform if we restricted the data to samples
with viscosities in that range; this improved RMSE values somewhat, decreasing
the relative error from 6% to 4.5%. This indicates that Raman spectra have good
predictive ability for viscosity, and that the main limitation is the narrow distribution of samples, as we expected. Such “narrow” models cannot be used to predict
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Figure 4.11: Histogram of viscosities of dissolving pulp samples.
lower-viscosity samples with accuracy. Nonetheless, “broad” models covering the
full range of viscosity values can still be considered to be accurate; recall that
Domsjö’s on-site laboratory reproducibility for viscosity measurements was 4.7%
(25 cm3 /g). An accuracy near 6%, derived from spectra from a limited sample set,
represents a good result.

4.6

Conclusion

After having successfully built and tested our benchtop “pad factory”, our need for
more samples became clear. The best way to acquire enough samples would be
to bypass the transportation logistics, and start collecting spectra on-site in a mill.
Or, if not on-site, at least at a location where access to hundreds of mill samples is
easy. To this end, as well as to advance our hardware and software integration, we
relocated our Raman probes closer to the mills, in collaboration with our industrial
partners. The next chapter will detail the progress made during these projects.
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Chapter 5

Fiber Probes and Data Fusion:
Implementation in a Pilot Plant
Having successfully demonstrated proofs-of-concept for both the hardware and
software aspects of applying Raman spectroscopy and multivariate calibration as a
process control method to the pulp industry, we progressed towards integrating our
technology with existing systems by working closely with our industrial partners:
one project phase at PulpEye’s workshop in Örnsköldsvik, Sweden, and a second
at Canfor Pulp Innovation’s pilot plant in Burnaby, BC.

5.1

Introduction

A major part of transitioning technology from academia to industry is the development of a Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) that outlines routine (i.e. nonexperimental) use of the technology. In the case of Raman spectroscopy, such an
SOP

would be an established, regular procedure for data acquisition that ensures

repeatability and reproducibility of measurement. Of course, an SOP is only useful if it is followed; without delving into a discussion of human psychology, it is
nonetheless apparent that a successful new technology must be accessible, easily
integrateable with existing systems and procedures, and above all, valuable to those
who are using it.
Easing through this transition requires taking all of these concepts into account.
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Recognizing that the two main aspects of our Raman probe system - hardware and
software - represent two parallel tracks, we pursued development along both. Our
ultimate goal was to set up our instrumentation in a pilot plant setting, and to
develop an SOP so that our industrial partners could begin routine data collection
themselves, thereby obviating the logistical difﬁculties of acquiring hundreds of
pulp samples.
Along the way, we reﬁned our hardware designs to make the Raman probe
easier to integrate with existing infrastructure such as PulpEye’s brightness chamber. We also developed a new software approach that, while still performing all
the same functions as before, is both easier to use and directly interfaces with our
industrial partners’ on-site databases.
As previously mentioned, we performed this work in two phases, one with
PulpEye and a second with Canfor. With PulpEye, we focused on hardware reﬁnement, availing ourselves of their considerable expertise in this area. With Canfor,
we were able to begin ﬁeld tests of our instrumentation, and work with their technicians to start developing an SOP for our Raman probe. Canfor also provided a
library of samples to analyze, with more arriving regularly from the mills.

5.2

Materials and Methods

At PulpEye’s research and development workshop in Örnsköldsvik, we analyzed
132 dissolving pulp samples from Domsjö Fabriker AB, predicting viscosity. We
used their brightness chamber to form brightness pads from the aqueous pulp samples, with a drying time of 3 minutes. Raman spectra were integrated for 1000 ms.
At Canfor Pulp Innovation’s pilot plant in Burnaby, we analyzed 285 Northern
Bleached Softwood Kraft (NBSK) samples from Canfor’s mills in Prince George,
BC (Intercontinental and Northwood Pulp Mills). We used this data to model a
variety of parameters. The key strength parameters are burst strength, tear index,
tensile breaking length, tensile energy absorption (TEA), and dry and wet zerospan breaking length. Other properties include physical parameters such as density,
porosity/air resistance, stretching length, stiffness, and freeness, as well as various
optical properties. These NBSK samples were dried unreﬁned pulp sheets; we collected Raman spectra from 4 points on each sheet, and averaged them. Spectra
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Figure 5.1: Raman spectrometer (free-space) mounted to a brightness chamber in PulpEye’s workshop, without the watertight equipment cabinet.
were integrated for 500 ms.
In both cases, comparisons between spectrometers were made; these will be
elaborated upon in the following sections.

5.2.1

Probe Design: Fiber vs. Free-Space

Working in PulpEye’s workshop provided us the chance to use our spectrometer
mounting platform and free-space Raman spectrometer with their brightness chamber, the way it would be set up in one of their commercial analysis units, as seen in
Figure 5.1. We added the plastic bag around the spectrometer itself to ensure watertightness, though with automated sample inlet, this was less of a concern than
it was in our lab. However, this was only an interim solution; all the electronics
within a PulpEye unit are hermetically sealed and located away from wet areas, as
there can be no assumptions made about what conditions may be encountered in a
mill.
One practical consideration we had to take into account was the impracticality
of switching off the lights every time data was to be recorded; indeed, this is an
impossibility in a mill. Mercury-containing ﬂuorescent lighting severely interferes
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with Raman data collection, as does blackbody incandescent lighting; both easily
drown out any signal of interest. LED and metal halide lamps, commonly found in
industrial settings, do the same (albeit to a lesser degree). Therefore, we “lightproofed” the spectrometer by blacking out the plastic sleeve and sealing the optical
path between the spectrometer and the sapphire window.
These adaptations were cumbersome, and combined with the spectrometer’s
size, this drove us to pursue the implementation of a ﬁber optic-coupled Raman
probe in its stead. The brightness probe is itself ﬁber optic, so all the necessary
infrastructure is already in place; it would simply be a matter of exchanging the
probes (as well as what they attach to at the other end).
We used a Wasatch Photonics ﬁber-coupled probe (RP785), with a remote
785 nm, 225 mW diode laser source and spectrometer.1 We attached the Raman
probe to brightness probe armature, rather than coupling it to the chamber through
the sapphire window. This meant that the ﬁber probe would be analyzing the surface of brightness pads, as opposed to their sides. Part of the adaptation of the
existing infrastructure was a probe-holder that ﬁxed the objective lens of the Raman probe at its focal length (11 mm) above the surface of the sheet to be analyzed.
When analyzing the 132 dissolving pulp samples in PulpEye’s workshop, we
collected one spectrum per sample with the free-space probe, and multiple spectra
with the ﬁber-coupled probe. These latter were collected at different points on the
surface of the pad and averaged; this was done by rotating the probe armature,
though its range was limited due to spatial and pneumatic constraints.
In our lab, we designed a second ﬁber probe, with two main differences from
the Wasatch RP785. First was the incorporation of a spatial ﬁlter into the probe
design. Spatial ﬁlters focus light through a small pinhole, usually with the intent
of improving a laser’s beam proﬁle. In this case, a spatial ﬁlter serves to exclude
out-of-focus light backscattered from the sample, thereby improving the signal intensity of the sample while excluding contributions from other sources (such as
sapphire windows or other optical components). [80, 81] True confocality may be
too academic to implement in a process control setting, but nonetheless, the in1 The spectrometer is also made by Wasatch Photonics (WP785); it has the same speciﬁcations
as the WP785L free-space probe. The laser is made by Innovative Photonic Solutions (Monmouth
Junction, NJ, USA).
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Figure 5.2: Fiber-coupled Raman probe with spatial ﬁlter.
troduction of a spatial ﬁlter should improve the Signal to Noise ratio (SNR) of the
spectra collected by the probe, thereby improving the downstream data processing
steps. The second difference between our probe design and the Wasatch probe was
our use of half-inch (Ø12.7 mm) optics, as opposed to Ø9 mm. With careful optical
alignment, this doubles the light-collecting capacity of the probe.
A rendering of the probe is shown in Figure 5.2. The 785 nm excitation beam is
introduced off-axis (left-hand side) through the delivery ﬁber, and coupled into the
objective with a Dichroic Beamsplitter (DBS). The optical path for backscattered
light collected by the objective is straight (right-hand side); it passes through the
DBS

and the spatial ﬁlter, and is focused into the collection ﬁber leading to the

spectrometer. Both optical paths, between the ﬁber optic ports and the DBS cavity,
are isolated. We conducted a comparison of our probe alongside the Wasatch probe
and the free-space spectrometer at Canfor’s pilot plant. There, we collected spectra
from the 285 NBSK pulp sheets, averaging across 4 points on each.
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5.2.2

Data Treatment
Refer to Appendix A.2.

To further our software integration with ExtractEye and other existing systems,
we translated our data processing script from Matlab into Python. Spectra must
still be collected and exported with the OEM software speciﬁc to the spectrometer. We use Python to collate these ﬁles, extract the spectral data, and treat them
with Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT), before uploading them to an Structured
Query Language (SQL) database. The Python script also reads each sample’s attendant target data as provided by Canfor, and uploads it to the database as well.
This database is then read in by ExtractEye, where we use Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) to exclude spectral outliers, and then Partial Least-Squares Regression (PLS) to model and predict the target data.

5.2.3

Data Fusion: What the PulpEye Tells Us

A PulpEye unit does much more than just measure brightness; most of the data
it produces are ﬁber characterizations. We recognized that some of this data may
be correlated with the target properties - especially strength properties - we are attempting to predict based on the Raman spectra. There is some precedent to this;
Marklund et al used PLS to model tensile and tear indices based on ﬁber properties.
[82] Fusing these to our standard spectral dataaset could provide a valuable additional source of information. Table 5.1 lists the primary data fusion parameters that
we used.
For this step, we decided to build PLS models using the DWT coefﬁcients themselves rather than the spectral reconstructions, so as to minimize the difference in
data set widths. Compared with the full 1, 024 spectral variables, the covariance
determination could dismiss the 15 fusion parameters as irrelevant. Reducing the
spectral datablock to one quarter of its original size would make this less likely.
One concern when fusing datasets such as these is that one might “drown out”
the other during PLS. Speciﬁcally, the least-squares minimization used to estimate
the regression coefﬁcients will be dominated by data with large numeric values, as
the wavelet coefﬁcients produced by DWT often are, at the expense of the fusion
parameters in Tab. 5.1. To mitigate this, data is typically scaled so that it has unit
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Table 5.1: List of PulpEye data fusion parameters.
Property
Freeness (CSF)
Length-weighted ﬁber length
Length-weighted ﬁber width
Length-weighted curl
Fines fraction
Scaled coarseness
Kinks per ﬁber
Kinks per millimeter
Kinks angle
Shive content (> 0.1-0.3 mm)
Shive content (> 150 µ m)
Shive content (> 1.5 mm)
Total crill (microﬁbrils)
Kappa number
Average ﬁber wall thickness (FWT)
Average ﬁber width
Average width to FWT ratio
Raw coarseness
Average ﬁbril angle

Units
mL
mm
µm
percent
percent
mg m−1
counts
counts
degrees
counts per gram
counts per gram
counts per gram
scalar
scalar
µm
µm
scalar
mg m−1
degrees

Typical range
450-800
2.1-2.6
26-30
16-20
6.3-9.2
0.05-0.20
0.50-0.90
0.20-0.40
31-38
100-600
100-600
0-30
61-85
11-23
1.8-2.0
23-24
120-130
185-200
23.0-24.5

variance. We perform this step after the datasets have been fused, and upload the
results to a separate SQL table.

5.3

Results

At PulpEye’s workshop, we collected 129 free-space and 144 ﬁber-coupled spectra
spanning 132 dissolving pulp samples. At Canfor’s pilot plant, we collected 1,172
spectra each with the free-space and ﬁber-coupled probes, four replicates per each
of our 285 NBSK samples. We collected an additional 500 spectra with our custombuilt ﬁber probe.
Tables 5.2 and 5.3 list the results of the various models built during this phase
of work, using spectral data collected from both the dissolving and NBSK pulp
samples. Root Mean-Square Error (RMSE) values have been withheld due to intellectual property concerns; instead, the cumulative Q2 statistic (see Eq. 2.17) and
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relative error are presented for each target, alongside its lab reproducibility values
for comparison.
We found that the dissolving pulp models were improved collecting spectra at
5 points on the brightness pad (as opposed to 2), and drying the pads for longer.
Averaging spectra across more collection points reduces model sensitivity to sample inhomogeneity; drying the pads for 5 minutes rather than 3, so that the pads
are fully dry, reduces the morphological inhomogeneity that may be present on the
surface of the pads, and removes any variance that may be caused by moisture in
the sample.

5.3.1

Comparison between Free-Space and Fiber-Coupled Probes

Aside from the typical small differences in spectrometer Charge-Coupled Device
(CCD) sensors, there was one major difference between the dissolving pulp spectra
collected by the free-space and ﬁber-coupled Raman probes at PulpEye’s workshop. The ﬁber-coupled spectra exhibited a large, broad peak at the low end of the
spectrum (approx. 200-600 cm−1 ). This difference can be seen in Figure 5.3; both
plots show Raman spectra of the same set of dissolving pulp samples that have
been treated with DWT. The left-hand plot shows the free-space spectra; these are
in accordance with Figs. 3.2 and 4.6, though as this example lacks DWT baseline
pinching, some of its values are negative.
The right-hand plot shows the ﬁber-coupled spectra. Though somewhat altered
in shape due to the DWT treatment, the broad new peak at 390 cm−1 is clearly visible, while the normally prominent features in the 1000-1200 cm−1 appear quite
small. This peak was visible regardless of the sample (we also tested Teﬂon and
polystyrene), and was still present when the laser was switched off and the spectrometer was only collecting ambient light.
The anomalous peak can most likely be attributed to autoﬂuorescence of the
ﬁber optic material. Fused silica (SiO2 ) - the core material used in ﬁber optic
cables - does exhibit a large, broad peak near 400 cm−1 , but this is usually optically ﬁltered with a laser cleanup ﬁlter (bandpass) on the delivery ﬁber, and a
Holographic Notch Filter (HNF) (bandstop) on the collection ﬁber. [83–85] This
autoﬂuorescene peak was not observed at all during testing at Canfor’s pilot plant,
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of free-space (left) and ﬁber-coupled (right) Raman
spectra of dissolving pulp samples collected in PulpEye’s workshop. xaxis shows pixel number, ranging from 265 to 2005 cm−1 . Note the
characteristic sapphire peaks at 90, 200, and 420 px, corresponding to
376, 414, and 641 cm−1 .
neither with the Wasatch RP785 probe nor with our probe design (see Fig. 5.6),
indicating that the problem may have been speciﬁc to the ﬁber probe we used at
PulpEye’s workshop.
Table 5.2 shows the results for the PLS models built with free-space and ﬁbercoupled Raman spectra. Each model is represented with the number of components
used (A), the relative prediction error, and the cumulative Q2 value (see Eq. 2.17).
We found that slightly different DWT treatment steps were needed to produce optimal results for the dry NBSK samples. For both datasets, we decomposed the
spectra with the sym5 wavelet to a scale of 7, and rejected the approximation coefﬁcients. For the free-space data, we rejected the top two detail coefﬁcients, while
for the ﬁber-coupled data, we rejected the top three.
The free-space models outperformed the ﬁber-coupled models for the NBSK
samples, but the opposite was true for the viscosity model built with the dissolving
pulp samples. The viscosity result on the ﬁrst row of Tab. 5.2 is divergent, most
likely because of the substantial difference in how the spectra were collected. Recall from Ch. 5.2.1 and Fig. 5.1 that the free-space probe collected measurements
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from the side of the brightness pads, whereas the ﬁber-coupled probe collected data
at multiple points on the top of the pads. Given the challenges posed by the side
mounting system, and the ability to collect spatially averaged data with the ﬁber
probe, this discrepancy in method may account for why the ﬁber-coupled viscosity
model proved superior.
With regards to the NBSK data, however, the free-space and ﬁber-coupled methodology was identical. The models built using the free-space probe generally performed similarly the ﬁber-coupled models, judging on both the relative error and
the cumulative Q2 value. In the case of stiffness, for example, though the relative error of the ﬁber-coupled model was lower, so was its Q2 , indicating that the
model accounted for less covariance than did the free-space model. The converse is
true with porosity/air resistance and tear index, though the overall quality of these
models was poor.
With respect to the pilot plant reproducibility values, the relative errors for both
types of models are relatively close in most cases; an overview of individual cases
will be presented below.

5.3.2

Data Fusion

Data fusion is not without its pitfalls. One of the most signiﬁcant is model complication by purposefully introducing new sources of uncorrelated variance, which
runs counter to all the pretreatment steps meant to minimize that occurrence. We
can gain some insight into the correlation between fusion parameters and spectral
data by examining the PLS model loadings, as shown in Figure 5.4.
The red points are each of the 1,024 spectral datapoints (one per pixel on the
spectrometer’s CCD), and the green triangles are the fusion parameters from the
PulpEye unit. A number of them (blue inset) are very closely grouped with the
spectral data, and a few (red inset) are very distant; others lie along an orthogonal axis relative to the spectral data. It is expected that shive counts2 should not
correlate meaningfully with strength properties. Freeness, however, is less easily explained. It is known to correlate with strength properties, though prior research has encountered difﬁculty predicting freeness using PLS models built with
2 Shives are contaminants in pulp that have escaped digestion; see Ch. 6.1 for a detailed discussion.
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Breaking Length Loading Plot (WP785, Fused data)
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Figure 5.4: Weighted loading plot (w1 vs. w2 ) for a tensile breaking length
model built using fused Raman (red) and PulpEye (green) datasets.
PulpEye parameters are labelled.
Near-Infrared (NIR) spectra. [20, 46] Preliminary attempts to model freeness using Raman spectra also failed to produce reliable results - but since this value can
be accurately determined by the PulpEye analyzer, predicting it spectrally is not
necessary from a process control perspective.
Table 5.3 shows the results for the PLS models predicting the properties of the
NBSK

pulp samples, built using DWT coefﬁcients from the ﬁber-coupled spectral

dataset alone, and the fused coefﬁcients and PulpEye data. Dissolving pulp samples were not included as Domsjö did not provide the attendant PulpEye data for
their samples.
Comparing between Tables 5.2 and 5.3, it is clear that using DWT coefﬁcients to
build models does not represent a substantial difference in quality relative to using
the reconstructed spectra. When fusing the coefﬁcients with the PulpEye data,
however, the models are generally improved. This is especially the case with the
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of models for tensile breaking length, built using
free-space spectral reconstructions (left) and ﬁber-coupled DWT coefﬁcients fused with PulpEye data (right). All NBSK samples were used
in Raman data collection and PLS modelling.
important strength properties (burst, tensile breaking length, TEA, and zero-span),
as illustrated by the higher cumulative Q2 values, and the lower relative errors.
To take the example of tensile breaking length, the quality of the fused model
is similar to that of the free-space spectral model. Looking forward, we considered
it prudent to incorporate all data (including spectral outliers, and skipping the PCA
step) into a ﬁnal model for tensile breaking length, using these two data treatment
approaches. Figure 5.5 shows the results, in the form of two PLS plots. The lefthand plot shows the model from the free-space model (A = 5, rel. error = 9.53 %,
Q2 = 0.351) and the fused ﬁber-coupled model (A = 4, rel. error = 7.63 %, Q2 =
0.775). Red points are the training set, and blue points are the validation set.
The difference in the plots illustrates the advantage presented by data fusion,
especially in cases where samples have outlying tensile breaking length values,
beyond the “normal” 3.0-4.0 km region. The points in the fused model plot are
tightly aligned along the ideal y = x, unlike in the free-space model. Random
permutations to test for overﬁtting, as described in Ch. 2.3.2, showed that both
models were well-ﬁt, conﬁrming the validity of their predictions.
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of Raman spectra of NBSK pulp samples, collected
with the WP785 (left) and our custom-built (right) ﬁber probes. x-axis
shows pixel number, ranging from 265 to 2005 cm−1 .

5.3.3

Comparison between Fiber-Coupled Probes

Because both the WP785 and our custom-built ﬁber probes shared the same laser
and spectrometer, there were some logistical constraints at play when it came to
testing them concurrently at Canfor’s pilot plant. Because of this, we were able
to collect fewer spectra with our probe (about half as many), though they span
the same set of samples. For this reason, we encountered some difﬁculty when
constructing models with our probe.
Figure 5.6 compares the spectra from the two probes. They are evidently quite
similar; note the absence of ﬁber autoﬂuorescence (see Fig. 5.3, right). Table
5.4 lists the results of these PLS models, using the same processing steps as with
the other ﬁber-coupled probe: DWT coefﬁcients fused with PulpEye parameters.
Comparing with Tab. 5.3, the models for strength and optical properties are slightly
poorer between the ﬁber probes, though the WP785 models have markedly higher
cumulative Q2 values. With more samples, it is highly probable that the two probes
would perform equally well. Careful reﬁnement of the optical path alignment in
our custom-built probe would likely improve its performance as well.
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5.4

Discussion

The NBSK model results in Tables 5.2 and 5.3 showed a few trends across the various processing steps: certain targets were much more easily predicted than others.
Burst strength, tensile breaking length, TEA, and zero-span generally had the bestperforming models, while porosity/air resistance and tear index consistently had
the poorest. This is in line with prior research. [28, 46]
Tear strength depends heavily on ﬁber length and kink angle, and it has also
been suggested that tear strength is positively correlated with both the presence of
amorphous regions within cellulose ﬁbrils, and with xylan content. [9, 16, 19, 20,
25] Tensile and burst strength are, on the other hand, mostly dependent on interﬁber
bonding (recall the Page Equation, Eqs. 1.1 and 1.2), which is not as important a
factor in tear strength. This difference manifests itself as an inverse correlation
between tear and tensile strength. [25]
As previously mentioned, interﬁber bonding is largely based on chemical factors (hemicellulose content, surface carboxyl content), to which Raman spectroscopy
is highly sensitive. It is perhaps tear strength’s increased dependance on ﬁber
length that limits Raman’s predictive ability in this case.
Recall from Ch. 3 that viscosity is an indirect measure of the average Degree
of Polymerization (DP) of ﬁbers, i.e. their polymeric chain length. DP is itself,
however, only indirectly correlated with ﬁber length. [24] Raman’s sensitivity to
DP

is predicated on probing cellulose chain end-groups; a higher concentration

of groups indicates lower DP, and thus shorter chains. As this is not necessarily
reﬂective of ﬁber length, our relative success with predicting viscosity based on
Raman spectra does not automatically translate into success with predicting tear
strength.
Nonetheless, the data in Tables 5.2 and 5.3 demonstrate that we have developed
a sound methodology for data collection and processing with a ﬁber-coupled Raman probe. Figure 5.7 shows a ﬂowchart illustrating how data from such a probe
could be integrated into routine operations in a setting such as Canfor’s pilot plant.
The mill produces samples, which are analyzed with the PulpEye unit and the
Raman probe. Training samples are also reﬁned in the pilot plant, and tested using
traditional wet-chemical means. Data from the training set are uploaded to the SQL
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Figure 5.7: Flowchart illustrating the Raman data acquisition and processing
pipeline.
databases (one for PulpEye data, one for spectral data); ExtractEye then reads in
these databases and builds a PLS model with them. New samples from the mill are
then analyzed, and fed into the databases, at which point the ExtractEye model will
predict their properties (Results).
Such a process has the capacity to operate in real time. ExtractEye is geared
towards this, in fact; it can update its models and calculations as new data becomes available in the SQL database. It also provides real-time information about
the process trajectory, showing a time-resolved PCA plot of the samples, deviation
and gap plots, and tracking individual variables over time. All these are powerful
tools for determining when and if a sample’s predicted value should be considered
unreliable.

5.5

Conclusion

The last three chapters have detailed our successful development of instrumental
and modelling approaches to transitioning Raman spectroscopic technology from
an academic to an industrial research laboratory. Our proofs-of-concept, as described in Chs. 3 and 4, illustrated the utility of our spectroscopic methodology
as a process control method. This chapter outlined reﬁnement to our instrumentation and multivariate analysis as we moved forward along this transition with our
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batchinfo
summary tables

Results

industrial collaborators.
Many of the instrumental reﬁnements we made arose from practical considerations we encountered speciﬁcally because of these collaborations, where the instrumentation was required to operate in non-ideal environments. On the software
side, we incorporated information from a pre-existing data source - the PulpEye
unit - to enhance our modelling power, and prepared for further integration with
existing systems by aligning our software practices to industry standards.
As a ﬁnal step to push our technology out of the nest, as it were, we set up
our Raman probe system in Canfor’s pilot plant, and worked with their staff to
develop an SOP. That way, they can begin to collect Raman spectra as part of their
routine analysis. As they accumulate data we will continue to update and reﬁne
our PLS models accordingly, and address any unforeseen challenges that may arise.
A number of further steps in this project will be outlined in Ch. 7.
The next chapter will describe a different process quality problem facing the
pulp and paper industry and the methods we have developed to address it. There
is a common undercurrent between that problem and the one we have begun to
address by coupling Raman spectroscopy with multivariate analysis - predicting
critical end-product properties: the problem-solving approach itself. In general,
we pair existing technology with data analysis methods and apply them to novel
situations, where they might facilitate access to valuable but hidden information.
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Table 5.2: PLS model results from dissolving and NBSK pulp samples, comparing free-space and ﬁber-coupled probe performance.
Target
Property

Pilot Plant
Reproducibility

Viscosity

Free-Space Probe

Fiber-Coupled Probe

A

Rel. Error

Cum. Q2

A

Rel. Error

Cum. Q2

4.72 %

4

8.97 %

0.196

4

3.33 %

0.275

Density

1.51 %

2

2.38 %

0.143

5

2.93 %

0.315

Porosity

4.12 %

2

12.3 %

0.113

4

14.4 %

0.378

Opacity

0.30 %

4

1.33 %

0.432

5

0.93 %

0.550

Brightness

0.13 %

4

0.59 %

0.286

5

0.52 %

0.247

Yellowness

-

4

13.7 %

0.222

4

15.4 %

0.296

Scattering

1.10 %

4

4.80 %

0.481

3

3.00 %

0.580

Absorption

2.09 %

4

6.49 %

0.320

3

4.88 %

0.191

L*

-

4

0.23 %

0.386

3

0.14 %

0.399

a*

-

4

12.7 %

0.115

4

13.6 %

0.272

b*

-

4

13.5 %

0.216

4

15.3 %

0.312

Tear index

6.84 %

3

10.2 %

0.114

4

9.14 %

0.246

Burst strength

6.72 %

3

8.09 %

0.462

5

9.02 %

0.473

Tensile
breaking length

5.99 %

4

5.12 %

0.611

5

7.40 %

0.493

Stretch

1.61 %

3

5.71 %

0.250

4

6.66 %

0.349

Stiffness

6.37 %

3

6.97 %

0.356

4

6.91 %

0.343

TEA

7.20 %

3

8.85 %

0.348

5

10.7 %

0.424

Wet zero-span
breaking length

1.80 %

3

5.32 %

0.406

4

6.31 %

0.590

Dry zero-span
breaking length

4.53 %

3

7.27 %

0.555

4

8.53 %

0.495
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Table 5.3: PLS model results from NBSK pulp samples, comparing spectral (DWT coefﬁcients) and fused (DWT coefﬁcient and PulpEye data)
datasets, gathered with the ﬁber-coupled Raman probe.
Target
Property

Pilot Plant
Reproducibility

Density

Spectral Data

Fused Data

A

Rel. Error

Cum. Q2

A

Rel. Error

Cum. Q2

1.51 %

5

2.86 %

0.339

4

2.82 %

0.452

Porosity

4.12 %

6

14.5 %

0.476

4

14.5 %

0.480

Opacity

0.30 %

4

0.92 %

0.580

4

0.82 %

0.574

Brightness

0.13 %

3

0.50 %

0.240

3

0.50 %

0.354

Yellowness

-

3

15.0 %

0.483

3

14.5 %

0.478

Scattering

1.10 %

3

3.29 %

0.607

3

2.72 %

0.625

Absorption

2.09 %

3

4.63 %

0.319

3

4.34 %

0.358

L*

-

3

0.14 %

0.492

3

0.13 %

0.509

a*

-

3

13.1 %

0.405

3

12.1 %

0.417

b*

-

3

14.7 %

0.486

3

14.2 %

0.474

Tear index

6.84 %

5

9.00 %

0.265

3

9.05 %

0.256

Burst strength

6.72 %

5

9.04 %

0.506

4

7.47 %

0.714

Tensile
breaking length

5.99 %

5

7.48 %

0.496

4

5.49 %

0.740

Stretch

1.61 %

5

6.48 %

0.393

3

7.52 %

0.348

Stiffness

6.37 %

6

6.78 %

0.337

3

5.78 %

0.506

TEA

7.20 %

6

10.9 %

0.432

3

11.4 %

0.526

Wet zero-span
breaking length

1.80 %

4

7.86 %

0.591

2

4.34 %

0.775

Dry zero-span
breaking length

4.53 %

4

7.70 %

0.471

2

6.02 %

0.803
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Table 5.4: PLS model results from NBSK pulp samples, gathered with our
custom-built ﬁber-coupled Raman probe (Fig. 5.2).
Target
Property

Pilot Plant
Reproducibility

A

Rel. Error

Cum. Q2

Density

1.51 %

2

2.38 %

0.143

Porosity

4.12 %

2

15.7 %

0.348

Opacity

0.30 %

3

0.85 %

0.299

Brightness

0.13 %

3

0.48 %

0.330

Yellowness

-

3

14.9 %

0.470

Scattering

1.10 %

3

2.54 %

0.247

Absorption

2.09 %

2

6.53 %

0.182

L*

-

2

0.15 %

0.408

a*

-

3

14.6 %

0.314

b*

-

3

14.7 %

0.417

Tear index

6.84 %

Burst strength

6.72 %

2

6.76 %

0.489

Tensile
breaking length

5.99 %

2

6.03 %

0.412

Stretch

1.61 %

2

6.05 %

0.161

Stiffness

6.37 %

2

9.34 %

0.147

TEA

7.20 %

2

9.30 %

0.193

Wet zero-span
breaking length

1.80 %

Model failed.

Dry zero-span
breaking length

4.53 %

Model failed.

Model failed.
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Chapter 6

Automated Detection of
Contaminants in Pulp Using
Machine Vision
6.1

Introduction

For the pulp and paper industry, micro- and macro-contaminants represent a major
threat to end-product value. Contaminants disrupt the normal ﬁber network and
have a deleterious effect on several value-critical qualities, especially measures of
strength. [8, 86] Thus, to maximize product value, and perhaps more importantly to
avoid costly customer complaints, the industry is very concerned with minimizing
the number of contaminants present in their pulp products. [86, 87]
In-process pulps are routinely ﬁltered for contaminants. Typically, a product
stream will pass through a physical size barrier, excluding the largest and easiestto-separate contaminants. The stream will next pass through a continuous probability screen, which separates out contaminants by exploiting product-contaminant
interactions. [88–90] These ﬁlters attempt to maximize efﬁciency (percent of contaminants that are successfully excluded) while minimizing rejection rate (percent
of desired product that is mistakenly excluded); however, in practice, such systems
typically operate around 50% efﬁciency and 20% rejection rate. [89]
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Therefore, process operators must monitor outputs from ﬁltration systems. If
the rejection rate exceeds a threshold value, the product stream may be redirected to
further ﬁltration steps to improve quality. Accurate and automated determination
of the rejection rate, or contaminant concentration in general, is thus an area of
interest for the pulp and paper industry.
One of the more common types of pulp contaminant are bundles of ﬁbers adhered together, called shives, that have escaped the pulp digestion process. Shives
are typically on the same order of length as pulp ﬁbers - 3-6 mm for Northern
Bleached Softwood Kraft (NBSK) pulp - but are substantially thicker, often hundreds of µ m, whereas pulp ﬁbers are typically between 10-50 µ m. Shives may be
solid masses or branched.
The most basic method to detect shives in in-process pulp is simple visual
inspection and counting. This requires product, in the form of a pulp sheet, be
removed from the production line, then sampled, thinned, dried, and manually inspected. [87] The inspector compares non-pulp objects in the sample to a standard
sizing sheet to classify them, and if an arbitrary number of shives have been observed, the pulp batch can be sent back for re-digestion or re-ﬁltration; otherwise,
the number of shives can simply be recorded for time-resolved process quality information. In terms of process control, the arbitrary maximum permissible number
of shives per sample represents a boundary on the process trajectory, with an appropriate corrective action in place. Enforcing this boundary requires substantial
process down-time and personnel training, thereby preventing this process from
being fully automated. [86, 87] Since each pulp sheet weighs about one kilogram
as it comes off the baler, and pulp is input into the baler at high speed to produce
about 10 sheets per second, the standard one-gram mill sample collected every half
hour represents a miniscule fraction of what is being produced.
Alternatives to visual inspection have been developed in the past several decades.
One approach is to use a laminar hydrodynamic ﬂow cell coupled to one or more
photodetectors. In general, a photodetector is placed opposite a visible-light LightEmitting Diode (LED); shives in a pulp solution passing through the ﬂow cell will
obstruct the light beam, causing a corresponding dip in the photodetecor’s output
voltage. The magnitude and duration of such responses are directly dependent on
contaminant width and length respectively, so response events can be segregated
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and counted accurately according to the expected dimensions of contaminants. [87]
This method has downsides, however. One major issue is that it is reliant upon
shives in solution being oriented lengthwise; that is to say, in order to be accurately counted, a shive’s major axis must be parallel to the pulp ﬂow direction. In
real solutions, this is rarely the case. To overcome this, two perpendicular LEDphotodetector pairs can be coupled to the ﬂow chamber. By combining the voltage
responses of both photodetectors, the average number of shives in a given volume
of pulp can be determined. [86]
Another major issue with this approach is the color of the pulp solution, which
varies depending on the raw feedstock, origin of the batch, and processing steps.
This can be problematic when using an LED-photodetector setup operating in the
visible light range; different-colored pulps have different absorbance spectra, which
decreases measurement reliability by attenuating the photodetector’s voltage responses.
Since absorptivity in the Near-Infrared (NIR) region is generally low for biomaterials, [49, 50] altering the LED-photodetector setup to operate in the NIR region
bypasses the problem of different pulp absorptivities due to varying color. [86]
A different approach to automated shive detection is the use of optical imaging. This is distinct from the above photodetector-based methods, as it relies on
wide-ﬁeld detection, necessitating very different data extraction techniques. The
resulting images can either be visually inspected for shives, or processed with machine vision algorithms to locate shives and other impurities.
One approach is to collect images using a ﬂow cell similar to that described
above, though this substantially restricts the ﬁeld of view. [8] This approach examines shives (and ﬁbers) instantaneously in two dimensions; the previously described ﬂow cell observes shives continuously in one dimension. An alternate approach is to capture full-color images of contaminants separated from a pulp sample by hydrodynamic focusing. Machine vision algorithms then process the images
then apply a detection threshold for shives. [91]
NIR

imaging presents an alternative to these visible-light imaging techniques.

Because of the increased penetration depth of NIR light, sample thinning - either by
handsheet formation or dilution through a ﬂow cell - is not necessary. Likewise, as
the entirety of a sample can be examined at once, and since the detection algorithm
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relies on image feature detection, there is no need to apply size discrimination
to the sample. The novel combination of high-resolution NIR imaging combined
with automated image processing algorithms holds great promise for the automated
detection of shives.

6.2

Materials and Methods

We mount unbleached 1 mm thick pulp sheet samples, approximately 3’ square, on
a custom-built light box (described below, see Fig. 6.2). We afﬁx smaller pieces
of these sheets, as well as bleached pulp sheets of similar thickness, to the light
box with an insert that blocks stray light. We also vertically afﬁx thin handsheet
samples, approx. 0.3 mm thick and 10” in diameter, to a three-dimensional translation stage using a microscope slide holder for both reﬂectance and transmission
imaging.
In total, Canfor provided us with 142 unbleached pulp sheets, both thick-format
and handsheet format, and 28 small-sized thick bleached pulp sheets (for dirt detection). We also conducted a test of our light box at Prince George Pulp and Paper
Mill; there, we sampled 196 full-size unbleached pulp sheets.
Given the opacity and non-uniform brown color of unbleached pulp samples,
at least at visible wavelengths, we investigated two imaging modes using different
spectral ranges. These are outlined below.

6.2.1

UV-Vis

Image Acquisition

Cellulose pulp has a relatively low and constant absorbance between 300 and
600 nm. It also broadly ﬂuoresces under ultraviolet light, centered near 420 nm.
[17, 92] On the other hand, shives (and other contaminants) absorb ultraviolet and
visible light, due to both their opacity and their chemistry. Thus, shives appear
as visibly dark patches or ﬁbers on an optical image. Near-ultraviolet imaging
provides higher contrast than visible-light imaging, due to the more pronounced
differences in absorbance between pulp ﬁbers and shives. Reﬂected-light Ultraviolet/Visible (UV-Vis) images capture both backscattered and ﬂuorescent light,
while transilluminated images capture only transmitted light, with some forwardscattered ﬂuorescence.
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We acquire UV-Vis images at fourfold magniﬁcation using a commercial Canon
EOS 5D equipped with a macro lens (MP-E 65mm f/2.8 1-5x, Canon Inc.). For
ultraviolet images, samples are illuminated using high-intensity 385 nm LED ﬂashlights; for visible-light images, samples are illuminated with a white-light LED ring
light afﬁxed to the lens aperture.

6.2.2
NIR

NIR

Image Acquisition

imaging is an alternative to UV-Vis imaging that provides better sample pene-

tration for reasons previously mentioned. [49, 50, 86] Pulp samples typically have
an absorbance minimum near 875 nm; [86] thus, NIR transillumination allows for
the imaging of the bulk material of thick samples.
NIR image acquisition typically requires exposure times on the order of several

seconds, due to the relatively low light levels penetrating the pulp sheets. This
can be mitigated by raising camera sensor’s sensitivity (as represented by the ISO
speed); however, a higher ISO means that recorded images will be more speckled
(i.e. noisier), which can confound feature detection.
We acquire NIR images using a modiﬁed version of a commercial Canon EOS
1200D Digital Single-Lens Reﬂex (DSLR) camera.1 The Complementary MetalOxide-Semiconductor (CMOS) sensors in such consumer-end cameras are ﬁltered
so as to record visible light only, and NIR light is ﬁltered out. However, aftermarket users can disassemble the camera and swap the NIR exclusion ﬁlter for a
visible light ﬁlter, so that the sensor records only NIR light near 850 nm. It would be
inaccurate to call this “solar-blind”, as the emission spectrum of the sun extends far
into the infrared region;2 however, the camera is blind to mercury-vapor ﬂuorescent
and LED lights, as are typically found in laboratory or industrial environments. [50]

6.2.3

Sample Mounting Systems

We developed two sample mounting systems: a preliminary benchtop setup for use
with small samples, and a full-size light box.
1 Canon

Inc., Ohta-ku, Tokyo, Japan; the EOS 1200D is known in the North American market as
EOS Rebel T5.
2 The same is true for incandescent and metal-halide lights.
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Figure 6.1: The NIR ﬂashlight setup for small pulp samples.
Small Samples: Tabletop Setup
We can deﬁne “small samples” to include thin handsheets, as well as pieces of
thick pulp sheets approximately 4” square. These we back-illuminate using a
300 mW tactical LED ﬂashlight, emitting NIR light at 835 nm. The camera is
positioned on the opposite side of the sample to the NIR ﬂashlight, so as to acquire transilluminated images; Figure 6.1 shows this setup. The camera is ﬁxed in
place directly onto the optical table, and we acquire images using the previouslymentioned macro lens, set at fourfold magniﬁcation. The camera stores images
simultaneously as Raw (.CR2) and .JPEG ﬁles.
Large Samples: Light Box
In order to maximize sample throughput, an instrumentation setup should ideally
be designed for samples which have undergone minimal processing. In the case
of unbleached pulp samples, they leave the production line in approximately 3’
square sheets, stacked into bales. Testing these sheets at their full size is ideal for
high-throughput data collection, and brings us one step closer to online or at-line
implementation.
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Figure 6.2: Left: CAD rendering of the light box. Right: The light box, as
constructed. Adjacent monitor shows a live NIR view of the backilluminated pulp sample.
With that in mind, we use a custom-built light box for NIR imaging that is
designed to accommodate the full-size pulp sheets. We also made an insert, to
adapt the light box to accomodate handsheets as well as 1’ square pulp samples.
These sheets are back-illuminated by an LED light bank, consisting of 80 individual LEDs, emitting 835 nm light for a total of 240 W.3 The same modiﬁed DSLR
camera images the transilluminated pulp, using a wide-angle lens (EF 24-70mm
f/2.8L, Canon Inc.). We constructed a prototype light box out of cardboard, and
the ﬁnalized light box was built from plywood and mounted with cooling fans to
mitigate heat generated by the LEDs (see Fig. 6.2).

6.2.4

Image Processing using MATLAB
Refer to Appendix A.3.

For processing in MATLAB, Raw images must be converted from Canon’s proprietary .CR2 format to the standard .TIFF format, which can be read universally.
Once imported in MATLAB, we denoise images using a Wiener ﬁlter, and ad3 Mfd.

by Larson Electronics LLC, Kemp, TX, USA
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just their contrast using Contrast-Limited Adaptive Histogram Equalization (CLAHE)
(see Ch. 2.1.1). We next crop the images; this step is necessary because peripheral
regions tend to be darker, and the region of interest (where the shive is located) is
in the center. Because the shives absorb NIR light to a much greater degree than the
surrounding pulp, the images are ﬁltered to equalize out regions that are brighter
than a certain value.
The next step is binarization of the image, to isolate darker regions. We determine the binarization threshold value using a triangle algorithm applied to a onedimensional intensity histogram of the grayscale image, as described by Zack et
al. [93] The algorithm smooths the image’s histogram intensities using a movingaverage ﬁlter (Fig. 6.3-A), then constructs a triangle by drawing a line (the “hypotenuse”) between the highest-intensity histogram peak and the minimum nonzero
bin (not necessarily 0% black; dotted line, Fig. 6.3-B). The algorithm then locates
the maximum x-distance between the histogram peaks and this “hypotenuse” (sold
line, Fig. 6.3-B). This maximized length is output as a percentage of nonzero bins.
[93]
Once the binarization threshold has been calculated, the pixel intensities in the
image are changed into 0 and 1, depending on their relation to the threshold. From
there, the feature detection and edge detection scripts diverge; each is described
individually in the following sections.
Feature Detection
Refer to Appendix A.3.1.
The feature detection algorithm exploits the image region analysis algorithms
contained in MATLAB’s Image Processing toolkit. Before calculating the binarization threshold (using the triangle algorithm), a 35-point moving average ﬁlter
smooths the image intensity histograms. [93] We apply the triangle threshold value
when binarizing the image, and we smooth the result again using a median ﬁlter
to remove high-frequency binary noise. We discard features touching the image’s
border, since they are almost always artifacts caused by uneven illumination or
uneven sample thickness.
MATLAB’s image processing functions isolates and analyzes connected com92
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Figure 6.3: A: Raw (blue) and moving average (MA; red) ﬁltered intensity
historgrams of an NIR Shive image.
B: Illustration of image binarization threshold determination using the
triangle algorithm, applied to the data in A. Hypotenuse (dotted) and
maximum distance (solid) lines shown; threshold value = 0.4604.
ponents of the binary image. The script ﬁlters out features smaller than one standard deviation above the mean area of all connected regions; the regions that are
ﬁltered out are typically single-pixel noise artifacts. To be detected as a likely
shive, a feature from this new list must meet four criteria, outlined below.
Image Moment Ratio:

Corscadden et al. proposed several criteria for detection

of shives using image analysis; they termed one of them the Shive Branch Index (SBI), deﬁned as the ratio of the second moment an “idealized image” to that
of a cropped feature image. [8] Their “idealized image” is a thin rectangle with a
perimeter equal to that of the feature image. In essence, the SBI represents the degree to which the spatial distribution of the feature image deviates from an “ideal”
linear distribution. They assert that the SBI effectively quantiﬁes the shape of a
shive, which may or many not be branched, and this ﬁgure has been incorporated
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into commercial software.4 In the present algorithm (see Appendix A.3.1), the
inverse of the SBI is used; this is more practical for reasons discussed below.
We algorithmically deﬁne the “ideal” image as a rectangle with a width of
10 pixels and a perimeter equal to that of the shive feature being analyzed, as
determined by MATLAB’s regionprops function. The second moments of the
images I are calculated as follows:
M22 = ∑ ∑ x2 y2 I(x, y)
x

(6.1)

y

We then calculate the moment ratio as

Mfeature
Mideal .

A smaller moment ratio (i.e.

higher SBI) indicates a higher degree of branching. [8] In the context of transilluminated imaging of thick pulp sheets, images are typically noisy due to the necessarily
high ISO speeds.5 Binarized features are typically speckled; dark noisy regions are
binarized into features with very complex morphologies. These noisy regions typically have very small moment ratios. Since they absorb NIR light, shives appear
as very dark and non-noisy patches on an image, consequently having larger moment ratios. Thus in this regime, the desired feature quality for shive detection is a
high moment ratio; as an inverse measure, the SBI is less practical in this context.
Further, the algorithm is focused on detection of shives, rather than analysis of the
shives themselves.
The minimum moment ratio threshold for shive detection is

Mfeature
Mideal

> 15. For

some features, the moment ratio may be undeﬁned; this is the case when the feature’s perimeter is less than 20 px. Given the typical 4× magniﬁcation of the DSLR
setup, these features are on the order of tens to hundreds of microns in diameter,
and therefore very unlikely to be shives.
Eccentricity: Eccentricity, in the context of feature analysis, is deﬁned in terms
of an ellipse with the same second moments as the image feature, as represented in
Eq. 6.1. As such, eccentricity is always between 0 and 1. It can be calculated as
follows, where a is the length of the ellipse’s semimajor axis and b is the length of
4 The software is marketed by OpTest Equipment Inc., Hawkesbury, ON, Canada; Corscadden et
al. are employees of the aforementioned company.
5 ISO speed is a measure of camera sensitivity.
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its semiminor axis:
r
1−

e=

b2
a2

(6.2)

Shives are almost always oblong, with a correspondingly high eccentricity. The
threshold used in this algorithm is e > 0.8, meaning the feature must have an approximate width-to-length ratio of 3 : 5.
Compactness: Compactness measures the ratio of a feature’s perimeter to its
area, as per the equation below.
C=

P2
Aﬁlled

(6.3)

The minimum compactness for a shive is C = 15. This may seem counterintuitive, but in reality it ﬁlters out highly noisy features that are the result of the
binarization step. Such features have long perimeters and correspondingly small
compactness values; shives, on the other hand, should also have small compactness
values due to their elongation. The other rules described herein provide an effective
ceiling to the compactness threshold.
Darkness: Recognizing that shives absorb NIR light to a much greater degree than
normal pulp, the relative darkness of a feature can be used as a detection parameter.
Of course, for a binarized image, “darkness” is irrelevant; therefore, we determine
the “darkness” value by averaging the pixel intensities from the grayscale image,
cropped to the feature’s bounding box (as determined by analyzing the binarized
image). More speciﬁcally, the algorithm trims the cropped grayscale subimage
by multiplying by it with the corresponding cropped binary subimage, and the
pixel intensity average is then calculated, using only nonzero elements. Figure 6.4
illustrates this effect. The trimming step eliminates outlying regions which distort
the feature’s average intensity; only the pixels in the feature itself are counted
when calculating its darkness. The value ranges between 0 and 65,535 (for 16-
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Figure 6.4: Shive feature, before and after trimming. Left: Cropped grayscale
subimage showing feature. Right: Trimmed feature image.
bit images).
We then compare the feature darkness to the average intensity of the overall
grayscale image. If the feature is darker than two standard deviations below the
average (D < µ − 2σ - darker than 97.7% of the image), then it is considered to be
a shive candidate. The feature in Fig. 6.4 would fail this test without the illustrated
trimming step.
After processing, the algorithm counts the features it has detected, and circles
their positions on the original input image.
Edge Detection
Refer to Appendix A.3.2.
The edge detection algorithm used for Raw images is a modiﬁed version of
a Canny edge detection algorithm, tailored for use in this context. The triangle
threshold scales a lowpass brightness ﬁlter; pixels with intensities greater than this
ﬁlter are equalized to the image’s maximum intensity.
Next, we apply two-dimensional Gaussian and Sobel masks (represented in
Fig. 6.5). Each two-dimensional mask is convoluted across the image area; the
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Figure 6.5: Two-dimensional ﬁlter masks used during edge detection. Refer
to Appendix A.3.2 for their numerical representations. Left: Gaussian
mask, broad (type 1). Right: Sobel mask, semi-coarse (type 4).
Gaussian mask smooths the image, removing high-frequency noise, making edge
detection more reliable. The Sobel mask accentuates edges by locating the image’s
most pronounced intensity gradients. We then binarize the ﬁltered image and apply
a median ﬁlter to remove erroneous speckles that escaped the Gaussian ﬁlter but
were detected by the Sobel ﬁlter.
MATLAB’s bwconncomp function isolates connected regions in the binary
image. Only those connected regions that are larger than two standard deviations
above the mean region size are kept (µ + 2σ ). These large regions are ﬁlled and
their eccentricity is calculated. Other rules previously described can also be applied
to isolate shives.

6.2.5

Image Processing using ENVI
Refer to Appendix A.3.3.

ENVI6 is an image analysis software package that is commonly used in remote sensing applications. Its functionality can be adapted to work for detecting
shives. However, ENVI has some limitations that require its use alongside another
platform. For instance, MATLAB is much better suited to handle large data sets,
such as stacks of images, than is ENVI. Additionally, ENVI is geared toward visual
6 Harris

Geospatial, Boulder, CO, USA
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Figure 6.6: Flowchart illustrating NIR shive detection process.
workﬂows requiring frequent user input, as opposed to automated command-line
functionality.
ENVI’s API can be called directly from MATLAB or Python, thereby obviating some of the challenges facing automation of image processing using ENVI. The
API requires input in IDL, which is quite distinct from Python or MATLAB’s native
code language; this limits crosstalk between ENVI and other platforms. Nonetheless, the ENVI API can output ﬁles that can be read in by MATLAB or Python; in
this case, shapeﬁles are used.
Figure 6.6 outlines the process of detection using Python and ENVI, as deployed in the mill test. The details of the algorithm are outlined below.
Contrast Enhancement and Image Segmentation
We contrast-enhance images using a CLAHE algorithm, provided in Python by the
OpenCV package. This step is necessary for subsequent image segmentation; segmentation is in essence an edge detection method, and localized contrast enhance-
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ment allows dark features such as shives to be easily distinguished from the lighter
background.
Speciﬁcally, the contrast enhancement step applies OpenCV’s CLAHE algorithm over a small window, which is incrementally rastered over the entire image.
After this, ENVI segments the image by applying a Sobel ﬁlter (see Fig. 6.5) followed by a watershed algorithm, and then merges highly similar regions (see Ch.
2.1.2 for details).
Feature Detection
We classify segmented shive images using a set of rules similar to those used in
the MATLAB script described previously (Ch. 6.2.4). ENVI calculates a number
of attributes for each image segment, and uses a set of rules to classify segments
into classes, each with a tolerance threshold. Each class is deﬁned by one or more
weighed rules, the latter deﬁned by one or more weighted attributes. The classes
are uniquely named (alongside “Unclassiﬁed” for segments that fail to pass any
rule), and each segment’s class name is stored in the shapeﬁle output. In the shive
application, ENVI generates output images that show the original picture overlaid
with the detected shives from the shapeﬁle.
The classes and rules can be either user-deﬁned or determined through machine
learning based on a set of user-supplied example images. We employ the former
approach, since developing a library of cropped shive images was infeasible, given
our limited sample size and the general variability in appearance of shives.
Empirical determination of appropriate rules was conducted by manually selecting the potential shive segments and comparing their attributes to those of all
segments within an image. Some attributes were found to predict shives, while in
others no correlation was found. Appendix B shows the results of this empirical
determination.
Spectral Attributes: Image data used in remote sensing applications are often
multi- or hyperspectral. In such applications, examining or comparing individual
spectral bands can yield a great deal of useful information. For shive detection,
however, the images are monochrome and thus have a single spectral band (at
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835 nm). Attributes of this single band therefore reﬂect pixel intensities. These
attributes, as calculated by ENVI, consist of spectral mean value, minimum value,
maximum value, and standard deviation.
As discussed previously, shives appear as dark spots on a light background.
Shive candidates should therefore have low spectral means and minima. Since
these attributes are calculated over each image segment, the values are typically
much lower than the mean for the overall image. Values can range between 0 and
255 (28 ); according to empirical determination, the spectral mean should be less
than 95 and the spectral minimum should be less than 75.
Texture Mean: Texture attributes relate to the spatial uniformity of grayscale image segments, and are calculated for each spectral band. A small moving window,
rastered across the image segment, calculates the normalized occurrence probability of each pixel value within the window; using this data, local attributes are then
calculated according to various formulas. The texture attributes ENVI calculates
are range, mean, variance, and entropy. As shives absorb NIR light to a greater degree than cellulose ﬁbers, shive candidates should have relatively low spatial noise,
and correspondingly low texture means, calculated as per the equation below.
Ng −1

Mtex =

∑

iP(i)

(6.4)

i=0

where Ng is the number of distinct pixel values in the window and iP(i) is the
normalized occurrence probability for each pixel value within the window. Empirically, the texture mean for a shive candidate should be less than 111.
Area: Segment area is a self-explanatory attribute; given knowledge of typical
shive dimensions, once can estimate that shive candidate’s area should lie between
75 and 1, 000 pixels. In terms of real area, this equates to image segments with
cross-sections between approximately 4.5 and 45 mm2 .
Convexity: The convexity of a image segment refers to the ratio of an image
segment’s perimeter to the perimeter of its convex hull. This is, in some ways,
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a similar measure to the aforementioned SBI (see Ch. 6.2.4), [8] inasmuch as it
measures a segment’s deviation from a perfectly rectangular (i.e. convex) shape.
Because of the geometry of the imaging setup, branched shives are not as easy
to detect as unbranched shives. A shive’s branches may be too small to be detected
at the camera’s distance, or may be out of focus due to the non-trivial thickness of
the pulp sheet; thus, a branched shive may appear quite similar to an unbranched
shive, as only its core may be detected. That is to say, the core region of a branched
shive may be the only region that absorbs enough NIR light to show up on an image,
which would make it practically indistinguishable from an unbranched shive.
In this context, then, shive candidates should have low convexities; empirically,
a maximum value of 1.5 was determined to be an adequate threshold.
Roundness: Segment roundness is another self-explanatory geometric attribute.
ENVI calculates roundness as follows:
R=

4A
2
π Lmajor

(6.5)

where A is the segment area and Lmajor is the length of the major axis of the bounding box encasing the segment, both measured in pixels. Thus, this measures the
deviation of the segment’s shape from a perfect circle by comparing their areas.
The maximum roundness value is

4
π,

which applies to perfect squares; a perfect

circle would have a roundness value of 1. Image segments with low roundness
values tend to be elongated, which is desirable for shive detection. Empirically,
roundness values should be less than 0.4.
Elongation: The elongation of an image segment is simply the ratio of the major and minor axis lengths for the segment’s bounding box. There is a fairly high
degree of (negative) correlation between roundness and elongation. During empirical rule determination, the Pearson’s correlation coefﬁcient between the two was
calculated as −0.85 for the population of shive candidates. This correlation decreases when all segments are considered. According to empirical determination,
the elongation should be greater than 1.85.
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Figure 6.7: Comparison of UV-Vis shive images.
A: Ultraviolet reﬂectance illumination (385 nm LED).
B: Ultraviolet transillumination (385 nm LED).
C: Visible-light reﬂectance illumination (white LED).
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6.3
6.3.1

Results
UV-Vis

Imaging

Using UV-Vis imaging for shive detection did not produce very useful results, though
it might prove useful for imaging so-called stickies, or other contaminants that ﬂuoresce. Figure 6.7 shows an illustrative example of the UV-Vis imaging results.
Subﬁgures A and B show ultraviolet reﬂectance and transmittance illumination. In
A, some areas are clearly ﬂuorescing (indicating non-cellulosic materials), while
the cellulose ﬁbers themselves appear relatively translucent, and shives appear as
darker ﬁbers. B shows similar results, though without any visibly ﬂuorescent areas.
Subﬁgure C shows white-light reﬂectance illumination, similar to what one would
see with the naked eye. Shives are again visible, but much less so than in A.

6.3.2

Laboratory Tests of NIR Imaging

Our NIR imaging tests were more conclusive than the UV-Vis imaging tests. We
were able to demonstrate a proof of concept, which led us to the mill test to be
discussed in the next section.
Comparing Edge and Feature Detection
For initial testing, we used small pieces of thick pulp sheets, imaged using the
benchtop setup (see Fig. 6.1). Since the camera images at 4× magniﬁcation, only
small areas of the samples were imaged at once. Figures 6.8 and 6.9 illustrate
example results of these tests, showing scale bars.
Subﬁgure A of Fig. 6.8 shows a particularly large shive, located near the surface
of the pulp sample. Of note is that the sample itself is quite homogeneous, and the
shive is easily observable. The edge detection algorithm contrast-enhances the
input image (B), ﬁlters it (C), and outputs an image of the detected feature (D).
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Figure 6.8: Stages of NIR shive image edge detection, using MATLAB.
A: Unprocessed JPEG image.
B: Cropped, contrast-enhanced Raw image.
C: Edge-detected Raw image.
D: Largest binary region in edge-detected image, ﬁlled, cropped, and enlarged.
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Figure 6.9: Stages of NIR shive image feature detection, using MATLAB.
A: Histogram-equalized Raw image.
B: Binarized Raw image.
C: Feature-processed Raw image.
D: Detected shive feature, circled, on original Raw image.

We realized that this approach would work well only in cases such as these,
where features are very well-deﬁned. However, features located deeper in the
structure, shive features are not so easily resolved, as seen in Figure 6.9 (A).
In this case, the feature in question is buried within the sheet, and the resulting
image is much noisier, as it was recorded with a faster ISO speed. Subﬁgures
B and C show the feature detection algorithm’s process, including binarization,
de-noising, and feature detection. Subﬁgure D shows the result, where the shive
feature has been selected according to the detection criteria.
In all, we collected 87 images of various regions of our dozen test samples.
By comparison with visual inspection, our edge detection algorithm had a 46.6%
positive rate, while the feature detection algorithm performed slightly better, at
65.8% positive. These results indicated that much work remained to be done before
this would become viable. However, we reasoned that these benchtop tests might
not be representative of a real dataset, with wider-ﬁeld imaging using the full-sized
light box.
Light Box Testing
After building the light box (seen in Fig. 6.2), we used it to image 142 thick
pulp samples, as well as handsheets that had been made from them. Figure 6.10
shows the visual output from one example, processed using an early version of
our ENVI feature detection script (see Ch. 6.2.5). As indicated by the scale bar,
the image is of a much larger area than the previously discussed results. The pulp
sheet is of inhomogeneous thickness, and this is easily observable in wide-ﬁeld
images such as this: “cloudy” areas in the image indicate thicker regions in the
sheet, and the speckled regions are thinner. The latter look speckled both because
of absorbing features in the sheet, and because of how the local CLAHE algorithm
operates. White areas in the image are very thin regions in the pulp sheet, where
the CLAHE was unable to effectively equalize the image contrast. The edges of the
image are noticeably different from the main body; this is because the image is of
a small sheet.
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Figure 6.10: NIR shive image feature detection, using ENVI. Red ﬁlled areas are probable shives, green ﬁlled areas are
possible shives.
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Figure 6.11: Mill and imaging shive counts for handsheet samples - lab test.
Also visible is the wire pattern used by the industrial machinery to create the
sheets; these are the slightly off-vertical bands visible through the image. The wire
pattern physically appears on the internal surface of the sheet, facing the NIR LED
bank, and the smooth surface faces the camera.
The actual results of the algorithm are output and displayed as ﬁlled shapes
on the image. Red regions are features that pass strict criteria, indicating they are
most likely to be shives. Green regions fall into a broader category of probable
shives; these are clearly more numerous. In this case there are 23 likely shives and
31 possible shives.
We discovered that imaging the handsheets provided better correlation between
our count and the mill’s shive count than did imaging the thick sheets. Figure 6.11
shows the results of this determination: the shive counts for the 142 handsheet
samples (orange), along with their mill-produced manual shive counts (blue). The
counts are typically reported in terms of area, which from the images is calculated
using the camera’s EXIF metadata.
However, having to prepare handsheets for shive detection is a laborious process that the light box is designed to obviate. Continued testing of the light box
in a mill environment provided further insight into how to progress. This will be
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Figure 6.12: NIR image of a NBSK pulp sheet, detecting dirt particles using
ENVI. Blue circled regions indicate detected particles.
discussed in the next section.
Identifying Dirt in Bleached Pulp Samples
In addition to shives, dirt inclusions are also of concern to the pulp industry, especially in applications where product whiteness is integral to product quality. Current standard detection methods are identical to those for shives: infrequent sampling, paper making, visual inspection. We collected NIR images of 28 NBSK pulp
sheet samples to determine if we could apply our machine vision methodology to
this problem.
As with the unbleached pulp sheets, we used the lightbox to collect images
under identical conditions. The different (i.e. spherical) nature of the dirt particles
required some alteration of the feature selection algorithms. An example result is
shown in Figure 6.12. The blue regions are the detected “dark round areas”, likely
to be dirt. Red and green regions are shive candidates. Detection results in general
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Figure 6.13: Mill and imaging shive counts for handsheet samples - mill test
(using ENVI and Python).
were not particularly encouraging, since the wire pattern (similar to that seen in
Fig. 6.10) was extremely prominent and interfered with the feature detection. This
was due to the bleached nature of the pulp sheets, which lowered their absorption.

6.3.3

Mill Test of NIR Imaging

We conducted an in-place test of our light box system at Prince George Pulp and
Paper Mill.7 In the mill, operators conduct a manual count every half hour: they
remove a pulp sheet from the baling machine, form a handsheet from a piece of it,
manually count the number of shives based on visual inspection, and then archive
the full-sized sheet. These “retains” are stored for 12 months; we were able to test
these, plus several sheets taken fresh from the baler (196 in total). After image
acquisition, we immediately processed the image using ENVI (as described in Ch.
6.2.5) with both MATLAB and Python, to produce a shive count, which we could
then compare with the mill’s data.

7 Prince

George, B.C.; owned by Canfor.
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Figure 6.14: Results of NIR shive image feature detection, using ENVI and MATLAB. Red areas are probable shives,
green areas are possible shives. Field of view is approximately 19.4 × 12.9 cm. Shive count: 7.
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Figure 6.15: Results of NIR shive image feature detection, using ENVI and Python 3.7. Red areas are probable shives,
green areas are possible shives. Field of view is approximately 21.5 × 14.4 cm. Shive count: 13.

Figures 6.14 and 6.15 illustrate the difference in results for the same sample.
The Python script produced a higher count (13 likely shives, 16 possible shives)
than the MATLAB count (7 likely shives, 7 possible shives). There are some differences in what was classiﬁed as likely (red) and possible (green), but the results
generally accord. Based on visual inspection of the image, the Python results are
more accurate.
Figure 6.13 shows the shive count results (orange) along with their mill-produced
manual shive counts (blue). Note that the scale is logarithmic to accommodate a
spike in the mill count - a shive outbreak. Note also that there are gaps in the
data, due to incomplete mill records, and samples where the feature detection algorithm returned a shive count of zero. It is apparent that there is no close correlation
between the two counts, though there are a number of possible explanations, the
foremost of which is sampling bias.
The mill count is done only on a small portion of the sheet (with a total weight
of 1 gram), whereas the imaging works over a much larger area. There is no reason
to assume that shives should be evenly distributed throughout a pulp sheet sample.
As previously described, relative to the production rate, the standard mill testing
routine samples a tiny amount at very infrequent intervals, so it is very possible
that shive outbreaks could pass under the radar of the mill operators. The higher
throughput of the machine vision algorithms somewhat mitigate this danger.

6.4

Discussion and Conclusions

The sample shown in Figs. 6.14 and 6.15 was one that was removed directly from
the baler, and immediately tested, whereas most of the other samples had been in
storage for months. Figure 6.16 shows part of an older sheet, produced 11 months
before the image was recorded. The image is dominated by horizontal creases,
which was typical for many of the older pulp sheets. These severely interfered
with the feature detection algorithm. Creases were largely absent from the fresh
sheets.
The baler lies at the end of the production line, after the pulp is dried in massive
ovens; it slices the 15-foot wide product stream into ﬁve 3’-by-3’ sheets twice per
second, and stacks them. When the stacks reach 50 sheets deep, they are then
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Figure 6.16: A highly creased unbleached pulp sample. Field of view is approximately 2.2 × 1.4 cm.
weighed, compressed, wrapped, and prepared for shipping. By removing sheets
directly from the baler, we avoided the compressing step, and since they had very
recently come out of the drying ovens, they still retained some moisture. Based on
the much higher quality of the images of the fresh samples compared to the older
samples, we concluded that it would be best to continue testing with fresh sheets.
An on-line adaptation of the NIR imaging system would probably be installed
somewhere between the dryers and the baler, as there is in fact another visible-light
imaging system there, monitoring other process parameters. Since the production
line - the 15-foot wide sheet of pulp moving at 2 − 3 m/s - is quite taut, and would
still retain a good deal of moisture at that point, the crease problem may in fact
disappear. If it does not, it could be mitigated by reﬁning the classiﬁcation rules,
to better distinguish between shives and creases. This is not a straightforward task,
however, since there is little to distinguish them, except perhaps that shives have
uniform high absorption, and creases often exhibit adjacent light and dark regions.
Nonetheless, the progress thus far has shown that NIR imaging shows promise
as a machine vision system for the automated detection of shives, but that much
work remains to be done before it is fully ready to be implemented in a production
environment.
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Chapter 7

Future Work: Advancing to the
Mill
Much work remains to be done before spectroscopy and chemometrics ﬁnd widespread
adoption in pulp mills. Before that happens, these methods must be established as
parallel analysis techniques to be used in pilot plants, alongside traditional methods. This is the natural continuation of the project presented in this thesis. With
the continued support of Canfor Pulp LP and Mitacs, we can envisage pursuing the
following avenues of investigation.

7.1

NIR

Imaging

As detailed in the previous chapter (Ch. 6.4), we determined that the best practice
for shive detection was to image freshly-dried sheets to minimize the algorithm’s
confusion between shives and creases. A possible avenue for mitigating the crease
problem, outside of further reﬁning the algorithm, would be to develop an imaging
system that can distinguish surface morphology. With the Near-Infrared (NIR) transillumination system still in place to detect shives via absorbance, one can imagine
a two-color visible light system that illuminates the surface of a pulp sheet from
two oblique angles, thus casting its surface morphology into relief.
Given the geometry of a production line, it can be assumed that creases primarily form laterally with respect to the motion of the product, as it passes over rollers
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that maintain the line’s tautness. These creases are also generally perpendicular to
the wire pattern applied to the bottom of drying pulp; Fig. 6.12 shows an example,
with the wire pattern oriented horizontally, and numerous visible creases oriented
vertically. Thus, the angles of this two-color illumination system could be easily
ﬁxed to throw the creases into optimal relief. A hyperspectral camera could then
simultaneously capture both these visible light bands and the NIR transillumination
band. The visible light spectral bands could be analyzed to detect creases, and a
machine vision algorithm could apply some mathematical transformations to the
band that corrects for them.

NIR

To progress with such a design and to collect more data will require an implementation of the NIR imaging system as a side-by-side process monitoring step,
to be conducted at the same time as the traditional visual inspection. To this end,
we will design a new light box that is better-suited to routine use. This new light
box will likely be oriented horizontally with a ﬁxed camera mount above, to allow
a mill operator to slide a pulp sheet into it and quickly record an image, which
can then be fed into the machine vision algorithm. Such an orientation would be
well-suited to developing a surface illumination system for crease mitigation as
well.

7.2

Raman Hardware Integration

One limitation of integrating a Raman probe with a PulpEye analysis module, as
described in Ch. 4, is its throughput. The PulpEye module is able to sample the
product line automatically, and can accept manually introduced samples. But, as
the module conducts a battery of tests on each pulp sample, its sampling cycle (several minutes) is signiﬁcant when compared with simple Raman analysis (spectral
integration in seconds). Thus, used as a standalone method, a Raman probe can
collect information with a vastly higher throughput than can a PulpEye module, at
the cost of hardware convenience.
A standalone Raman probe, without a pad-forming brightness chamber, becomes susceptible to variations in sample morphology. Therefore, it must be positioned at a point along then production line where the morphology is highly uniform. As with the NIR shive imaging, an ideal point would be after the dryers.
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Another critical consideration is ensuring the probe’s objective lens is held
ﬁxed above the product at its focal length. Luckily, there are other analysis modules used on the post-dryer part of the product line that are ideal for incorporating a Raman probe. Chief among them is the basis weight meter, which are in
widespread use thanks to this parameter’s high importance. Basis weight meters
continuously measure the absorption of β – particles through a product sheet, and
use that information to calculate product weight per unit area; the choice of source
radioisotope (eg.
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Pm, 85Kr, 90Sr) depends on the desired dynamic range of mea-

surement. Two closely-spaced parallel plates (as narrow as 10 mm) are rastered
back and forth across the production line while continuously detecting transmitted
particles, in effect tracing out a triangle wave pattern across the production line.
One could envisage how such a system would be easily adapted to include a
hardened Raman probe, ﬁber optically coupled to a ﬁxed laser source and spectrometer. Such a probe could integrate continuously during rastering, producing
spatially averaged spectra. Like with the PulpEye module, infrastructure would
already be in place for data handling and storage. Data fusion could be used to
incorporate environmental and process variables (sample temperature and moisture) as well as other process analyses (as in Tab. 5.1) to maximize measurement
reliability and account for external variance.
This is a long-term goal, well-suited for a full-scale mill trial; as previously
mentioned, Raman spectroscopy must ﬁrst be established as a parallel analysis
technique in a pilot plant setting.

7.3

Calibration Transfer

As chemically speciﬁc as Raman spectra are, they also contain some characteristics speciﬁc to the spectrometer that recorded them. This includes contributions
from grating dispersion, alignment angle, and Charge-Coupled Device (CCD) ﬁxedpattern noise.
Partial Least-Squares Regression (PLS) models will discount this extra information, as it is invariant within a dataset - provided the dataset is all collected with
the same spectrometer. This presents a serious issue when it comes deploying a
Raman probe in a process environment: new models must be built for every new
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probe installation, requiring hundreds of samples be analyzed before any results
can be gathered. This is highly impractical, and surely represents a barrier to adoption of this technique.
This is, however, a well-recognized problem both with Near-Infrared Spectroscopy (NIRS), and a number of approaches have been developed to overcome it.
These typically use a transfer function to map information from one spectrometer
to another. Such transfer functions can be piecewise or continuous, and are applied
to spectral data, regression coefﬁcients, or even predictions themselves. Another
approach develops a standardized PLS model that works with any spectrometer.
[7, 94–99]
These approaches have recently been applied to Raman spectroscopy as well,
mostly to pharmaceutical samples. In these cases, well-characterized standards
were used to assess the differences between spectrometers and develop the transfer
functions. The functions typically correct for baseline and dispersion shifts, though
these are often nonlinear across a spectrum. [100–108]
For now, calibration transfer methods remain primarily of academic interest,
and no agreed-upon standard method exists. Itoh et al recently illustrated the difﬁculty of standardizing simple spectra (polystyrene, cyclohexane, and benzonitrile)
between 26 Raman spectrometers to within the standard tolerances deﬁned by the
pharmaceutical industry. [108] Though this remains an active area of research, it
remains to be seen how well calibration transfer might work when applied to more
complex materials such as cellulose.

7.4

Facilitating Data Analysis

No matter the instrument or sensor, a process control system must have an intuitive
user interface. We cannot assume that everyone tasked with operating the system
will be well-versed in the underlying physics and chemistry that it relies upon,
nor in the mathematics and code. Without a fully autonomous system - as yet, a
step too far - the ideal user interface would be a push-button system that triggers
the data collection and treatment steps, which then run in the background without
further input. The Python and SQL script for processing Raman data (see Ch. 5.2.2)
was designed with this in mind; speciﬁcally, the only user input it requires is the
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selection of a folder containing the spectral data ﬁles, and of a ﬁle containing the
target data; everything else is done programatically. Likewise, the Python and IDL
script for processing NIR shive images only requires folder selection, and one could
envisage developing an Structured Query Language (SQL) database for its output.
Further simpliﬁcation of this process would require the creation of a dedicated
control interface that would replace the Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM)
software for data collection (imagery or spectroscopic), and then calls the appropriate Python script. This can be easily achieved with LabVIEW.1
Until such time as that happens, though, a Standard Operating Procedure (SOP)
must be developed in collaboration with pilot plant technicians for data collection
with each system. This was addressed in Ch. 5.1; an SOP must not only cover
best practices for data collection, but also more easily-overlooked aspects such as
ﬁlename conventions and logging procedures.
An SOP must also account for longer-term considerations, such as maintenance
of the PLS models, as well as basic systems maintenance and troubleshooting steps
should something go wrong. PLS models should be routinely updated with new
data and revalidated to ensure that they can continue to make accurate predictions.
As part of a full-scale trial in a pilot plant setting, developing SOPs will facilitate
the transfer of knowledge and experience from academia to industry.

7.5

Ongoing Modelling Reﬁnements

In addition to maintaining PLS models as data acquisition progresses, there are a
few ways in which our approach to modelling might be reﬁned.

7.5.1

Extending Data Fusion

The data fusion steps detailed in Ch. 5.2.3, where we incorporate information from
a PulpEye analysis unit into our spectroscopic models, only scratch the surface of
the trove of information that PulpEye units generate. Given our understanding of
how ﬁber morphology affects strength properties (recall the Page Equation, Eq.
1.1, and Ch. 1.5.3), it stands to reason that incorporating more detailed data about
pulp ﬁbers than are listed in Table 5.1 would improve prediction accuracy. PulpEye
1 National

Instruments Corp., Austin, TX, USA
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units provide detailed categorical breakdowns of ﬁber properties including length,
width, and curl. With care so as not to overﬁt, fusing these into a PLS prediction
model would be likely to substantially increase the model’s accuracy.

7.5.2

Accounting for Reﬁning Energy

One of the key goals of implementing a Raman analysis system is to obviate the
need to reﬁne pulp samples in a pilot plant. Since the in-process pulp will be reﬁned
during its transformation into ﬁnal consumer products, these products’ strength
properties will be different to those of the unreﬁned pulp feedstock. To account
for this, pilot plants reﬁne pulp samples to various energies and then test them, in
addition to testing unreﬁned pulp samples. [19, 22, 82]
Prior research has demonstrated how the relationship between reﬁning and
strength properties can be investigated using spectroscopy and chemometrics. [2,
22] Given this, it should follow that spectroscopy can be used to predict how reﬁning affects properties. Given the requisite data from reﬁned pulp samples alongside
the Raman spectra of their unreﬁned counterparts, this should be a straightforward
task.

7.6

Unbleached Pulp: A Way Forward with Raman?

One ﬁnal avenue of future work will be what to do with unbleached pulp, which
retains high concentrations of lignin. This presents a very serious problem for
Raman analysis. Given lignin’s immensely complex polyphenolic structure, it autoﬂuoresces to an extreme degree, totally overwhelming any spontaneous Raman
signal. [18, 109, 110] Lignin spectra have been recorded with enhanced Raman
techniques, such as Surface-Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy (SERS), FT-Raman, or
ultraviolet Resonance Raman spectroscopy, while Larsen and Barsberg approximated lignin by examining typical monophenolic end groups. [18, 62, 109–112]
Other groups found that immersion in water or D2 O effectively quenched the ﬂuorescence. [109, 110, 113, 114]
Researchers have successfully used dispersive NIRS to analyze and predict properties of unbleached pulps using multivariate analysis; Brink et al did so using a
PulpEye analysis module, similar to the work described in Ch. 4. [21, 38, 39, 41,
120

44] This represents an immediately applicable methodology for use in a pilot plant
setting, provided enough samples can be collected. Despite a good deal of research
having been published demonstrating the usefulness of this method, NIRS remains
sensitive to the variable environmental conditions in a process environment. Thus,
it remains unclear if NIRS could be easily implemented in a mill environment. [44]
Nonetheless, we can easily collect NIR spectra from unbleached samples in a pilot
plant setting and apply our data treatment expertise to build PLS models as we have
with Raman.
Of particular interest for a future potential process control application is the
use of Raman spectroscopy operating in the ultraviolet range. As noted, most work
done on lignin has used ultraviolet Resonance Raman spectroscopy. [109, 112,
115, 116] Resonance Raman exploits the similarity in energy between the excitation beam and that of an electronic transition in the target molecule; this resonance
causes the Raman signal to be enhanced by several orders of magnitude. However,
this presents the limitation that the resonant wavelengths must be known beforehand, and moreover, that the instrument must be able to generate these wavelengths
at will. [109, 115, 117] This requires more complex instrumentation than simple
spontaneous Raman (recall Fig. 2.4).
For reasons previously discussed, high sensitivity to lignin is not necessarily a
requirement for modelling strength properties; instead, what is important is sensitivity to hemicelluloses and carboxyl groups. So, we need not ensure a resonance
effect with lignin occurs in order to observe useful Raman spectra, so long as the
ﬂuorescence signal from lignin can be avoided or suppressed.
To this end, it is worth considering spontaneous ultraviolet Raman spectroscopy,
which would keep the instrumentation as simple as with 785 nm Raman. The reason ultraviolet Raman would be advantageous here is due to the gap between the
ﬂuorescence emission band and Raman (Stokes-shifted) band. This phenomenon
has been exploited to analyze catalysts and to map chemical vapor-deposited (CVD)
diamond samples. [117, 118]
We analyzed 20 unbleached kraft pulp samples provided by Canfor with an
ultraviolet ﬂuorescence spectrometer; a representative example is shown in Figure
7.1. The x-axis shows the emission wavelength, ranging from 200 to 600 nm; the
excitation wavelength was 190 nm; the region below 350 nm is largely devoid of
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Figure 7.1: Ultraviolet ﬂuorescence spectrum of an unbleached kraft pulp
sample. Excitation wavelength = 190 nm.
ﬂuorescence peaks. The Raman spectra collected in this work span the range 2002000 cm−1 , and with our standard excitation wavelength of 785 nm, this equates
to a range of 797.5-931 nm. However, at an excitation wavelength of 190 nm as
in Fig. 7.1, this wavenumber range equates to 191-197.5 nm. This is below the
detection window in Fig. 7.1, and therefore should be free of any ﬂuorescence
interference.
The main drawback with this approach is expense. Until recently, ultraviolet laser wavelengths required the use of ion lasers (typically Ar+ ), which due to
their size and complexity would be highly impractical in any non-academic setting.
[117, 118] Recently, ultraviolet diode lasers have been developed; these are ideal
for industrial applications due to their small size and internal simplicity. However,
they are limited to the near-ultraviolet range (300-400 nm). Mid-ultraviolet lasers,
which would be of the most use in this application, are not yet widely available.
Another approach would be to implement a time-resolved spectroscopy system,
exploiting the difference in timescales between Raman scattering, which is almost
instantaneous, and ﬂuorescence emission, which may be delayed by nanoseconds.
[119] Such techniques are often used for depth proﬁling, and operate at any wavelength. [120, 121] Time-resolved Raman spectrometers have only recently become
commercially available, and are still quite expensive. However, given time and fur-
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ther research, this technique, or spontaneous ultraviolet Raman spectroscopy, may
become viable ways to analyze unbleached pulp samples.

7.7

Concluding Remarks

The progress made thus far, as presented herein, clearly demonstrates the utility of
Raman spectroscopy and chemometrics as applied to process control in the pulp
and paper industry. Starting with a collection of dry pulp sheets and a Raman
spectrometer, we have advanced to a parallel implementation of our techniques in
Canfor’s pilot plant, and reﬁned our instrumental and data treatment approaches.
With the assistance of a co-op student, Canfor will continue to gather Raman data
and send on it to us, which will help us improve our PLS models.
This chapter presents some clear and immediate future steps for the continuation of the project, as well as a few avenues of academic interest. In all, we are
conﬁdent that we will be able to successfully transition this project from academia
to the industry, and implement spectroscopy and chemometrics as a process control
system in a pulp mill. Doing so represents a small step forward along the road to
“Industry 4.0”.
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Appendix A

Scripts and Functions
This appendix contains the various scripts written by the author and employed
during the course of the research presented herein. These are written in MATLAB,
Python, Interactive Data Language (IDL), and Structured Query Language (SQL).

A.1

Raman Data Processing - MATLAB: TOGA, PLS, and
GPR

The Template-Oriented Genetic Algorithm (TOGA) function, toga_mc_ac - called
on lines 168-170, was written by Daniel Da Chen, [5] and modiﬁed by the author.

A.1.1

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Main Processing Script

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Processing script for pulp data
% Ashton Christy
% 20 June 2016
% Edited: 5 Sep 2017
% Version 2.3
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% To input data correctly:
% Set a working folder, and store all spectra (x) in a
%
\data\ subfolder.
% Filenames should be formatted as follows:
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12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51

%
DR00-000-000-B0-S0.xyz
% where:
%
DR00-000 is the sample number
%
(eg. DR15-089; always use leading 0)
%
-000 is the refining energy in kW (eg. 0, 50, 100)
%
-B0 is the batch number
%
-S0 is the suspension number
%
.xyz is the file extension (MAT, CSV, XLS, or XML)
% Batch and suspension numbers must be 1-3,
%
i.e. 9 spectra per sample.
% Store target data (y) in a .MAT file, with one vector
%
named "target" containing the data, and a second named
%
"target_name" containing the corresponding pulp sample
%
names (DR00-000-000; eg. DR15-089-50).
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% .MAT files produced by the INNO software
% (RamanIntnalEngFX3.1.2; CTRL+E) contain a spectral matrix
% named "data", a filename string named "name", and a matrix
% with wavenumber and pixel number named "waveinfo". The
% "data" vector may contain one or several spectra (one per
% row).
% .CSV files produced by Wasatch's Dash software (CTRL+S or
% CTRL+7) may contain a header consisting of 2 rows and 17
% columns. loaddata.m will remove this header, if it exists.
% The .CSV file may contain one or several spectra (one per
% row).
% .XLS files produced by Wasatch's Dash software (CTRL+X)
% contain four sheets: Summary, Pixel, Wavelength, and
% Wavenumber. loaddata.m reads spectral data from the Pixel
% sheet. The header and first column listing pixel numbers
% are removed. The .XLS file may contain one or multiple
% spectra (one per column).
% .XML files produced by the INNO software (CTRL+S) are read
% using xml2spectra.m. The INNO software cannot store more
% than one spectrum per XML file; spectral library files
% (.LIB; CTRL+S) storing multiple spectra cannot be read by
% MATLAB.
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
clear; close all; clc;
%%%%%%%% SET BASE WORKING FOLDER; change as necessary %%%%%%%%%
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cd Z:\Ashton\PulpEye_Data\
%%%%%%%%%% CHOOSE TARGET FILE; c2hange as necessary %%%%%%%%%%%
targetfile = 'Z:\Ashton\PulpEye_Data\viscosity_data.mat';
%%%%%%%% LOAD WAVENUMBER INFORMATION FOR SPECTROMETER %%%%%%%%%
load 'Z:\Ashton\PulpEye_Data\wavenum_red_calib.mat'
%%%%%%%%%%%% LOAD DATA FOLDER; change as necessary %%%%%%%%%%%%
cd data_viscpads_final
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Set data folder in memory and return to base folder
datafolder = pwd
cd 'Z:\Ashton\PulpEye_Data'
% Choose filetype
print = 'Enter filetype (1 for MAT, 2 for CSV, 3 for XLS, 4 ...
for XML): ';
variables.filetype = input(print);
% Test data folder
try
[files] = loaddata(datafolder, targetfile, ...
variables.filetype);
if strcmp(files,'No files found.')
return
end
catch; return; end
% Average replicate spectra
print = '\nAverage across batches? (0 for no, 1 for yes): ';
variables.avgbat = input(print);
if variables.avgbat == 0
print = '\nAverage across suspensions? (0 for no, 1 for ...
yes): ';
variables.avgsusp = input(print);
else
variables.avgsusp = 1;
end
% Choose data subset
print = '\nUse data subset? (0 for no, 1 for yes): ';
variables.datasub = input(print);
% Load data
[files, sampleinfo, norm_data, target_sorted, ...
files_not_loaded, raw_data, target_name_sorted] = ...
loaddata(datafolder, targetfile, variables.filetype, ...
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variables.avgsusp, variables.avgbat, variables.datasub);
fprintf('\nData stored in memory.\n');
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%% Discrete Wavelet Transform %%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
fprintf('\nStarting filtering...\n');
% Initialize DWT Parameters
variables.scale = 7;
variables.wfilter = 'sym5';
variables.bg_iterations = 10;
variables.hfreq_cuts = 2;
variables.lfreq_cuts = 0;
variables.bg_remove = 0;
variables.indval = 1;
filt_data = zeros(size(norm_data));
% DWT Background Subtraction
if variables.bg_remove == 1
[bg_data, bg_sub_data] = dwt_bg_remove(norm_data, ...
variables.scale, variables.wfilter, ...
variables.bg_iterations);
fprintf('\nBackground subtraction complete.\n');
end
% DWT filtering
for ii = 1:size(norm_data, 1)
% Perform filtering
if variables.bg_remove == 1
[filt_data_1d, wcoefs_1d, WL, cuts] = ...
dwt_filter_lmelo(bg_sub_data(ii,:), ...
variables.scale, variables.wfilter, ...
variables.hfreq_cuts, variables.lfreq_cuts, 0);
noise_1d = waverec(cuts, WL, variables.wfilter);
else
[filt_data_1d, wcoefs_1d, WL] = ...
dwt_filter_lmelo(norm_data(ii,:), variables.scale, ...
variables.wfilter, variables.hfreq_cuts, ...
variables.lfreq_cuts, 1);
end
% Store filtered data and wavelet variables.use_coefficients
noise(ii,:) = noise_1d;
filt_data(ii,:) = filt_data_1d;
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wcoefs(ii,:) = wcoefs_1d;
end
% Plot DWT filtered spectra
figure; plot(wavenum, filt_data')
hold on; plot(wavenum, norm_data')
title('Filtered Data')
xlabel('Raman Shift (cm^{-1})')
ylabel('Norm. Counts')
if variables.indval == 1 && iscell(files_not_loaded)
fprintf('\nLoading independent validation set...\n');
% Load independent validation set (unknowns)
[indval_norm, indval_filt, indval_wcoef, indval_WL, ...
indval_files] = loadindval(files_not_loaded, ...
variables.filetype, datafolder, variables.avgsusp, ...
variables.avgbat, variables.scale, variables.wfilter, ...
variables.bg_iterations, variables.hfreq_cuts, ...
variables.lfreq_cuts, variables.bg_remove);
end
fprintf('\nDWT filtering complete.\n');
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%% TOGA model %%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
fprintf('\nInitializing TOGA...\n');
% Initialize TOGA template parameters
variables.toga_pls_factors = 8;
variables.mcuve_runs = 400;
variables.mcuve_noise = 0;
train_points = floor(0.65 * length(target_sorted));
% Generate possibility template (stability)
[stability] = mcuve(wcoefs, target_sorted, ...
variables.toga_plsvariables.pls_factors, ...
variables.mc-uve_runs, variables.mc-uve_noise, ...
train_points);
clc; fprintf('\nTOGA initialized.\n');
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Initialize TOGA variables %
% WARNING - This step takes a %
% substantial amount of time. %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
fprintf('\nBuilding model...\n');
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% Initialize TOGA variables
toga_data.cal = wcoefs; % Base data
toga_data.caltar = target_sorted; % Target data
toga_param.factor = variables.toga_pls_factors; % PLS ...
factors for TOGA model
toga_param.numVariables = 150; % Number of variables to ...
populate
toga_param.numSelectedVars = 15; % Number of features to select
toga_param.pretreatment = 1; % Pretreatment: 1 = raw, 2 = ...
center, 3 = SNV (normalized), 4 = all
variables.popsize = 50; % Population size
variables.stallgenlimit = 30; % Number of generations ...
before stall
variables.stalltimelimit = 15000; % Max time per stall
variables.timelimit = 16000; % Time limit per generation
variables.generations = 100; % Number of generations to run
variables.toga_iterations = 10; % Number of TOGA iterations
feature_index = zeros(variables.bg_iterations, ...
toga_param.numSelectedVars); % Preallocate output
parfor ii = 1:variables.toga_iterations % Loop TOGA to ...
choose top wavelet representation of 10 wavelets total
% Calculate model
[toga_index,¬] = toga_mc_ac(toga_data, toga_param, ...
stability, variables.popsize, ...
variables.stallgenlimit, variables.stalltimelimit, ...
variables.timelimit, variables.generations);
% Build feature matrix
feature_index(ii, :) = toga_index;
% Output: row = TOGA iteration, col = generation, val = ...
feature no.
fprintf('\nIteration %g of %g complete.\n', ii, ...
variables.toga_iterations);
end
clc; fprintf('\nTOGA model built.\n')
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Rank variables and choose top for wavelet reconstruction %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
fprintf('\nRanking and selecting features...\n');
% Build list of features
for ii = 1:length(wcoefs)
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feature_list(ii) = length(find(feature_index == ii));
% Output: col = feature no., val = number of occurrences
end
% Rank features based on number of occurrences in list
[¬,ranked_index] = sort(-abs(feature_list));
% Get top ten features
feature_top = ranked_index(1:15);
fprintf('\nFeatures selected. Reconstructing data...\n');
% Build new wavelet coefficient matrix using only top 10 ...
features
newwc = zeros(size(wcoefs));
newwc(:,feature_top) = wcoefs(:,feature_top);
% Reconstruct wavelet spectrum using only top 10 variables
[wt_recon] = dwt_reconstructed(newwc, WL, ...
variables.wfilter, variables.scale);
figure; plot(wavenum, wt_recon')
title('Feature-Selected Data')
xlabel('Raman Shift (cm^{-1})')
% Reconstruct independent validation set
if variables.indval == 1
indval_newwc = zeros(size(indval_wcoef));
indval_newwc(:,feature_top) = indval_wcoef(:,feature_top);
[indval_recon] = dwt_reconstructed(indval_newwc, ...
indval_WL, variables.wfilter, variables.scale);
end
fprintf('\nData reconstructed and plotted.\n');
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%% PLS models %%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
close all;
% Initialize Variables
variables.pls_factors = 0; % Number of LVs to use (0 = use ...
optimized)
variables.optimizeplot = 1; % Show plots of PLS factor ...
optimization
variables.dataset = 2; % 1 = TOGA, 2 = DWT, 3 = Raw data
variables.use_coefficients = 0; % 0: Use reconstructions, ...
1: use coefficients
variables.valsize = 0.25; % Size of validation set, less ...
than 0.5
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variables.valtype = 5; % 1 = Random, 2 = Center, 3 = Low, 4 ...
= High, 5 = Every Fourth Sample
variables.indval = 0; % 0: Suppress independent validation ...
calculations
variables.pls_indvalreps = 10; % Number of times to repeat ...
PLS model for variables.indval (>0)
% Choose data
switch variables.dataset
case 1
% Initialize validation and calibration sets - TOGA
if variables.use_coefficients == 1
pls_data = newwc;
else
pls_data = wt_recon;
end
case 2
% Initialize validation and calibration sets - DWT
if variables.use_coefficients == 1
pls_data = wcoefs;
else
pls_data = filt_data;
end
case 3
% Initialize validation and calibration sets - RAW
pls_data = norm_data;
end
fprintf('\nBuilding PLSSIM models...\n');
if variables.indval == 1 % Model independent validation set
% Initialize variables
parfor mm = 1:variables.pls_indvalreps
% Calculate SIM model
[B_multi(:,mm), cal_i, val_i, caltar_i, valtar_i, ...
yp_cal_sim_i, yp_val_sim_i, rmsec_sim_i, ...
rmsep_sim_i] = pls_ac_sim(pls_data, target_sorted, ...
variables.valsize, variables.valtype, ...
variables.pls_factors, variables.optimizeplot);
% Calculate standard error
err_multi(mm,:) = ...
(rmsec_sim_i*ones(size(indval_filt,1),1)) / 2;
% Make prediction
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switch variables.dataset
case 1 % Feature-selected data
if variables.use_coefficients == 1
yp_ind_multi(:,mm) = variables.indval_newwc * ...
B_multi(:,mm);
else
yp_ind_multi(:,mm) = variables.indval_recon * ...
B_multi(:,mm);
end
case 2 % DWT filtered data
if variables.use_coefficients == 1
yp_ind_multi(:,mm) = indval_wcoef * B_multi(:,mm);
else
yp_ind_multi(:,mm) = indval_filt * B_multi(:,mm)
end
case 3 % Raw data
yp_ind_multi(:,mm) = indval_norm * B_multi(:,mm);
end
% Predict independent validation set using SIM model
[indprediction_multi{mm}] = ...
pls_ind_predict(indval_files, yp_ind_multi(:,mm), ...
variables.avgsusp, variables.avgbat);
% Apply trendlines and labels
fit_sim_i = polyfit(caltar_i,yp_cal_sim_i,1);
% Store model for averaging
cal_multi(:,:,mm) = cal_i; val_multi(:,:,mm) = val_i;
caltar_multi(mm,:) = caltar_i; valtar_multi(mm,:) = ...
valtar_i;
yp_cal_multi(mm,:) = yp_cal_sim_i; yp_val_multi(mm,:) = ...
yp_val_sim_i;
rmsec_multi(mm) = rmsec_sim_i; rmsep_multi(mm) = ...
rmsep_sim_i;
fit_multi(mm,:) = fit_sim_i;
fprintf('Repetition %g complete.\n',mm);
end
else % No independent validation set
% Calculate SIM model
[B, cal, val, caltar, valtar, yp_cal, yp_val, rmsec, ...
rmsep, R2, MSE, stats] = pls_ac_sim(pls_data, ...
target_sorted, variables.valsize, variables.valtype, ...
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variables.pls_factors, variables.optimizeplot);
% Apply trendlines and labels
fit_pls = polyfit(caltar, yp_cal,1);
fit_pls_inv = [1/fit_pls(1)-fit_pls(2)/fit_pls(1)];
end
fprintf('\nPLSSIM models built.\n');
% Average repetitions
if variables.indval == 1
if variables.pls_indvalreps > 1
B = mean(B_multi,2);
caltar = caltar_multi(end,:)'; valtar = ...
valtar_multi(end,:)';
yp_cal = cal_multi(:,:,end) * B;
yp_val = val_multi(:,:,end) * B;
rmsec = mean(rmsec_multi);
rmsep = mean(rmsep_multi);
fit_pls = mean(fit_multi);
err = mean(err_multi);
else
B = B_multi;
caltar = caltar_multi; valtar = valtar_multi;
yp_cal = yp_cal_multi; yp_val = yp_val_multi;
rmsec = rmsec_multi; rmsep = rmsep_multi;
fit_pls = fit_multi; err = err_multi;
end
fit_pls_inv = [1/fit_pls(1)-fit_pls(2)/fit_pls(1)];
R2cum = cumsum(R2,2);
end
% Plot averaged model
figure; plot(yp_cal,caltar,'r*'); hold on;
plot(yp_val,valtar,'b*');
fitline_sim = refline(fit_pls_inv);
goal = refline(1); goal.Color = 'k';
title('PLSSIM Model'); ylabel('Measured'); xlabel('Predicted');
xaxis_min = min(min(yp_cal),min(yp_val))-0.5;
xaxis_max = max(max(yp_cal),max(yp_val))+0.5;
yaxis_min = min(target_sorted)-0.5;
yaxis_max = max(target_sorted)+0.5;
axis([xaxis_min xaxis_max yaxis_min yaxis_max]);
% Average and plot independent validation set
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if variables.indval == 1
err_sim = mean(err_multi);
yp_ind_sim = mean(yp_ind_multi,2);
for jj = 1:length(indprediction_multi{1})
for ii = 1:variables.pls_indvalreps
indpredlist(ii) = indprediction_multi{ii}(jj).Prediction;
end
samplename = strsplit(indprediction_multi{ii}(jj).File, ...
'-B');
ind_predictions(jj).Sample = samplename(1);
ind_predictions(jj).Prediction = mean(indpredlist);
end
clear ii indpredlist samplename
hold on;
herrorbar(yp_ind_sim(:),yp_ind_sim(:),err(:),'bd')
end
% Store predictions
[files(:).prediction] = deal(0);
[files(:).err_absolute] = deal(0);
[files(:).err_relative] = deal(0);
[sampleinfo(:).Err_Absolute] = deal(0);
[sampleinfo(:).Err_Relative] = deal(0);
% Store predictions in files struct
[y_pls, ysortindex] = sort(vertcat(caltar, valtar));
yp_sim = vertcat(yp_cal,yp_val);
for ii = 1:length(yp_sim)
ypred_pls(ii) = yp_sim(ysortindex(ii));
files(ii).prediction = yp_sim(ysortindex(ii));
files(ii).err_absolute = abs(y_pls(ii)-ypred_pls(ii));
files(ii).err_relative = ...
cellstr(num2str((files(ii).err_absolute / ...
ypred_pls(ii))*100,'%0.2f%%'));
end
% Store predictions in sample info struct
kk = 1;
for ii = 1:length(yp_sim)
if rem(ii-1, round(length(files)/length(sampleinfo))) == 0
try
sampleinfo(kk).Prediction = mean(ypred_pls(ii: ...
ii+round(length(files)/length(sampleinfo))));
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catch
sampleinfo(kk).Prediction = ...
mean(ypred_pls(ii:length(files)));
end
kk = kk + 1;
end
end
for ii = 1:length(sampleinfo)
sampleinfo(ii).Err_Absolute = ...
abs(sampleinfo(ii).Prediction-sampleinfo(ii).Target);
sampleinfo(ii).Err_Relative = ...
cellstr(num2str((sampleinfo(ii).Err_Absolute / ...
sampleinfo(ii).Prediction)*100,'%0.2f%%'));
end
% Print output
if variables.indval == 1 && variables.pls_indvalreps > 1
fprintf('\nPLSSIM (Average of %g Repetitions):\ny = %.3gx ...
+ %.5g\nRMSEC: %g\nRMSEP: %g\nPLS Models ...
complete.\n', variables.pls_indvalreps, ...
fit_pls_inv(1), fit_pls_inv(2), rmsec, rmsep);
else
fprintf('\nPLSSIM:\ny = %.3gx + %.5g\nRMSEC: %g\nRMSEP: ...
%g\nPLS Models complete.\n', fit_pls_inv(1), ...
fit_pls_inv(2), rmsec, rmsep);
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%% GPR model %%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
close all;
if not(exist('variables.dataset','var'))
pls_data = filt_data;
end;
% Calculate model
gp_mdl = fitrgp(pls_data, target_sorted, 'Basis','linear', ...
'FitMethod','fic', 'PredictMethod','exact', 'Verbose',0);
% Cross-validate model
cvgp_mdl = crossval(gp_mdl, 'kfold',5);
% Calculate predictions
[ypred_gp,¬,yci_gp] = resubPredict(gp_mdl);
yp_cvgp = kfoldPredict(cgvp_mdl);
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if variables.indval == 1
[ypred_ind,ysd_ind] = predict(gp_mdl, indval_filt);
end
% Calculate errors
loss = resubLoss(gp_mdl);
losscv = kfoldLoss(cvgp_mdl, 'mode','individual');
loores = postFitStatistics(gp_mdl); % Leave-one-out residuals
rmse = sqrt(sum(loores.^2) / length(target_sorted));
% Plot model
figure; plot(ypred_gp, target_sorted, 'r.'); hold on;
plot(yp_cvgp, target_sorted, 'k.');
fit_gp = polyfit(ypred_gp, target_sorted, 1);
fitline_gp = refline(fit_gp);
goal = refline(1); goal.Color = 'k';
if variables.indval == 1
plot(ypred_ind, ypred_ind, 'bo');
herrorbar(ypred_ind, ypred_ind, ...
(rmse*ones(size(ypred_ind))/2), 'bd');
end
title('GP Model'); ylabel('Measured'); xlabel('Predicted');
xaxis_min = min(yp_cvgp)-0.5; xaxis_max = max(yp_cvgp)+0.5;
yaxis_min = min(target_sorted)-0.5;
yaxis_max = max(target_sorted)+0.5;
axis([xaxis_min xaxis_max yaxis_min yaxis_max]);
hold off;
% Print output
fprintf('\n\nGP:\ny = %.3gx + %.5g\nRMSE: %g\nGP Model ...
complete.\n', fit_gp(1), fit_gp(2), rmse);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%% Prediction and error plots %%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Initialize Variables
variables.predplots = 1; % Show prediction plots
variables.errplots = 1; % Show error plots
variables.perspect = 0; % Show PLS plots with all spectra
variables.persample = 1; % Show PLS plots for each sample
% PLS Figure (All Spectra)
if exist('yp_cal', 'var') && variables.perspect == 1
% Prediction plot
if variables.predplots == 1
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figure; plot(y_pls,'r.'); hold on;
plot(ypred_pls,'b.','MarkerSize',5);
legend('True response','PLS ...
predictions','Location','Best');
title('PLS Predictions (All Spectra)');
ylabel('Target value'); xlabel('Sample No.');
axis([1 length(y_pls) min(horzcat(ypred_pls,y_pls))-0.5 ...
max(horzcat(ypred_pls,y_pls))+0.5])
hold off;
end
% Error plot
if variables.errplots == 1
y_pcterr = vertcat(files.err_absolute) ./ ...
vertcat(files.prediction)*100;
figure;
plot(y_pcterr,'k.'); hold on;
polyfn = ...
polyval(polyfit((1:length(y_pls))',y_pcterr,2), ...
1:length(y_pls),'r');
plot(1:length(y_pls), polyfn); ax1 = gca;
ax1.XAxisLocation = 'top'; ax1.YAxisLocation = 'left';
axis([0 length(y_pls) 0 max(y_pcterr)+0.5])
title('PLS Error Plot (All Spectra)')
ax2 = axes('Color', 'none');
axis([min(target_sorted) max(target_sorted) 0 1])
ax2.Color = 'none'; ax2.YTick = [0 1];
ax2.XAxisLocation = 'bottom'; ax2.YAxisLocation = 'right';
ax2.YTickLabel = ''; ax2.YColor = get(gca,'Color');
xlabel('Target value'); set(gcf,'CurrentAxes',ax1)
ylabel('Relative error (%)'); xlabel('Sample No.');
hold off;
end
end
% PLS Figure (per sample)
if exist('sampleinfo', 'var') && variables.persample == 1
% Prediction plot
if variables.predplots == 1
figure; plot(vertcat(sampleinfo.Target),'r*'); hold on;
plot(vertcat(sampleinfo.Prediction),'b*');
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legend('True response','PLS ...
predictions','Location','Best');
title('PLS MatLab Predictions (Free Space)');
ylabel('Target value'); xlabel('Sample No.');
hold off;
end
% Error plot
if variables.errplots == 1
numsamples = length(sampleinfo);
y_plserr_pers = vertcat(sampleinfo.Err_Absolute) ./ ...
vertcat(sampleinfo.Prediction)*100;
figure;
plot(y_plserr_pers, 'k.'); hold on;
polyfn_s = ...
polyval(polyfit((1:numsamples)',y_plserr_pers,2), ...
1:numsamples,'r');
plot(1:numsamples, polyfn_s); ax1 = gca;
ax1.XAxisLocation = 'top'; ax1.YAxisLocation = 'left';
axis([0 numsamples 0 max(y_plserr_pers)+0.5])
title('PLS Error Plot (Free Space)')
ax2 = axes('Color', 'none');
axis([min(target_sorted) max(target_sorted) 0 1])
ax2.Color = 'none'; ax2.YTick = [0 1];
ax2.XAxisLocation = 'bottom'; ax2.YAxisLocation = 'right';
ax2.YTickLabel = ''; ax2.YColor = get(gca,'Color');
xlabel('Target value'); set(gcf,'CurrentAxes', ax1)
ylabel('Relative error (%)'); xlabel('Sample No.');
hold off;
end
end

A.1.2
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Load Data Set Function

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Load data set for TOGA and PLS
% for use with pulp processing script
% Ashton Christy
% 24 Nov 2016
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% Edited 24 Nov 2017
% For model PulpEye files
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% INPUT
% datadir = Data directory
% target = Target .MAT file location
% filetype = 1 for MAT, 2 for CSV, 3 for XLS, 4 for XML
% avgsusp = Average across suspensions (1/0 = Y/N)
% avgbat = Average across batches (incl. suspensions) (1/0=Y/N)
% datasub = Use data subset (1/0 = Y/N)
% To test whether the datadir contains files, omit last
% three inputs
% OUTPUT
% files_out = Struct containing file and target information
% samples = Struct containing sample information
% norm_data = Normalized spectra matrix
% target_sorted = Target vector
% files_not_loaded = Files not loaded
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function [files_out, samples, norm_data, target_sorted, ...
files_not_loaded, raw_data, target_name_sorted] = ...
loaddata(datadir, targetfile, filetype, avgsusp, ...
avgbat, datasub)
cd(datadir) % Load data folder
if nargin == 3 % Test folder contents
switch filetype
case 1
files = dir('*.mat'); % Get folder contents (for MAT)
fprintf('\nMAT files selected.\n');
case 2
files = dir('*.csv'); % Get folder contents (for CSV)
fprintf('\nCSV files selected.\n');
case 3
files = dir('*.xls'); % Get folder contents (for XLS)
fprintf('\nXLS files selected.\n');
case 4
files = dir('*.xml'); % Get folder contents (for XML)
fprintf('\nXML files selected.\n');
otherwise
fprintf('\nInvalid filetype entered.\n');
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return
end
cd .. % Return to base dir
% No files of correct type found
if isempty(files)
fprintf('\nNo files found, check data folder.\n');
files_out = 'No files found.';
return
else % Files found; test complete; return to main script
files_out = [];
return
end
else % Load folder contents
switch filetype % List files in folder
case 1
files = dir('*.mat');
case 2
files = dir('*.csv');
case 3
files = dir('*.xls');
case 4
files = dir('*.xml');
end
cd .. % Return to base dir
fprintf('\nFile list made. Loading data...\n');
end
%% Import Files %%
% Load target data
load(targetfile);
load('Z:\Ashton\TOGA_Firstpulp\r18_data.mat');
% Sort target files
[¬,TSortIndex] = sort(target);
target_name_sorted = target_name(TSortIndex);
% Prepare variables for loading data
kk = 1;
[files(:).data] = deal(cell(1,1024));
[files(:).batch] = deal(0);
[files(:).suspension] = deal(0);
[files(:).target] = deal(cell(1,1));
% Build list of files to load based on names in target data
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for ii = length(files):-1:1
base_filename = files(ii).name; % Get base file name
file_number = strsplit(base_filename,{'-B','-S','.'}); % ...
Get file number
files(ii).batch = str2double(file_number(2)); % Store ...
batch number
files(ii).suspension = str2double(file_number(3)); % ...
Store suspension number
filename_idx = strcmp(target_name_sorted, ...
strcat(file_number{1})); % Search for file within ...
target names
read_idx = find(filename_idx,1); % Find file position ...
within target names
if isempty(read_idx) % If file(ii) doesn't exist in the ...
target data
files_not_loaded{kk} = base_filename; % Record filename ...
and skip
kk = kk+1;
files(ii) = []; % Delete file(ii) from list to load
file_idx(ii) = [];
else
file_idx(ii) = read_idx; % Store file(ii)'s position
end
end
% Address multiple spectra (replicates) for single samples
files_sorted = files;
replicates = max(cat(files.batch)) * ...
max(cat(files.suspension)); % Calculate number of ...
replicates per sample
if replicates > 1
target_rep = repelem(target,replicates); % Replicate targets
r18_rep = repelem(r18,replicates); % Replicate targets
for ii = 1:length(files)
files(ii).target = target_rep(ii);
end
target_name_rep = repelem(target_name,replicates); % ...
Replicate target names
file_idx = file_idx.*replicates-(replicates-1); % ...
Replicate file positions
for ii = 1:length(file_idx)
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if rem(ii-1,replicates) > 0 % Find replicated file ...
positions
file_idx(ii) = file_idx(ii) + rem(ii-1,replicates); ...
% Add remainder to fill out list
end
end
else
target_rep = target;
target_name_rep = target_name;
end
% Sort replicated targets and files
[target_sorted,TSortIndex] = sort(target_rep);
r18_sorted = r18;
target_name_sorted = target_name_rep(TSortIndex);
% Determine which files have null target data
del_notgt = find(target_sorted == 0);
% Set up raw data matrix
raw_data = zeros(length(files),1024);
warning('error','MATLAB:load:variableNotFound');
warning('off','MATLAB:xlsread:ActiveX');
%%
% Load files
for ii = 1:length(files)
base_filename = files(ii).name; % Get base file name
full_filename = fullfile(datadir,base_filename); % ...
Generate full file name
load_idx = file_idx(ii); % Determine which file to load
if not(isempty(load_idx)) % If file(ii) exists
if isempty(find(del_notgt == load_idx,1)) % If file(ii) ...
has associated target data
files_sorted(load_idx) = files(ii); % Add file(ii) to ...
sorted list of files
switch filetype
case 1 % MAT
try
load(full_filename,'data');
if size(data,1) > 1 % If there are multiple spectra
raw_data(load_idx,:) = mean(data);
else
raw_data(load_idx,:) = data;
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end
catch % If the MAT file contains no data
raw_data(load_idx,:) = zeros(1,1024);
fprintf('\nWARNING: %s contains no data! ...
Skipping...\n',base_filename);
end
files_sorted(load_idx).data = data;
files_sorted(load_idx).target = ...
target_sorted(load_idx);
case 2 % CSV
try % Check for string header
data = csvread(full_filename);
catch
data = csvread(full_filename,2,17);
% Subtract blank record
blank = ...
textread(full_filename,'%s','whitespace',',');
if (strcmp(blank(26),'B') == 1) || ...
(strcmp(blank(26),'"B"'))
kk = 1;
for ii = size(data,1):-1:2
bgsub_data = data(2,:)-data(1,:);
kk = kk+1;
end
data = bgsub_data;
end
end
if size(data,1) > 1
raw_data(load_idx,:) = mean(data);
else
raw_data(load_idx,:) = data;
end
files_sorted(load_idx).data = data;
files_sorted(load_idx).target = ...
target_sorted(load_idx);
case 3 % XLS
data = xlsread(full_filename,'Pixel');
data(1,:) = []; data(:,1) = []; data = data';
if size(data,1) > 1
raw_data(load_idx,:) = mean(data);
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else
raw_data(load_idx,:) = data;
end
files_sorted(load_idx).data = data;
files_sorted(load_idx).target = ...
target_sorted(load_idx);
case 4 % XML
[raw_data(load_idx,:),¬] = ...
xml2spectra(full_filename);
files_sorted(load_idx).data = raw_data(load_idx,:);
files_sorted(load_idx).target = ...
target_sorted(load_idx);
end
else
if not(isempty(find(del_notgt==load_idx,1))) % If ...
file(ii) has no target data
files_not_loaded{kk} = base_filename; % Record ...
filename and skip
kk = kk+1;
end
end
end
clear bg_sub_data kk
end
% Delete spectra with no target data
if not(isempty('del_notgt'))
raw_data(del_notgt,:) = [];
files_sorted(del_notgt) = [];
target_sorted(del_notgt) = [];
target_name_sorted(del_notgt) = [];
end
% Find blank spectra
kk = 1;
for ii = 1:size(raw_data,1)
if raw_data(ii) == 0
del_nospect(kk) = ii;
kk = kk+1;
end
end
% Delete blank spectra
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if exist('del_nospect','var')
if size(raw_data,1) == length(files_sorted) % If blank ...
spectrum has target data
raw_data(del_nospect,:) = [];
files_sorted(del_nospect) = [];
target_sorted(del_nospect) = [];
target_name_sorted(del_nospect) = [];
else % If blank spectrum has no target data
raw_data(del_nospect,:) = [];
end
end
%%
% Average replicate suspensions
if avgsusp == 1
kk = 1;
for ii = 1:length(files_sorted)
% Extract filenames
file_1 = strsplit(files_sorted(ii).name,{'-B','-S','.'});
file_1 = cellfun(@str2num,file_1(3));
% Second spectrum
if ii < length(files_sorted)
file_2 = ...
strsplit(files_sorted(ii+1).name,{'-B','-S','.'});
file_2 = cellfun(@str2num,file_2(3));
end
% Check for identical targets
if ii ≤ length(files_sorted)-max(cat(files.suspension))
targets = range(vertcat(files_sorted(ii: ...
ii+max(cat(files.suspension))-1).target));
else
targets = range(vertcat(files_sorted(ii:end).target));
end
% If there are replicates
if file_1 == 1 && file_2 ̸= 1 && targets == 0
if ii ≤ length(files_sorted)-max(cat(files.suspension))
avg_data(ii,:) = mean(raw_data(ii: ...
ii+max(cat(files.suspension)-1),:));
else
avg_data(ii,:) = mean(raw_data(ii:end,:));
end
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target_avg(ii) = files_sorted(ii).target;
avg_list(kk) = ii;
kk = kk+1;
end
% If there are no replicates
if file_1 == 1 && file_2 == 1
avg_data(ii,:) = raw_data(ii,:);
target_avg(ii) = files_sorted(ii).target;
avg_list(kk) = ii;
kk = kk+1;
end
end
% Average replicate suspensions
if avgbat == 0
raw_data = avg_data(avg_list,:);
target_sorted = target_avg(avg_list)';
target_name_avg = target_name_sorted(avg_list);
files_out = files_sorted(avg_list);
else
files_avg = files_sorted(avg_list);
end
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end
% Average replicate batches
if avgbat == 1
clear avg_list target_avg avg_data
kk = 1;
for ii = 1:length(files_avg)
% Extract filenames
file_1 = strsplit(files_avg(ii).name,{'-B','-S','.'});
file_1 = cellfun(@str2num,file_1(2));
% Second spectrum
if ii < length(files_avg)
file_2 = strsplit(files_avg(ii + ...
1).name,{'-B','-S','.'});
file_2 = cellfun(@str2num,file_2(2));
else
file_2 = 0;
end
% Check for identical targets
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if ii ≤ length(files_avg)-max(cat(files.batch))
targets = range(vertcat(files_avg(ii: ...
ii+max(cat(files.batch))-1).target));
else
targets = range(vertcat(files_avg(ii:end).target));
end
% If there are replicates
if file_1 == 1 && file_2 ̸= 1 && targets == 0
if ii ≤ length(files_avg)-max(cat(files.batch))
avg_data(ii,:) = mean(raw_data(ii: ...
ii+max(cat(files.batch)-1),:));
else
avg_data(ii,:) = mean(raw_data(ii:end,:));
end
target_avg(ii) = files_avg(ii).target;
avg_list(kk) = ii;
kk = kk+1;
end
% If there are no replicates
if file_1 == 1 && file_2 == 1
avg_data(ii,:) = raw_data(ii,:);
target_avg(ii) = files_avg(ii).target;
avg_list(kk) = ii;
kk = kk+1;
end
end
% Average replicate batches
raw_data = avg_data(avg_list,:);
target_sorted = target_avg(avg_list)';
target_name_avg = target_name_sorted(avg_list);
files_out = files_avg(avg_list);
end
% No averaging
if avgsusp == 0 && avgbat == 0
files_out = files_sorted;
end
% Normalize data
norm_data = zeros(size(raw_data));
for ii = 1:size(raw_data,1)
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norm_data(ii,:) = (raw_data(ii,:)-min(raw_data(ii,:))) / ...
(max(raw_data(ii,:))-min(raw_data(ii,:)));
end
%%
% Use subset of data
if datasub == 1
%
low = mean(target_sorted) - std(target_sorted);
%
high = mean(target_sorted) + std(target_sorted);
low = 450; % Alt. low filter
high = 600; % Alt. high filter
% Enumerate data to be removed
low_cuts = find(target_sorted < low);
high_cuts = find(target_sorted > high);
cuts = vertcat(low_cuts,high_cuts);
% Remove data
target_sorted(cuts) = [];
norm_data(cuts,:) = [];
end
% Remove unneded information from list of files
fields = {'bytes','isdir','datenum'};
files_out = rmfield(files_out,fields);
if datasub == 1
files_out(cuts) = [];
end
%%
% Set up struct of sample names
for ii = length(files_out):-1:1
samples(ii) = struct('Sample',[],'Target', ...
target_sorted(ii),'Prediction',[]);
% No averaging
if avgbat == 0 && avgsusp == 0
if rem(ii-1,replicates) == 0
samplename = strsplit(files_sorted(ii).name,'-B');
samples(ii).Sample = samplename(1);
else
samples(ii) = [];
end
end
% Average across suspensions
if avgbat == 0 && avgsusp == 1
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if rem(ii-1,max(cat(files_sorted.suspension))) == 0
samplename = strsplit(files_sorted(ii).name,'-B');
samples(ii).Sample = samplename(1);
else
samples(ii) = [];
end
end
% Average across batches
if avgbat == 1
samplename = strsplit(files_sorted(ii).name,'-B');
samples(ii).Sample = samplename(1);
end
end
if not(exist('files_not_loaded','var'))
files_not_loaded = 'All files loaded.';
else
files_not_loaded = files_not_loaded';
end
end
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Load Independent Validation Set Function

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Load independent (unknown) validation set for PLS models
% for use with pulp processing script
% Ashton Christy
% 31 Oct 2016
% Edited 8 Sep 2017
% For model PulpEye files
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% INPUT
% files: list of files not loaded because they have '0' data
% filetype = 1 for MAT, 2 for CSV, 3 for XLS, 4 for XML
% datafolder: location of files to load
% avgsusp = Average across suspensions (1/0 = Y/N)
% avgbat = Average across batches (incl. suspensions) (1/0=Y/N)
% scale: DWT scale
% wfilter: DWT wavelet
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% iterations: number of times to run DWT
% hfreq_cuts: number of high frequency DWT cuts
% lfreq_cuts: number of low frequency DWT cuts
% bg_remove: 1 for background removal, 0 for none
% OUTPUT
% indvalnorm = Normalized spectra
% indvalfilt = DWT-filtered spectra
% indvalwcoef = Wavelet coefficients of spectra
% indvalWL = Book-keeping vector for coefficients
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function [indvalnorm, indvalfilt, indvalwcoef, indvalWL, ...
indvalname] = loadindval(files, filetype, datafolder, ...
avgsusp, avgbat, scale, wfilter, iterations, ...
hfreq_cuts, lfreq_cuts, bg_remove)
warning('off','MATLAB:xlsread:ActiveX');
for ii = 1:length(files)
fullfilename = fullfile(datafolder,files{ii}); % Generate ...
full file name
switch filetype
case 1 % MAT
load(fullfilename,'data'); % Load spectra
if size(data,1) > 1 % If there are multiple spectra
indvalset(ii,:) = mean(data); % Average spectra
else
indvalset(ii,:) = data; % Store spectrum
end
case 2 % CSV
try % Check for string header
data = csvread(fullfilename); % Load spectra, no header
catch
data = csvread(fullfilename,2,17); % Load spectra ...
with header
end
if size(data,1) > 1 % If there are multiple spectra
indvalset(ii,:) = mean(data); % Average spectra
else
indvalset(ii,:) = data; % Store spectrum
end
case 3 % XLS
data = xlsread(fullfilename,'Pixel'); % Load spectra
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data(1,:) = []; data(:,1) = []; data = data'; % ...
Manipulate
if size(data,1) > 1 % If there are multiple spectra
indvalset(ii,:) = mean(data); % Average spectra
else
indvalset(ii,:) = data; % Store spectrum
end
case 4 % XML
[indvalset(ii,:),¬] = xml2spectra(fullFileName); % ...
Store spectra
end
end
% Average replicate suspensions
if avgsusp == 1
kk = 1;
for ii = length(files):-1:1
% Extract filenames
file_1 = strsplit(files{ii},{'-B','-S','.'});
file_1 = cellfun(@str2num,file_1(3));
if ii > 1 % First spectrum
file_2 = strsplit(files{ii-1},{'-B','-S','.'});
file_2 = cellfun(@str2num,file_2(3));
end
if ii > 2 % Second spectrum
file_3 = strsplit(files{ii-2},{'-B','-S','.'});
file_3 = cellfun(@str2num,file_3(3));
end
if ii < length(files)
file_4 = strsplit(files{ii+1},{'-B','-S','.'});
file_4 = cellfun(@str2num,file_4(3));
end
% If there are three replicates
if (file_1 == 3 && file_2 == 2 && file_3 == 1) || ...
(file_1 == 1 && file_2 == 2 && file_3 == 3)
avg_data(ii,:) = mean(indvalset(ii-2:ii,:));
avg_list(kk) = ii;
kk = kk+1;
end
% If there are two replicates
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if (file_1 == 3 && file_2 == 2 && file_3 == 3) ...
||(file_1 == 3 && file_2 == 1 && file_3 == 3) || ...
(file_1 == 2 && file_2 == 1 && file_3 == 3 && ...
file_4 ̸= 3)
avg_data(ii,:) = mean(indvalset(ii-1:ii,:));
avg_list(kk) = ii;
kk = kk+1;
end
% If there are no replicates
if file_1 == 1 && file_2 == 3 && file_4 == 3
avg_data(ii,:) = indvalset(ii,:);
avg_list(kk) = ii;
kk = kk+1;
end
end
% Average replicate suspensions
if avgbat == 0
indvalset = avg_data(flip(avg_list),:);
indvalname = files(avg_list);
else
files_avg = files(flip(avg_list));
end
end
% Average replicate batches
if avgbat == 1
clear avg_list avg_data
kk = 1;
for ii = length(files_avg):-1:1
% Extract filenames
file_1 = strsplit(files_avg{ii},{'-B','-S','.'});
file_1 = cellfun(@str2num,file_1(2));
if ii > 1 % First spectrum
file_2 = strsplit(files_avg{ii-1},{'-B','-S','.'});
file_2 = cellfun(@str2num,file_2(2));
end
if ii > 2 % Second spectrum
file_3 = strsplit(files_avg{ii-2},{'-B','-S','.'});
file_3 = cellfun(@str2num,file_3(2));
end
if ii < length(files_avg)
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file_4 = strsplit(files_avg{ii+1},{'-B','-S','.'});
file_4 = cellfun(@str2num,file_4(2));
end
% If there are three replicates
if (file_1 == 3 && file_2 == 2 && file_3 == 1) || ...
(file_1 == 1 && file_2 == 2 && file_3 == 3)
avg_data(ii,:) = mean(indvalset(ii-2:ii,:));
avg_list(kk) = ii;
kk = kk+1;
end
% If there are two replicates
if (file_1 == 3 && file_2 == 2 && file_3 == 3) || ...
(file_1 == 3 && file_2 == 1 && file_3 == 3) || ...
(file_1 == 2 && file_2 == 1 && file_3 == 3 && ...
file_4 ̸= 3)
avg_data(ii,:) = mean(indvalset(ii-1:ii,:));
avg_list(kk) = ii;
kk = kk+1;
end
% If there are no replicates
if file_1 == 1 && file_2 == 3 && file_4 == 3
avg_data(ii,:) = indvalset(ii,:);
avg_list(kk) = ii;
kk = kk+1;
end
end
% Average replicate batches
indvalset = avg_data(flip(avg_list),:);
indvalname = files(avg_list);
end
if avgsusp == 0 && avgbat == 0
indvalname = files;
end
% Normalize
indvalnorm = zeros(size(indvalset));
for ii = 1:size(indvalset,1)
indvalnorm(ii,:) = ...
(indvalset(ii,:)-min(indvalset(ii,:))) / ...
max(indvalset(ii,:));
end
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% Background removal
if bg_remove == 1
[¬,indvalbg] = dwt_bg_remove(indvalnorm, scale, wfilter, ...
iterations);
end
% DWT filtering
for ii = 1:size(indvalset,1)
if bg_remove == 1
[indvalfilt_1d, indvalwcoef_1d, indvalWL] = ...
dwt_filter_lmelo(indvalbg(ii,:), scale, wfilter, ...
hfreq_cuts, lfreq_cuts, 0);
else
[indvalfilt_1d, indvalwcoef_1d, indvalWL] = ...
dwt_filter_lmelo(indvalnorm(ii,:), scale, wfilter, ...
hfreq_cuts, lfreq_cuts, 0);
end
indvalfilt(ii,:) = indvalfilt_1d;
indvalwcoef(ii,:) = indvalwcoef_1d;
end
end
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Partial Least-Squares Regression Modelling Functions

The Partial Least-Squares Regression (PLS) functions, plssim and plsdcv, were
written by S. de Jong and H.-D. Li, respectively. [72, 76]
PLSSIM Function
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% PLS-SIM modeling script
% for use with pulp processing script
% Requires plssim.m and optimizepls.m functions
% Ashton Christy
% 7 Nov 2016
% Edited 24 Nov 2017
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% INPUT
% data = Data matrix (X)
% target = Result vector (Y)
% valsize = Size of validation set (percent, less than 0.5)
% valtype = Calibration/Validation type:
%
1 = Random
%
2 = Center
%
3 = Low
%
4 = High
% LVs = number of LVs (0 = optimize)
% opt_plot = Display optimization plot
% OUTPUT
% B = Regression coefficients
% cal = Calibration dataset
% val = Validation dataset
% caltar = Calibration target vector
% valtar = Validation target vector
% yp_cal = Predictions for calibration set
% yp_val = Predictions for validation set
% rmsec = Root Mean-Square Error of Calibration
% rmsep = Root Mean-Square Error of Prediction
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function [B, cal, val, caltar, valtar, yp_cal, yp_val, ...
rmsec, rmsep, PCTVAR, MSE, stats] = pls_ac_sim(data, ...
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target, valsize, valtype, LVs, opt_plot)
if nargin < 4
valtype = 1; % Default to random validation set
end
if valsize > 0.5 % Validation set too large
fprintf('\nValidation set too large; must be less than ...
0.5 (50% of data).\n');
return
end
cal = data;
val = data;
switch valtype
case 1 % Random
split_rnd = randperm(length(target), ...
round(length(target)*valsize));
split_rnd = sort(split_rnd)';
% Initialize validation and calibration sets
val = zeros(length(split_rnd),size(data,2));
for ii = 1:length(split_rnd)
val(ii,:) = cal(split_rnd(ii),:);
end
cal(split_rnd,:) = [];
% Initialize validation and calibration targets
valtar = zeros(length(split_rnd),1); caltar = target;
for ii = 1:length(split_rnd)
valtar(ii) = target(split_rnd(ii));
end
caltar(split_rnd) = [];
case 2 % Center
split_lower = round(length(target)*(0.5-valsize/2));
split_upper = round(length(target)*(0.5+valsize/2));
% Initialize validation and calibration sets
val(split_upper:end,:) = [];
val(1:split_lower,:) = [];
cal(split_lower+1:split_upper-1,:) = [];
% Initialize validation and calibration targets
valtar = target; caltar = target;
valtar(split_upper:end) = [];
valtar(1:split_lower) = [];
caltar(split_lower+1:split_upper-1) = [];
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case 3 % Low
split_point = round(length(target)*valsize);
% Initialize validation and calibration sets
val = cal(1:split_point,:);
cal(1:split_point,:) = [];
% Initialize validation and calibration targets
valtar = target(1:split_point);
caltar = target;
caltar(1:split_point) = [];
case 4 % High
split_point = round(length(target)*(1-alsize));
% Initialize validation and calibration sets
val = cal(split_point:end,:);
cal(split_point:end,:) = [];
% Initialize validation and calibration targets
valtar = target(split_point:end);
caltar = target;
caltar(split_point:end) = [];
case 5 % Every fourth
% Initialize validation and calibration sets
val = cal(1:4:end,:);
cal(1:4:end,:) = [];
% Initialize validation and calibration targets
valtar = target(1:4:end);
caltar = target;
caltar(1:4:end) = [];
end
% Determine optimal number of factors (LVs)
if LVs == 0
factors = optimizepls(cal,caltar,opt_plot);
else
factors = LVs;
end
if valtype ̸= 1 % Non-random validation
% Calculate Model
% S = cal' * caltar; XtX = cal' * cal;
% [B,C,P,T,U,R,R2X,R2Y] = plssim(cal,caltar,factors,S,XtX);
[¬,¬,¬,¬,B,PCTVAR,MSE,stats] = ...
plsregress(cal,caltar,factors);
% Plot model
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yp_cal = [ones(size(cal,1),1) cal]*B;
yp_val = [ones(size(val,1),1) val]*B;
% Calculate RMSEP
pls_error = zeros(length(valtar),1);
for ii = 1:length(valtar)
pls_error(ii,1) = (valtar(ii,:)-yp_val(ii,:));
end
rmsep = sqrt(sum(pls_error.^2)/length(valtar));
% Calculate RMSEC
pls_error = zeros(length(caltar),1);
for ii = 1:length(caltar)
pls_error(ii,1) = (caltar(ii,:)-yp_cal(ii,:));
end
rmsec = sqrt(sum(pls_error.^2)/length(caltar));
else % Random validation
randvalperms = 1; % Number of random permutations to average
B_rnd = zeros(length(val)+1,randvalperms);
rmsep_rnd = zeros(1,randvalperms);
rmsec_rnd = zeros(1,randvalperms);
pls_errorp_rnd = zeros(length(valtar),randvalperms);
pls_errorc_rnd = zeros(length(caltar),randvalperms);
for jj = 1:randvalperms % Build models
cal = data;
% Random calibration
split_rnd = randperm(length(target), ...
round(length(target)*valsize));
split_rnd = sort(split_rnd)';
% Initialize validation and calibration sets
val = zeros(length(split_rnd),size(data,2));
for ii = 1:length(split_rnd)
val(ii,:) = cal(split_rnd(ii),:);
end
cal(split_rnd,:) = [];
% Initialize validation and calibration targets
valtar = zeros(length(split_rnd),1); caltar = target;
for ii = 1:length(split_rnd)
valtar(ii,:) = target(split_rnd(ii),:);
end
caltar(split_rnd,:) = [];
% Output:
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%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

B, matrix (p,m), regression coefficients
C, matrix (m,h), Y loadings
P, matrix (p,h), X loadings
T, matrix (n,h), X scores (standardized)
U, matrix (n,h), Y scores
R, matrix (p,h), X weights
R2X, vecor (1,h), X-variance
R2Y, vecor (1,h), Y-variance
Calculate model
%
S = cal' * caltar; XtX = cal' * cal;
%
[B_rnd(:,jj),C,P,T,U,R,R2X,R2Y] = ...
plssim(cal,caltar,factors,S,XtX);
[¬,¬,¬,¬,B_rnd(:,jj),PCTVAR,MSE,stats] = ...
plsregress(cal,caltar,factors);
yp_cal = [ones(size(cal,1),1) cal]*B_rnd(:,jj);
yp_val = [ones(size(val,1),1) val]*B_rnd(:,jj);
% Calculate RMSEP
pls_error_rnd = zeros(length(valtar),1);
for ii = 1:length(valtar)
pls_error_rnd(ii) = (valtar(ii,:)-yp_val(ii,:));
end
rmsep_rnd(jj) = sqrt(sum(pls_error_rnd.^2) / ...
length(valtar));
pls_errorp_rnd(:,jj) = pls_error_rnd;
% Calculate RMSEC
pls_error_rnd = zeros(length(caltar),1);
for ii = 1:length(caltar)
pls_error_rnd(ii) = (caltar(ii,:)-yp_cal(ii,:));
end
rmsec_rnd(jj) = sqrt(sum(pls_error_rnd.^2) / ...
length(caltar));
pls_errorc_rnd(:,jj) = pls_error_rnd;
end
% Average models
B = mean(B_rnd,2);
rmsep = mean(rmsep_rnd);
rmsec = mean(rmsec_rnd);
yp_cal = [ones(size(cal,1),1) cal]*B;
yp_val = [ones(size(val,1),1) val]*B;
end
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fprintf('\nPLSSIM models built.\n');
if LVs == 0
fprintf('%g factors used (optimized).
end
end

',factors);

PLSDCV Function
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% PLS-DCV model for use with TOGA
% Requires plsdcv.m and optimizepls.m functions
% Ashton Christy
% 9 Nov 2016
% Edited 1 Dec 2016
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% INPUT
% data = Data matrix (X)
% target = Result vector (Y)
% valsize = Size of validation set (percent, < 0.5)
% opt_plot = Display optimization plot
% OUTPUT
% DCV = Struct containing PLS data:
% .PLSB = Regression coefficients (column = # of LVs)
% .method = DCV pretreatment method
% .RMSECV = Rood Mean-Square Error of Cross-Validation
% .nLV = Number of latent variables per DCV iteration
% .predError = Prediction error (offset) per sample
% .ypre = Predicted values
% .ytest = Target values
% rmsec = Root Mean-Square Error of Calibration
% rmsep = Root Mean-Square Error of Prediction
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function [DCV, rmsec, rmsep] = pls_ac_dcv(data, target, ...
valsize, opt_plot)
if valsize > 0.5 % Validation set too large
fprintf('\nValidation set too large; must be less than ...
0.5 (50% of data).\n');
return
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end
% Random calibration for factor (LV) optimization
cal = data;
caltar = target;
split_rnd = randperm(length(target), ...
round(length(target)*valsize));
split_rnd = sort(split_rnd)';
% Initialize calibration set
cal(split_rnd, :) = [];
% Initialize calibration targets
caltar(split_rnd) = [];
% Determine optimal number of factors
factors = optimizepls(cal, caltar, opt_plot);
fprintf('\nBuilding PLSDCV model...\n');
% Build model
[DCV] = ...
plsdcv(data,target,20,floor((1-valsize)*length(target)), ...
'center',0,0);
% Outputs
DCV.PLSB = squeeze(mean(DCV.PLSB,1));
rmsep = mean(DCV.RMSEP);
rmsec = DCV.RMSECV;
for ii = size(DCV.PLSB,2):-1:1
if mean(DCV.PLSB(:,ii)) == 0 || ii > factors
DCV.PLSB(:,ii) = [];
end
end
fprintf('\nPLSDCV model built.\n');
end

A.1.5
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PLS

Latent Variable Optimization Function

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Optimize PLS model paramteters
% Requires plssim.m function
% Ashton Christy
% 4 Nov 2016
% Edited 24 Nov 2017
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% C1 parameter based on:
% Kalivas and Palmer, J. Chemometrics 2014; 28: 347-357
% DOI: 10.1002/cem.2555
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% INPUT
% cal = Calibration matrix (X)
% caltar = Calibration target (Y)
% plot = Show plots? 1 = yes, 0 = no
% OUTPUT
% opt_lv = Optimal number of latent variables (factors)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function [opt_lv] = optimizepls(cal, caltar, opt_plot)
if nargin < 3
opt_plot = 0; % Default to no plot
end
% S = cal' * caltar; XtX = cal' * cal;
overfit = 0;
for hh = 1:20 % Iterate number of factors
% Calculate models
%
[B,¬,¬,¬,¬,¬,¬,¬] = plssim(cal,caltar,hh);%, S, XtX);
[¬,¬,¬,¬,B,R2] = plsregress(cal,caltar,hh);
yp_cal = [ones(size(cal,1),1) cal]*B;
pls_error = zeros(length(caltar), 1);
for ii = 1:length(caltar)
pls_error(ii,1) = (caltar(ii,:)-yp_cal(ii,:));
end
% Calculate ||B||
Bnorm(hh) = norm(B);
% Remove overfit models
if hh > 1 && (Bnorm(hh)/Bnorm(hh-1) > 20)
Bnorm(hh) = [];
break
end
R2 = cumsum(R2,2);
R2_base(hh) = R2(2,end);
rmsec(hh) = sqrt(sum(pls_error.^2)/length(caltar));
% Randomize target vector to test for overfitting
if overfit == 0
for ii = 1:100
caltar_r = caltar(randperm(length(caltar)));
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correlation(ii) = corr2(caltar,caltar_r);
[¬,¬,¬,¬,¬,R2] = plsregress(cal,caltar_r,hh);
R2 = cumsum(R2,2);
R2_rnd(hh,ii) = R2(2,end);
end
if mean(R2_rnd(hh,:)) > 0.35 % Critical distance
fprintf('Overfit at %g factors (Base R2Y = %.3f, ...
Random R2Y = %.3f)\n', hh, R2_base(hh), ...
mean(R2_rnd(hh,:)));
overfit = 1;
else
%
fprintf('Rnd R2Y at %g factors = %.3f\n', hh, ...
mean(R2_rnd(hh,:)));
end
clear caltar_r R2
end
end
% Calculate C1 parameter
for hh = 1:length(Bnorm)
C1(hh) = ((Bnorm(hh)-min(Bnorm)) / ...
(max(Bnorm)-min(Bnorm))) + ((rmsec(hh)-min(rmsec)) ...
/ (max(rmsec)-min(rmsec)));
end
% Output
[¬,opt_lv] = min(C1);
% Plot
if opt_plot == 1
warning('off','MATLAB:handle_graphics:exceptions:SceneNode')
warning('off','MATLAB:gui:latexsup:UnsupportedFont')
figure; plot(Bnorm, C1, 'bd')
hold on
title(['PLS Factor Optimization - Best: ',num2str(opt_lv)])
xlabel('\sffamily ...
$||\hat{\textbf{B}}||$','interpreter','latex')
ylabel('C_{1}')
hold off
end
% Calculate constrained fit
corr_plot = [1 abs(correlation)]';
R2_plot = horzcat(R2_base(opt_lv),R2_rnd(opt_lv,:))';
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options = optimoptions(@lsqlin,'Algorithm', 'active-set');
p = lsqlin([corr_plot ones(size(corr_plot))],R2_plot, ...
[],[],[1 1],R2_plot(1),[],[],[],options);
% Evaluate constrained fit
corrfit = polyval(p,corr_plot);
% Plot
if opt_plot == 1
figure; plot(corr_plot,R2_plot,'.')
hold on
plot(1,R2_plot(1),'kx','linewidth',4)
plot(corr_plot,corrfit,'r')
title(['PLS Model Validation - R2Y Intercept: ', ...
num2str(corrfit(2), '%.3g')])
xlabel('Correlation coeff.')
ylabel('R2Y')
plot(linspace(0,1),repelem(0.35,100),'k--');
hold off
end
fprintf('Optimized number of factors: %g\nCumulative R2Y: ...
%.3f\nRandomized cumulative R2Y: %.3f%\n', opt_lv, ...
R2_base(opt_lv), corrfit(2));
end
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A.2

Raman Data Processing - Python, SQL, and
ExtractEye

The following Python script collects Raman data, processes it as outlined previously, and stores it an SQL table, for further processing with ExtractEye. The script
also collects PulpEye data from a data dump ﬁle, and collates it with the Raman
data.
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# -*- coding: utf-8 -*"""
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Raman spectra (CSV) input script
% Ashton Christy
% 25 Apr 2018
% Ported to Python 2.7 on 9 Nov 2018
% Ported to Python 3.7 on 18 Mar 2019
% Version 1.6
% Edited 19 Mar 2019
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
"""
# Load packages
import os, csv, numpy as np, pywt, mysqlx, fnmatch, ...
datetime as dt, scipy.io, time, wx
t0 = time.time()
# Differentiate between spectrometers
def spectrometer(name):
if "WP-" in name:
spect = 1
sn = "WP785"
if "S785LC" in name:
spect = 2
sn = "INNO"
return spect, sn
# Convert excel dates to useable format
def xldate(xldate, datemode):
# datemode: 0 for 1900-based, 1 for 1904-based
if xldate == 0:
xldate = 2
return (
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dt.datetime(1899, 12, 30)
+ dt.time ∆ (days=xldate + 1462 * datemode)
)
# Folder selector dialog box
def get_path(wildcard):
app = wx.App(None)
style = wx.DD_DEFAULT_STYLE | wx.DD_DIR_MUST_EXIST
dialog = wx.DirDialog(None, 'Select data folder', '', ...
style=style)
dialog.SetPath('C:\\Data\\All data\\')
if dialog.ShowModal() == wx.ID_OK:
path = dialog.GetPath()
else:
path = None
dialog.Destroy()
return path
# Load Raman data from folder
try:
datadir = get_path("*") + "\\"
except:
input("Press Enter to exit...")
exit(0)
# Load data
raw_data = []
raw_data_line = []
spec_stats = []
nir_avg_data = []
nir_time = []
files = [ii for ii in os.listdir(datadir)]
for file in files:
if file.endswith(".csv"):
f = open(datadir+file)
csv_input = csv.reader(f, delimiter=',')
csv_rows = [ii for ii in csv_input]
if spectrometer(csv_rows[0][4])[0] == 1: # WP785
raw_data.append(np.array(csv_rows[3][17:1041]))
spec_stats.append(csv_rows[3][0:17])
wavelength = csv_rows[2][17:1041]
if spectrometer(csv_rows[0][4])[0] == 2: # INNO
raw_data.append(np.mean(np.array([csv_rows[ii][17:] ...
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for ii in ...
range(2,len(csv_rows))]).astype(np.float), axis=0))
spec_stats.append(csv_rows[2][0:17])
spec_titles = csv_rows[1]
f.close()
if file.endswith(".mat"):
f = scipy.io.loadmat(datadir+file)
mat_rows = f.values()
nir_avg_data.append(np.mean(mat_rows[6],axis=0))
temp_name = mat_rows[4].split(": ")
nir_time.append(dt.datetime.strptime(temp_name[2][0:-8] ...
+ temp_name[2][-4:], '%a %b %d %H:%M:%S ...
%Y').strftime('%Y-%m-%d %H:%M:%S'))
if (not raw_data) and (not nir_avg_data):
print("No files containing spectral data found in folder: ...
%\n" + datadir + "\nDouble check your files and/or ...
folder selection!")
raw_input("Press Enter to exit...")
exit(1)
raw_data = np.array(raw_data).astype(np.float)
nir_avg_data = np.array(nir_avg_data).astype(np.float)
print("Data loaded from:\n" + datadir + "\n")
# Average data
ii = 0
jj = 0
avg_data = []
files_avg = []
spec_stats_avg = []
# Raman data
if raw_data.size:
# Average data
if spectrometer(csv_rows[0][4])[0] == 1: # WP785
for file in files:
try:
if not "1." in files[ii+1]:
jj += 1
else:
avg_data.append(np.mean(raw_data[ii-jj:ii+1,:], ...
axis=0))
files_avg.append(files[ii-jj])
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spec_stats_avg.append(spec_stats[ii-jj])
jj = 0
except:
avg_data.append(np.mean(raw_data[ii-jj:ii+1,:], ...
axis=0))
files_avg.append(files[ii-jj])
spec_stats_avg.append(spec_stats[ii-jj])
break
ii += 1
avg_data = np.array(avg_data).astype(np.float)
elif spectrometer(csv_rows[0][4])[0] == 2: # INNO
avg_data = raw_data
files_avg = files
spec_stats_avg = spec_stats
# Normalize data
norm_data = []
for ii in range(len(avg_data)):
norm_line = (avg_data[ii,:]-np.min(avg_data[ii,:])) / ...
sum((avg_data[ii,:]-np.min(avg_data[ii,:])) * ...
(avg_data[ii,:]-np.min(avg_data[ii,:])))
norm_data.append(norm_line)
norm_data = np.array(norm_data).astype(np.float)
# Remove dead pixels
if spectrometer(csv_rows[0][4])[0] == 1: # WP785
norm_data = np.delete(norm_data, np.s_[0:49], axis=1)
avg_data = np.delete(avg_data, np.s_[0:49], axis=1)
if spectrometer(csv_rows[0][4])[0] == 2: # INNO
norm_data = np.delete(norm_data, np.s_[0:4], axis=1)
avg_data = np.delete(avg_data, np.s_[0:4], axis=1)
# Apply DWT
filt_data = []
sym5 = pywt.Wavelet('sym5')
discard = [0,5,6,7]
for ii in range(len(avg_data)):
coeffs = pywt.wavedec(norm_data[ii,:], sym5, ...
mode='sym', level=7)
for jj in list(discard):
coeffs[jj] = np.zeros_like(coeffs[jj])
filt_data_1d = pywt.waverec(coeffs, sym5, mode='sym')
filt_data.append(filt_data_1d)
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filt_data = np.array(filt_data).astype(np.float)
# Autoscale data
autoscaled_data = filt_data/filt_data.std(0)
# NIR Data
if nir_avg_data.size:
files_avg = files
# Normalize data
nir_norm_data = []
for ii in range(len(nir_avg_data)):
nir_norm_line = ...
(nir_avg_data[ii,:]-np.min(nir_avg_data[ii,:])) / ...
(np.max(nir_avg_data[ii,:])-np.min(nir_avg_data[ii,:]))
nir_norm_data.append(nir_norm_line)
nir_norm_data = np.array(nir_norm_data).astype(np.float)
# Apply DWT
nir_filt_data = []
sym5 = pywt.Wavelet('sym5')
nir_discard = [0,7]
for ii in range(len(nir_avg_data)):
nir_coeffs = pywt.wavedec(nir_norm_data[ii,:], sym5, ...
mode='sym', level=7)
for jj in list(nir_discard):
nir_coeffs[jj] = np.zeros_like(nir_coeffs[jj])
nir_filt_data_1d = pywt.waverec(nir_coeffs, sym5, ...
mode='sym')
nir_filt_data.append(nir_filt_data_1d)
nir_filt_data = np.array(nir_filt_data).astype(np.float)
# Autoscale data
nir_autoscaled_data = nir_filt_data/nir_filt_data.std(0)
print("Data filtered. Loading raw Excel data...")
#%% Load target data from CSV file
pe_csvf = "C:\\Data\\SECURE_Canfor_Data\\PulpEye Data for ...
Ashton (NOV 01 2018).csv"
f = open(pe_csvf)
pe_csv_input = csv.reader(f, delimiter=',')
pe_csv = [ii for ii in pe_csv_input]
f.close()
# Extract data from CSV
pe_titles_csv = pe_csv[11][1:]
pe_samples_csv = [ii[1] for ii in pe_csv[12:]]
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pe_samplerows = []
pe_samplenames = []
pe_fileidx = []
pe_missing = []
pe_missing_fileidx = []
for ii,pe_csvr in enumerate(pe_csv):
for jj,kk in enumerate(pe_csvr):
if pe_csvr[jj] == '' or pe_csvr[jj] == '-' or ...
pe_csvr[jj] == '#REF!' or pe_csvr[jj] == "#N/A":
pe_csv[ii][jj] = '0'#-32768
# Match spectral data with CSV data
for ii,file in enumerate(files_avg):
# Raman data
if raw_data.size:
temp_name = file.split("-")
temp_name = temp_name[0] + "-" + temp_name[1]
temp_match = fnmatch.filter(pe_samples_csv, temp_name+'*')
# NIR data
if nir_avg_data.size:
temp_name = file.split(".")
temp_match = fnmatch.filter(pe_samples_csv, ...
temp_name[0]+'*')
# Perform match
if temp_match and (fnmatch.fnmatch(temp_match[0], "*-0") ...
or fnmatch.fnmatch(temp_match[0], "* 0")):
pe_samplerows.append(pe_samples_csv.index(temp_match[0]))
pe_samplenames.append(temp_match[0])
pe_fileidx.append(ii)
elif temp_match:
print(temp_match[0])
else:
pe_missing.append(temp_name)
pe_missing_fileidx.append(ii)
pe_samplerows = [ii+12 for ii in pe_samplerows]
#%% Connect to MySQL server -- ADD NIR NOT WORKING!!!!
print("Connecting to SQL server...")
session = mysqlx.get_session({
'host':'localhost', 'port':33060,
'user':'root', 'password':'root',
'ssl-mode':'disabled',
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})
# Build tables
sql_file = ["C:\\Data\\SQL Queries\\CreateRamanTables.sql",
"C:\\Data\\SQL Queries\\CreateExtendedFusionTables.sql"]
for file in sql_file:
f = open(file)
file = f.read()
f.close()
sql_commands = file.split(';')
for jj, command in enumerate(sql_commands):
if command != "":
try:
session.sql(command).execute()
except:
print("Command skipped at line",jj)#,"\n",command)
# Get main tables
schema = session.get_schema('canfor')
batchinfo = schema.get_table('batchinfo')
raman = schema.get_table('raman')
raman_scaled = schema.get_table('raman_scaled')
nir = schema.get_table('nir')
nir_scaled = schema.get_table('nir_scaled')
targets = schema.get_table('targets')
pulpeye = schema.get_table('pulpeye')
# Get further fusion tables
fusion0 = schema.get_table('fwtwidthresults')
fusion1 = schema.get_table('fwtresults')
fusion2 = schema.get_table('fibersummary')
fusion3 = schema.get_table('fiberkinks')
fusion4 = schema.get_table('fiberdistributions_1')
fusion5 = schema.get_table('fiberdistributions_2')
fusion6 = schema.get_table('fiberdistributions_3')
fusion7 = schema.get_table('fiberdistributions_4')
print("Appending Excel data to SQL...")
# Append data to SQL tables
for ii,jj in enumerate(pe_samplerows):
if raw_data.size:
sampletime = spec_stats_avg[pe_fileidx[ii]][2]
if nir_avg_data.size:
sampletime = nir_time[pe_fileidx[ii]]
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# Batchinfo
batchinfo.insert(['BatchId','SampleTime','ResultTime', ...
'LABELTEXT','PulpName']).values(pe_fileidx[ii]+1, ...
sampletime, ...
xldate(float(pe_csv[jj][71]),0).strftime('%Y-%m-%d ...
%H:%M:%S'), pe_csv[jj][48], pe_csv[jj][50]).execute()
if raw_data.size:
# Raman data
raman_row = [ii+1, 1, "ENG", sampletime, 1, ...
pe_fileidx[ii]+1, pe_csv[jj][48], ...
spectrometer(csv_rows[0][4])[1]] + ...
spec_stats_avg[pe_fileidx[ii]][1:]
if spectrometer(csv_rows[0][4])[0] == 1: # WP785
raman_row += [float(kk) for kk in list(np.zeros(48))]
if spectrometer(csv_rows[0][4])[0] == 2: # INNO
raman_row += [float(kk) for kk in list(np.zeros(4))]
raman_row += [float(kk) for kk in ...
list(filt_data[pe_fileidx[ii]])]
raman.insert().values(raman_row).execute()
# Autoscaled Raman data
raman_row_scaled = [ii+1, 1, "ENG", sampletime, 1, ...
pe_fileidx[ii]+1, pe_csv[jj][48], ...
spectrometer(csv_rows[0][4])[1]] + ...
spec_stats_avg[pe_fileidx[ii]][1:]
if spectrometer(csv_rows[0][4])[0] == 1: # WP785
raman_row_scaled += [float(kk) for kk in ...
list(np.zeros(48))]
if spectrometer(csv_rows[0][4])[0] == 2: # INNO
raman_row_scaled += [float(kk) for kk in ...
list(np.zeros(4))]
raman_row_scaled += [float(kk) for kk in ...
list(autoscaled_data[pe_fileidx[ii]])]
raman_scaled.insert().values(raman_row_scaled).execute()
if nir_avg_data.size:
# NIR data
nir_row = [ii+1, 1, "ENG", sampletime, 1, ...
pe_fileidx[ii]+1, pe_csv[jj][48]]
nir_row += list(nir_filt_data[pe_fileidx[ii]])
nir.insert().values(nir_row).execute()
# Autoscaled NIR data
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nir_row_scaled = [ii+1, 1, "ENG", sampletime, 1,
pe_fileidx[ii]+1, pe_csv[jj][48]]
nir_row_scaled += list(nir_autoscaled_data[pe_fileidx[ii]])
nir_scaled.insert().values(nir_row_scaled).execute()
# Targets (from Refiner)
targets.insert().values([ii+1, 1, "ENG", sampletime, 1, ...
pe_fileidx[ii]+1] + pe_csv[jj][1:3] + [0] + ...
pe_csv[jj][4:45]).execute()
# PulpEye data summary
pulpeye.insert().values([ii+1, 1, "ENG", sampletime, 1, ...
pe_fileidx[ii]+1, ...
xldate(float(pe_csv[jj][71]),0).strftime('%Y-%m-%d ...
%H:%M:%S')] + pe_csv[jj][48:71]).execute()
# FWT width results
fusion0.insert().values([ii+1, 1, "ENG", sampletime, 1, ...
pe_fileidx[ii]+1] + pe_csv[jj][179:199]).execute()
# FWT results
fusion1.insert().values([ii+1, 1, "ENG", sampletime, 1, ...
pe_fileidx[ii]+1] + pe_csv[jj][199:239]).execute()
# Fiber rummary
fusion2.insert().values([ii+1, 1, "ENG", sampletime, 1, ...
pe_fileidx[ii]+1] + pe_csv[jj][239:268] + [0]).execute()
# Fiber kinks
fusion3.insert(['ID','VersionID','Language','VersionTime', ...
'BranchName','BatchId','KinksPerFiber','KinksPerLen', ...
'KinksSegmLen','KinksAngleAvg']).values([ii+1, 1, ...
"ENG", sampletime, 1, pe_fileidx[ii]+1] + ...
pe_csv[jj][175:179]).execute()
# Fiber distributions
fusion4.insert().values([ii+1, 1, "ENG",
sampletime, 1, 1, 1, pe_fileidx[ii]+1] + ...
pe_csv[jj][268:318]).execute()
fusion5.insert().values([ii+1, 1, "ENG", sampletime, 1, ...
1, 2, pe_fileidx[ii]+1] + pe_csv[jj][318:368]).execute()
fusion6.insert().values([ii+1, 1, "ENG", sampletime, 1, ...
1, 3, pe_fileidx[ii]+1] + pe_csv[jj][368:418]).execute()
fusion7.insert().values([ii+1, 1, "ENG", sampletime, 1, ...
1, 4, pe_fileidx[ii]+1] + pe_csv[jj][418:468]).execute()
session.close()
t1 = time.time()
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total = t1-t0
print("\nDone.")
print("Total time elapsed :", total, "\n")
input("Press Enter to exit...")
exit(0)
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A.3

Near-Infrared Image Processing

The triangle algorithm function, triangle_th, was written by Dr. Bernard Panneton, adapted from Zack et al. [93]
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Feature Detection Script

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Raw image (.CR2) import and feature detection program
% Ashton Christy
% 25 Oct 2016
% Edited 15 Feb 2018
% Version 3.2
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
clear; close all; clc;
% Set data location, get folder contents
cd 'Z:\Ashton\NIR_Shives\Box-PulpEye_Shive_Comparison'
datadir = 'Test_20180206';
%% Convert raw images to TIFF
cd(datadir)
files = dir('*.CR2');
cd ..
fprintf('\nConverting RAW images in folder "%s" to ...
TIFF...\n',datadir);
for ii = 1:length(files)
imgfile = strcat(' ...
Z:\Ashton\NIR_Shives\Box-PulpEye_Shive_Comparison\', ...
datadir,'\',files(ii).name);
command = strcat('dcraw -v -w -H 0 -o 0 -b 1 -q 3 -4 ...
-T',imgfile);
[status,cmdout] = dos(command,'-echo');
fprintf('\n');
end
fprintf('Done.\n');
clear imgfile command status cmdout
%% Import TIFF files %%
cd(datadir)
files = dir('*.tiff');
for ii = 1:length(files)
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fprintf('Loading image %g of %g...\n',ii,length(files));
temp = files(ii); % Load current file
temptiff = Tiff(temp.name,'r'); % Load TIFF
tempimg = read(temptiff); % Load full image
images_raw(:,:,ii) = rgb2gray(tempimg); % Store raw image
close(temptiff); % Close TIFF
end
cd ..
fprintf('\n%g images loaded.\n',length(files));
clear temp tempimg temptiff filenames filename;
%% Detect features %%
% Select image
image_no = 11; % Image number
cropsize = 0.75; % Percentage of image to consider, <1.0
img = images_raw(:,:,image_no); % Select image
close all; clear feature_stats; clc;
% Correct brightness
darkness = mean(mean(img));
img_br = img;
while darkness ≤ 25000
img_br = img_br.*1.25;
darkness = mean(mean(img_br));
end
% Crop image
cropsize = (1-cropsize)/2;
img_br = img_br(ceil(cropsize * ...
size(img_br,1)):ceil((1-cropsize)*size(img_br,1)), ...
ceil(cropsize * ...
size(img_br,2)):ceil((1-cropsize)*size(img_br,2)));
raw_image = figure; % Set up maximized figure window
imshow(img_br)
% set(raw_image, 'Units', 'normalized', 'Position', ...
[0.01,0.04,0.98,0.88]);
pause(0.00001);
frame_raw = get(raw_image,'JavaFrame');
set(frame_raw,'Maximized',1);
% Scan moving window through image
windowsize = 300;
stepsize = windowsize/3;
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num_windows = ceil(size(img_br,1)/stepsize-2) * ...
ceil(size(img_br,2)/stepsize-2);
feature_stats = repmat(struct('Features',[],'Offset',[]), ...
num_windows,1);
gridpos = 1;
tic
for xx = windowsize+1:stepsize:size(img_br,1)
for yy = windowsize+1:stepsize:size(img_br,2)
fprintf('Analyzing Grid %g of %g (%g, ...
%g)...\n',gridpos,num_windows,xx,yy);
% Define and filter window
imgwindow = img_br(xx-windowsize:xx,yy-windowsize:yy);
imgwindow = wiener2(imgwindow,[5 5]);
imgwindow_ce = adapthisteq(imgwindow,'NumTiles',[25 ...
25],'ClipLimit',0.01); % Contrast enhance
imgwindow_proc = imgwindow_ce; % Initialize processed ...
window
imgwindow_bw = ones(size(imgwindow_ce)); % Initialize ...
binary window
% Determine darkness threshold
if mean(mean(imgwindow_ce)) > 32768 % Half of 2^16
darkness_thresh = 25000;
else
darkness_thresh = mean(mean(imgwindow_ce)) - ...
std2(imgwindow_ce);
end
darkness(gridpos) = darkness_thresh;
% Select dark regions
for ii = 1:size(imgwindow_ce,1)
for jj = 1:size(imgwindow_ce,2)
if imgwindow_ce(ii,jj) > darkness_thresh
imgwindow_proc(ii,jj) = 0;
imgwindow_bw(ii,jj) = 0;
end
end
end
%
figure;imshow(imgwindow_ce)
% Calculate region properties
stats = regionprops(im2bw(imgwindow_bw),'all');
% Remove fine noise
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for ii = length(stats):-1:1
if stats(ii).FilledArea < 100
imgwindow_proc(stats(ii).PixelIdxList) = 0;
stats(ii) = [];
end
end
% Calculate additional feature properties
[stats.Compactness] = deal(length(stats));
[stats.Compactness2] = deal(length(stats));
[stats.Moment] = deal(length(stats));
[stats.MomentIdeal] = deal(length(stats));
[stats.MomentRatio] = deal(length(stats));
[stats.Darkness] = deal(length(stats));
for ii = 1:length(stats) % Per feature
% Calculate feature compactness
stats(ii).Compactness = stats(ii).Perimeter^2 / ...
stats(ii).FilledArea;
stats(ii).Compactness2 = ...
sqrt(4*(stats(ii).FilledArea/pi)) / ...
stats(ii).Perimeter;
% Calculate moment of inertia for feature
img_feature = double(imcrop(imgwindow_proc, ...
stats(ii).BoundingBox));
x = (1:size(img_feature,2));
y = (1:size(img_feature,1)).';
x = x-mean(x); y = y-mean(y);
stats(ii).Moment = sum(reshape(bsxfun(@times, ...
bsxfun(@times,img_feature,x.^2),y.^2),[],1));
% Calculate ideal moment of inertia for feature
img_ideal = ones(10,round((stats(ii).Perimeter-20)/2));
x = (1:size(img_ideal,2)); y = (1:size(img_ideal,1)).';
x = x-mean(x); y = y-mean(y);
stats(ii).MomentIdeal = sum(reshape(bsxfun(@times, ...
bsxfun(@times,img_ideal,x.^2),y.^2),[],1));
% Calculate moment datio for feature
stats(ii).MomentRatio = stats(ii).Moment / ...
stats(ii).MomentIdeal;
% Caluclate feature darkness
fill_compare = size(stats(ii).FilledImage) ̸= ...
size(imcrop(imgwindow,stats(ii).BoundingBox));
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switch num2str(fill_compare)
case '1 1' % Dimension mismatch
img_fill = padarray(stats(ii).FilledImage,[1 1]);
img_fill(1,:) = []; img_fill(:,1) = [];
case '1 0'
img_fill = ...
padarray(stats(ii).FilledImage,[1],'post');
case '0 1'
img_fill = padarray(stats(ii).FilledImage,[0 ...
1],'post');
case '0 0'
img_fill = stats(ii).FilledImage;
end
img_feature = ...
imcrop(imgwindow_proc,stats(ii).BoundingBox); % ...
Store feature image
img_feature_crop = img_feature .* uint16(img_fill); % ...
Store cropped feature image
stats(ii).Darkness = ...
min(min(img_feature_crop(img_feature_crop ̸= 0))); ...
% Non-zero areas
end
% Select features
for ii = length(stats):-1:1
if stats(ii).Eccentricity < 0.95 || ...
stats(ii).EulerNumber < 0 || ...
stats(ii).Solidity < 0.75 || ...
stats(ii).Compactness < 15 || ...
not(isempty(find((vertcat(stats(ii).Extrema) == ...
0.5),1))) || ...
not(isempty(find((vertcat(stats(ii).Extrema) == ...
windowsize-0.5),1))) || ...
stats(ii).MomentRatio < 10000 || ...
stats(ii).MomentRatio > 40000 || ...
not(((stats(ii).Darkness < 22000 && ...
stats(ii).Darkness < ...
mean(mean(imgwindow_ce))-std2(imgwindow_ce)) ...
&& ...
stats(ii).FilledArea > 100 && ...
stats(ii).Eccentricity > 0.98) || ...
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(stats(ii).Darkness < 17500 && ...
stats(ii).FilledArea > 10))
stats(ii) = [];
end
end
% Store detected features
feature_stats(gridpos,:).Features = stats;
feature_stats(gridpos,:).Offset = [xx-windowsize+1 ...
yy-windowsize+1];
clear stats imgwindow imgwindow_bw imgwindow_ce ...
imgwindow_proc fill_compare img_ideal img_feature ...
img_feature_crop
gridpos = gridpos+1;
end
end
if gridpos < num_windows
feature_stats(gridpos:end) = [];
end
fprintf('Analysis complete.\n');
% Show features
img_features = zeros(size(img_br));
% imggr_ce = adapthisteq(img_br,'NumTiles',[25 ...
25],'ClipLimit',0.01);
results_image = figure;imshow(img_br)
hold on
for ii = 1:length(feature_stats)
%
fprintf('Processing Grid %g of ...
%g...\n',ii,length(feature_stats));
for jj = 1:length(feature_stats(ii).Features)
feature_hull = ...
feature_stats(ii).Features(jj).ConvexHull; % Get ...
outlines
feature_img = ...
double(feature_stats(ii).Features(jj).ConvexImage); ...
% Get images
feature_box = ...
floor(feature_stats(ii).Features(jj).BoundingBox); ...
% Get bounding boxes
% Calculate window offsets
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feature_hull(:,1) = feature_hull(:,1) + ...
feature_stats(ii).Offset(2);
feature_hull(:,2) = feature_hull(:,2) + ...
feature_stats(ii).Offset(1);
feature_box(1) = ceil(feature_box(1) + ...
feature_stats(ii).Offset(2));
feature_box(2) = ceil(feature_box(2) + ...
feature_stats(ii).Offset(1));
% Isolate features
mm=1; nn=1;
for xx = feature_box(2):feature_box(2)+feature_box(4)-1
for yy = feature_box(1):feature_box(1)+feature_box(3)-1
img_features(xx,yy) = img_features(xx,yy) + ...
feature_img(mm,nn);
nn = nn+1;
end
nn = 1;
mm = mm+1;
end
% Circle features on full image
plot(feature_hull(:,1),feature_hull(:,2),'g');
end
clear feature_hill feature_img feature_box
end
% set(results_image, 'Units', 'normalized', 'Position', ...
[0.01,0.04,0.98,0.88]);
pause(0.00001);
frame_res = get(results_image,'JavaFrame');
set(frame_res,'Maximized',1);
features_detected = regionprops(im2bw(img_features));
shive_count = length(features_detected);
fprintf('\nProcessing complete. %g shive features ...
detected.\n',shive_count);
clear ii jj mm nn x xx y yy
toc
for ii = length(feature_stats):-1:1
if size(feature_stats(ii).Features,2) == 0
feature_stats(ii) = [];
end
end
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features = vertcat(feature_stats.Features);
% Plot feature-only image showing seletion frequency
map = [[0,0,0]
[1,0,0]
[0,1,0]
[0,0,1]
[1,1,1]];
for kk = 3:5
for ii = 1:size(img_features,1)
for jj = 1:size(img_features,2)
if img_features(ii,jj) < kk
img_features(ii,jj) = 1;
end
end
end
results_image = figure; imshow(img_features,map)
features = regionprops(im2bw(img_features,1));
set(results_image,'Units','normalized', ...
'Position',[0.01,0.04,0.98,0.88]);
figure;imshow(im2bw(img_features,1))
shive_count(kk) = length(features);
end
for ii = 1:3
fprintf('%g shive features detected ...
(%gx).\n',shive_count(ii),ii+2);
end
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Edge Detection Script

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Raw image (.DNG) import and edge detection program
% Ashton Christy
% 9 Sep 2016
% Edited 24 Oct 2016
% Version 1.4
% Before use, convert all CR2 files to DNG using Adobe DNG ...
Converter
% Make sure DNG files are uncompressed!
% In Adobe DNG Converter, select Change Preferences -> ...
Compatibility ->
% Custom -> check Uncompressed
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
clear; close all; clc;
warning('off','MATLAB:tifflib:TIFFReadDirectory')
warning('off','MATLAB:imagesci:tiffmexutils:libtiffWarning')
warning('off','images:initSize:adjustingMag')
warning('off','MATLAB:tifflib:TIFFReadDirectory:libraryWarning')
warning('off','images:initSize:adjustingMag')
% Set data location
cd Z:\Ashton\Thick_pulp_NIR\Raw_201609
% Import image files %%
files = dir('*.dng'); % Get folder contents
for ii=1:length(files)
fprintf('\nLoading image %g of %g...\n', ii, length(files));
temp = files(ii); % Load current file
temptiff = Tiff(temp.name,'r'); % Load TIFF
offset = getTag(temptiff,'SubIFD'); % Get sub-image file ...
directory offset for full image
setSubDirectory(temptiff,offset(1)); % Set offset to full ...
image
tempimg = read(temptiff); % Load full image
images_raw(:,:,ii) = tempimg; % Store raw image
images(:,:,ii) = wiener2(histeq(tempimg),[5 5]); % Store ...
equalized image
close(temptiff); % Close TIFF
end
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clc; fprintf('\n%g images loaded.\n',length(files));
clear j temp offset tempimg temptiff filenames filename
%% Filter images %%
close all Gaussian Sobel
% Set parameters %%
image_no = 22; % Image number
scale = 1.0; % Contrast scale
threshold = 35000; % Edge detection limit
window_size = 9; % Subarea of image to examine for edges (3-99)
gausstype = 1; % Gaussian filter style: 1 (broad), 2 (sharp)
sobeltype = 2; % Sobel filter scale: 1 (fine) - 6 (coarse)
medwindow = 1; % Median filter window (1 = none)
% Basic pricessing
img = images(:,:,image_no); % Select image
fprintf('\nProcessing image %g: %s\n', image_no, ...
files(image_no).name);
img = img(700:2700,1400:4000); % Crop
img_contrast = img;
% imshow(img); % Cropped image
p = (window_size-1)/2; % Define window coordinates
indices = img > mean(img(:))-(std2(img) / ...
(.85*triangle_th(imhist(img),256)));
img_contrast(indices) = max(img(:)); % Equalize bright areas
% figure; imshow(img_contrast) % High contrast image
% Apply Gaussian filter %%
if gausstype == 1 % Broad
Gaussian = [2 4 5 4 2; 4 9 12 9 4; 5 12 15 12 5; 4 9 12 9 ...
4; 2 4 5 4 2] / 95;
end
if gausstype == 2 % Sharp
Gaussian = [2 4 5 4 2; 4 9 12 9 4; 5 12 15 12 5; 4 9 12 9 ...
4; 2 4 5 4 2] / 120;
end
img_gauss = abs(conv2(double(img_contrast),Gaussian,'same'));
% Apply Sobel filter %%
if sobeltype == 1 % Fine
Sobel = [0.1 1 0.1; 0 0 0; -0.1 -1 -0.1];
end
if sobeltype == 2
Sobel = [0.5 1 0.5; 0 0 0; -0.5 -1 -0.5];
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end
if sobeltype == 3
Sobel = [1 2 1; 0 0 0; -1 -2 -1];
end
if sobeltype == 4
Sobel = [3 10 3; 0 0 0; -3 -10 -3];
end
if sobeltype == 5
Sobel = [6 20 6; 0 0 0; -6 -20 -6];
end
if sobeltype == 6 % Coarse
Sobel = [12 40 12; 0 0 0; -12 -40 -12];
end
H = conv2(double(img_gauss),Sobel,'same'); % Filter ...
horizontally
V = conv2(double(img_gauss),Sobel','same'); % Filter vertically
img_sobel = sqrt(H.^2+V.^2); % Build edge matrix
clear H V Gaussian Sobel
%% Detect edges %%
img_edge = zeros(size(img_sobel,1)-2*p, ...
size(img_sobel,2)-2*p); % Initialize image matrix
for x = p+1:1:size(img,1)-p
for y = p+1:1:size(img,2)-p
if (img_sobel(x,y) > threshold)
img_edge(x-p,y-p) = 1; % Edge detected
else
img_edge(x-p,y-p) = 0; % Zero area with no edge
end
end
end
img_edge_filt = medfilt2(img_edge, [medwindow medwindow]); ...
% Apply median filter
% figure;imshow(img_edge_filt);
clear x y window p
% Find connected components in binary image
img_binary = img_edge_filt;
components = bwconncomp(img_edge_filt); % Calculate ...
connected components
numPixels = cellfun(@numel,components.PixelIdxList); % ...
Count number of pixels per component
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if length(numPixels) > 6
scale = 2;
else scale = 1;
end
if not(isempty(components.PixelIdxList))
for ii = 1:length(numPixels)
if numPixels(ii) ≥ (mean(numPixels)+scale * ...
std(numPixels)) % Find largest components
img_binary(components.PixelIdxList{ii}) = 2; % ...
Isolate largest components
end
end
img_binary = img_binary - 1; % Remove small components
%
figure; imshow(img_binary)
stats = regionprops(img_binary,'all'); % Determine ...
component properties
img_fill = stats.FilledImage; % Fill in largest components
fprintf('\nEccentricity: %g\n', stats.Eccentricity);
%
figure; imshow(img_fill)
figure();
subplot(2,2,1)
imshow(images_raw(:,:,image_no),[1 8000])
subplot(2,2,2)
imshow(img)
subplot(2,2,3)
imshow(img_edge_filt)
subplot(2,2,4)
imshow(img_fill)
else
fprintf('\nNo components detected, check threshold.\n');
end
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ENVI Script

This script was originally written for MATLAB, and then ported to Pyhton 3.7. The
Python version is shown here. The section of this script for dynamically writing
the script for use with ENVI has been omitted; that script is appended after the
Python script.
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# -*- coding: utf-8 -*"""
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Raw image (.CR2) import and feature detection program
% Ashton Christy
% 25 Oct 2016
% Ported to Python 2.7 on 6 Dec 2018
% Ported to Python 3.7 on 18 Mar 2019
% Version 1.6
% Edited 18 Mar 2019
% Requires IDL with ENVI API
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
"""
# Load packages
import os, numpy as np, time, wx, exifread, cv2, shutil, ...
rawpy, imageio
from datetime import datetime as dt
from lxml import etree
from lxml.etree import Element, SubElement
t0 = time.time()
# Folder selector dialog box
def get_path(wildcard):
app = wx.App(None)
style = wx.DD_DEFAULT_STYLE | wx.DD_DIR_MUST_EXIST
dialog = wx.DirDialog(None, 'Select data folder', '', ...
style=style)
dialog.SetPath('C:\\Data\\PG\\')
if dialog.ShowModal() == wx.ID_OK:
path = dialog.GetPath()
else:
path = None
dialog.Destroy()
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return path
# Load images from folder
try:
datadir = get_path("*") + "\\"
except:
input("Press Enter to exit...")
exit(0)
#%%
# Define directories
datadir = "C:\\Data\\PG\\Full_sheets\\"
ENVIdir = "\\ENVI_PY\\"
IDLdir = ...
"C:\\Progra¬1\\Harris\\ENVI54\\IDL86\\bin\\bin.x86_64\\idl"
# Preallocate
img_names = []
exif_tags = []
exif_data = []
# Load and process images
files = [ii for ii in os.listdir(datadir)]
for file in files:
if file.endswith(".CR2"):
# Load image and EXIF data
print("Processing "+file.split(".")[0]+"...")
img_names.append(file.split(".")[0])
f = open(datadir+file, "rb")
exif_tags.append(exifread.process_file(f))
f.close()
# img = cv2.imread(datadir+file, cv2.IMREAD_GRAYSCALE)
######## Update for new OpenCV that can't read raw ...
files directly
with rawpy.imread(datadir+file) as raw:
img = raw.postprocess()
img = cv2.cvtColor(img, cv2.COLOR_BGR2GRAY)
# Contrast-enhance (CLAHE)
img_ce = np.ones_like(img)
xx = 1
yy = 1
tilesize = 200
clahe = cv2.createCLAHE(clipLimit=2.55, ...
tileGridSize=(12,12))
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for ii in range(np.floor(img.shape[0] / ...
tilesize).astype(np.uint8)):
for jj in range(np.floor(img.shape[1] / ...
tilesize).astype(np.uint8)):
imgwindow = img[xx:xx+tilesize, yy:yy+tilesize]
imgwindow_ce = clahe.apply(imgwindow)
img_ce[xx:xx+tilesize, yy:yy+tilesize] = imgwindow_ce
yy += tilesize
xx += tilesize
yy = 1
del img, clahe, imgwindow, imgwindow_ce
# Brighten
img_bright = img_ce.copy()
del img_ce
br_pass = 1
#print("\tBrightness: " + str("%i" % np.mean(img_bright)))
while np.mean(img_bright) ≤ 100:
print("\tBrightening... (pass " + str(br_pass) + ")")
img_bright = img_bright * 1.25
img_bright = img_bright.astype(np.uint8)
br_pass += 1
# Crop
img_crop = img_bright[0:np.floor(img_bright.shape[0] / ...
tilesize*tilesize).astype(np.uint16), ...
0:np.floor(img_bright.shape[1] / ...
tilesize*tilesize).astype(np.uint16)]
del img_bright
# Get rid of dark spots
th, im_th = cv2.threshold(img_crop, 200, 255, ...
cv2.THRESH_BINARY_INV);
# Get mask from floodfilling, combine with original image
mask = np.zeros((im_th.shape[0]+2, im_th.shape[1]+2), ...
np.uint8)
cv2.floodFill(im_th, mask, (0,0), 255);
mask = np.logical_not(mask).astype("uint8") * 255
img_out = mask[:-2,:-2] | img_crop
# Write
cv2.imwrite(datadir+file.split(".")[0]+"_adj.tiff", ...
img_out)
del img_crop, img_out, mask, im_th
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# Delete old folders
for fname in ...
os.listdir(os.path.dirname(os.path.dirname(datadir)) + ...
ENVIdir):
path = ...
os.path.join(os.path.dirname(os.path.dirname(datadir)) ...
+ ENVIdir, fname)
if (os.path.isdir(path)) and ("IMG_" in path):
shutil.rmtree(path)
print("Images processed in:\n" + datadir + "\n")
#%%
# Define RUL file
RULtree = Element("classes", name="All classes")
# Shives - red str("%i" % (darkness*0.6))
class_shives = SubElement(RULtree, "class", ...
color="#0000FF", name="Shives", threshold="0.93")
rule1 = SubElement(class_shives, "rule", weight="1.00")
attr = SubElement(rule1, "attribute", algorithm="binary", ...
band="0", name="Spectral_Mean", operation="lt", ...
tolerance="5", value="95", weight="0.13")
attr = SubElement(rule1, "attribute", algorithm="binary", ...
band="0", name="Spectral_Min", operation="lt", ...
tolerance="5", value="75", weight="0.13")
attr = SubElement(rule1, "attribute", algorithm="binary", ...
band="0", name="Texture_Mean", operation="lt", ...
tolerance="5", value="111", weight="0.13")
attr = SubElement(rule1, "attribute", algorithm="binary", ...
band="0", name="Area", operation="between", ...
tolerance="5", value="75, 1000", weight="0.13")
attr = SubElement(rule1, "attribute", algorithm="binary", ...
band="0", name="Convexity", operation="lt", ...
tolerance="5", value="1.5", weight="0.13")
attr = SubElement(rule1, "attribute", algorithm="binary", ...
band="0", name="Roundness", operation="lt", ...
tolerance="5", value="0.4", weight="0.13")
attr = SubElement(rule1, "attribute", algorithm="binary", ...
band="0", name="Elongation", operation="gt", ...
tolerance="5", value="1.85", weight="0.13")
attr = SubElement(rule1, "attribute", algorithm="binary", ...
band="0", name="Minor_Length", operation="lt", ...
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tolerance="5", value="17", weight="0.13")
# Potential shives - yellow
class_smlshives = SubElement(RULtree, "class", ...
color="#00FF00", name="SmallShives", threshold="0.93")
rule2 = SubElement(class_smlshives, "rule", weight="1.00")
attr = SubElement(rule2, "attribute", algorithm="binary", ...
band="0", name="Spectral_Mean", operation="lt", ...
tolerance="5", value="100", weight="0.13")
attr = SubElement(rule2, "attribute", algorithm="binary", ...
band="0", name="Spectral_Min", operation="lt", ...
tolerance="5", value="80", weight="0.13")
attr = SubElement(rule2, "attribute", algorithm="binary", ...
band="0", name="Texture_Mean", operation="lt", ...
tolerance="5", value="111", weight="0.13")
attr = SubElement(rule2, "attribute", algorithm="binary", ...
band="0", name="Area", operation="between", ...
tolerance="5", value="75, 2000", weight="0.13")
attr = SubElement(rule2, "attribute", algorithm="binary", ...
band="0", name="Convexity", operation="lt", ...
tolerance="5", value="2", weight="0.13")
attr = SubElement(rule2, "attribute", algorithm="binary", ...
band="0", name="Roundness", operation="lt", ...
tolerance="5", value="0.5", weight="0.13")
attr = SubElement(rule2, "attribute", algorithm="binary", ...
band="0", name="Elongation", operation="gt", ...
tolerance="5", value="1.6", weight="0.13")
attr = SubElement(rule2, "attribute", algorithm="binary", ...
band="0", name="Minor_Length", operation="lt", ...
tolerance="5", value="40", weight="0.13")
# Dark spots - blue
class_spots = SubElement(RULtree, "class", color="#FF0000", ...
name="Spots", threshold="0.93")
rule3 = SubElement(class_spots, "rule", weight="1.00")
attr = SubElement(rule3, "attribute", algorithm="binary", ...
band="0", name="Spectral_Mean", operation="lt", ...
tolerance="5", value="78", weight="0.17")
attr = SubElement(rule3, "attribute", algorithm="binary", ...
band="0", name="Texture_Mean", operation="lt", ...
tolerance="5", value="111", weight="0.17")
attr = SubElement(rule3, "attribute", algorithm="binary", ...
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band="0", name="Area", operation="between", ...
tolerance="5", value="50, 750", weight="0.17")
attr = SubElement(rule3, "attribute", algorithm="binary", ...
band="0", name="Convexity", operation="lt", ...
tolerance="5", value="1.5", weight="0.17")
attr = SubElement(rule3, "attribute", algorithm="binary", ...
band="0", name="Roundness", operation="gt", ...
tolerance="5", value="0.25", weight="0.17")
attr = SubElement(rule3, "attribute", algorithm="binary", ...
band="0", name="Elongation", operation="lt", ...
tolerance="5", value="2", weight="0.17")
# Correct formatting for IDL
RULstr = etree.tostring(RULtree, pretty_print=True, ...
xml_declaration=True, ...
encoding="utf-8").decode().replace("'",'"')
# Write RUL file
RULfile = os.path.dirname(os.path.dirname(datadir))+ENVIdir ...
+ "Shive_rules_PY_autogen.rul"
text_file = open(RULfile, "w")
text_file.write(RULstr)
text_file.close()
#%%
script_time = dt.now().strftime("%Y%m%d_%H%M%S")
# PRO script here
# Write PRO script
PROfile = os.path.dirname(os.path.dirname(datadir)) + ...
"\Shive_PY_autogen.pro"
text_file = open(PROfile, "w")
text_file.write(PRO_script_looped)
text_file.close()
#%%
# Execute PRO script in IDL
os.system(IDLdir+' '+PROfile+' -quiet')
t1 = time.time()
total = t1-t0
print("\nDone.")
print("Total time elapsed :", total, "\n")
input("Press Enter to exit...")
exit(0)
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Below is the IDL .PRO script that is automatically generated by the preceeding
Python script.
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compile_opt IDL2
PRINT, 'Beginning IDL script...'
CD, 'F:\Ashton\PG'
CD, CURRENT = base_dir
CD, 'F:\Ashton\PG\Adaptive_testing\'
CD, CURRENT = data_dir
files = FILE_SEARCH('F:\Ashton\PG\Adaptive_testing\*.CR2')
img_names = LIST()
shives = UINTARR(files.LENGTH)
smlshives = shives
spots = shives
results_filename = FILEPATH('Classification results ...
(Adaptive_testing) - 20190225_151600.csv', ...
ROOT_DIR=base_dir+'\ENVI_PY\')
FOR xx=0, (files.LENGTH-1) DO BEGIN
e = ENVI(/HEADLESS)
temp_name = STRSPLIT(files[xx], '\.', /EXTRACT)
sample_name = temp_name[4]
PRINT, 'Processing '+sample_name+' ...
('+(STRING(xx+1)).Compress()+' of ...
'+(STRING(files.LENGTH)).Compress()+')...'
img_names.Add, sample_name
working_dir = base_dir+'\ENVI_PY\'+sample_name+'\'
FILE_MKDIR, working_dir
e.LOG_FILE = working_dir+sample_name+'_log.txt'
file = FILEPATH(sample_name+'_adj.tiff', ROOT_DIR=data_dir)
raster = e.OpenRaster(file)
fid = ENVIRastertoFID(raster)
rule_file = FILEPATH('Shive_rules_PY_autogen.rul', ...
ROOT_DIR=base_dir+'\ENVI_PY\')
report_filename = working_dir+sample_name+'_report.txt'
confidence_raster_filename = ...
working_dir+sample_name+'_confidence.dat'
class_raster_filename = working_dir+sample_name+'_class.dat'
seg_raster_filename = ...
working_dir+sample_name+'_segmentation.dat'
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vector_filename = working_dir+sample_name+'_vector.shp'
shives_filename = working_dir+sample_name+'_shives.shp'
smlshives_filename = working_dir+sample_name+'_smallshives.shp'
spots_filename = working_dir+sample_name+'_spots.shp'
dims = [-1L, 0, raster.ncolumns-1, 0, raster.nrows-1]
pos = LINDGEN(raster.nbands)
PRINT, 'Beginning classification...'
ENVI_DOIT, 'envi_fx_rulebased_doit', fid=fid, pos=pos, ...
dims=dims, r_fid=r_fid, merge_level=98.5, ...
scale_level=20.0, rule_filename=rule_file, ...
segmentation_raster_filename=seg_raster_filename, ...
report_filename=report_filename, ...
confidence_raster_image=confidence_raster_filename, ...
classification_raster_filename=class_raster_filename, ...
vector_filename=vector_filename, /EXPORT_VECTOR_ATTRIBUTES
vector_shp = OBJ_NEW('IDLffShape', vector_filename)
vector_shp.GetProperty, N_ENTITIES = num_ent
n_shives = num_ent-2
shives_shp = OBJ_NEW('IDLffShape', ...
FILEPATH(sample_name+'_shives.shp', ...
ROOT_DIR=working_dir), /UPDATE, ENTITY_TYPE=5)
smlshives_shp = OBJ_NEW('IDLffShape', ...
FILEPATH(sample_name+'_smallshives.shp', ...
ROOT_DIR=working_dir), /UPDATE, ENTITY_TYPE=5)
spots_shp = OBJ_NEW('IDLffShape', ...
FILEPATH(sample_name+'_spots.shp', ...
ROOT_DIR=working_dir), /UPDATE, ENTITY_TYPE=5)
vector_shp.GetProperty, attribute_info = attr_struct
FOR ii=0, (attr_struct.LENGTH-1) DO BEGIN
shives_shp.AddAttribute, attr_struct[ii].NAME, ...
attr_struct[ii].TYPE, attr_struct[ii].WIDTH, ...
PRECISION=attr_struct[ii].PRECISION
smlshives_shp.AddAttribute, attr_struct[ii].NAME, ...
attr_struct[ii].TYPE, attr_struct[ii].WIDTH, ...
PRECISION=attr_struct[ii].PRECISION
spots_shp.AddAttribute, attr_struct[ii].NAME, ...
attr_struct[ii].TYPE, attr_struct[ii].WIDTH, ...
PRECISION=attr_struct[ii].PRECISION
ENDFOR
pp=0
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qq=0
rr=0
FOR ii=0, (num_ent-1) DO BEGIN
temp_attr = vector_shp.GetAttributes(ii)
temp_ent = {IDL_SHAPE_ENTITY}
CASE temp_attr.ATTRIBUTE_0 OF
'1': BEGIN
temp_ent = vector_shp.GetEntity(ii)
shives_shp.PutEntity, temp_ent
temp_struct = shives_shp.GetAttributes(/ATTRIBUTE_STRUCTURE)
FOR jj=0, (N_TAGS(temp_struct)-1) DO BEGIN
temp_struct.(jj) = temp_attr.(jj)
ENDFOR
shives_shp.SetAttributes, pp, temp_struct
shives_shp.DestroyEntity, temp_ent
pp++
END
'2': BEGIN
temp_ent = vector_shp.GetEntity(ii)
smlshives_shp.PutEntity, temp_ent
temp_struct = smlshives_shp.GetAttributes(/ATTRIBUTE_STRUCTURE)
FOR jj=0, (N_TAGS(temp_struct)-1) DO BEGIN
temp_struct.(jj) = temp_attr.(jj)
ENDFOR
smlshives_shp.SetAttributes, qq, temp_struct
smlshives_shp.DestroyEntity, temp_ent
qq++
END
'3': BEGIN
temp_ent = vector_shp.GetEntity(ii)
spots_shp.PutEntity, temp_ent
temp_struct = spots_shp.GetAttributes(/ATTRIBUTE_STRUCTURE)
FOR jj=0, (N_TAGS(temp_struct)-1) DO BEGIN
temp_struct.(jj) = temp_attr.(jj)
ENDFOR
spots_shp.SetAttributes, rr, temp_struct
spots_shp.DestroyEntity, temp_ent
rr++
END
ELSE: BREAK
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ENDCASE
ENDFOR
shives[xx] = pp
smlshives[xx] = qq
spots[xx] = rr
OBJ_DESTROY, shives_shp
OBJ_DESTROY, vector_shp
OBJ_DESTROY, spots_shp
OBJ_DESTROY, smlshives_shp
PRINT, 'Classification complete.'
e.Close
ENDFOR
WRITE_CSV, results_filename, img_names.ToArray(), shives, ...
smlshives, spots
PRINT, 'Result file saved.'
e = ENVI()
results_dir = base_dir+'\ENVI_PY\Results (Adaptive_testing ...
- 20190225_151600)'
FILE_MKDIR, results_dir
FOR xx=0, (files.LENGTH-1) DO BEGIN
sample_name = img_names[xx]
PRINT, 'Saving '+sample_name+' results ...
('+(STRING(xx+1)).Compress()+' of ...
'+(STRING(files.LENGTH)).Compress()+')...'
working_dir = base_dir+'\ENVI_PY\'+sample_name+'\'
file = FILEPATH(sample_name+'_adj.tiff', ROOT_DIR=data_dir)
shives_filename = working_dir+sample_name+'_shives.shp'
smlshives_filename = working_dir+sample_name+'_smallshives.shp'
spots_filename = working_dir+sample_name+'_spots.shp'
results_image = FILEPATH(sample_name+'_results.tiff', ...
ROOT_DIR=results_dir)
view = e.GetView()
ras_adj = e.OpenRaster(file)
layer_adj = view.CreateLayer(ras_adj)
view.Zoom, /FULL_EXTENT
IF shives[xx] GT 0 THEN BEGIN
vec_s = e.OpenVector(shives_filename)
layer_s = view.CreateLayer(vec_s)
layer_s.COLOR = 'red'
ENDIF
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IF smlshives[xx] GT 0 THEN BEGIN
vec_ss = e.OpenVector(smlshives_filename)
layer_ss = view.CreateLayer(vec_ss)
layer_ss.COLOR = 'yellow'
ENDIF
IF spots[xx] GT 0 THEN BEGIN
vec_sp = e.OpenVector(spots_filename)
layer_sp = view.CreateLayer(vec_sp)
layer_sp.COLOR = 'blue'
ENDIF
view.Export, results_image, 'TIFF'
ras_adj.Close
IF shives[xx] GT 0 THEN vec_s.Close
IF smlshives[xx] GT 0 THEN vec_ss.Close
IF spots[xx] GT 0 THEN vec_sp.Close
view.Close
ENDFOR
WIDGET_CONTROL, /DESTROY
e.Close
PRINT, 'Result images saved.'
EXIT
END
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Appendix B

Empirical Classiﬁcation Rule
Determination Results
This appendix, namely Figure B.1, contains the raw results from the empirical determination of classiﬁcation rules to be applied during Near-Infrared (NIR) image
processing with ENVI, as described in Chapter 6.2.5. Each graph shows the results
for an individual attribute as calculated by ENVI. Green dots illustrate the attribute
values contained in all image segments for a single test image, while yellow dots
illustrate the attribute values for probable shive segments, collected from across all
sample images. Black horizontal lines represent some early attempts at rulemaking. For each graph, the x-axis indicates the region identiﬁer number of each image
segment, which is linearly determined during image segmentation.
The attributes studied are as follows (left to right in Fig. B.1): area1 , convexity1 , spectral minimum, rectangular ﬁt, elongation1 , spectral mean (labeled darkness), compactness, major axis length1 , solidity, roundness, form factor, minor axis
length1 , texture range, texture mean, texture variance, and texture entropy.
Note that these results were obtained using 16-bit images, whose pixel values
ranged from 0 to 65, 535. The values were converted for use with 8-bit images
(between 0 and 255), where appropriate.

1 y-axis

displayed on a logarithmic scale.
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Figure B.1: Raw results of empirical classiﬁcation rule determinations; see previous page for detailed information.

